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HOWARD UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
KERY DAVIS ’79 RAISES THE BAR
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Selectively taking new listings. Call to inquire.

BIG PICTURE

Higher Ed | Dartmouth’s living-learning communities

(LLCs) hosted free hot air balloon rides on the Green on Saturday, September 16, to raise awareness of their 24 programs. Even though the
airships remained tethered and never rose higher than Baker Tower,
more than 400 students hopped aboard for an uplifting experience.
“The event gave LLCs and other students the chance to come together,
make new friends and have fun,” says Jordan Drolet, assistant director
of LLCs. Photograph by Dartmouth College/Rachel Hastings
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ALEX STOCKTON ’15 INVITES VIEWERS TO WALK IN THE SHOES OF AN
UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANT IN HIS FEATURE FILM, TRANSIENT.
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INCLUDES “SEEN & HEARD”

A WEEKLY SELECTION OF ONLINE-ONLY MUST-READS ABOUT
DARTMOUTH ALUMNI MAKING NEWS AROUND THE WORLD

Matthew Brown ’19
Ishaan H. Jajodia ’20
Annie Phifer ’20

HOODED SWEATSHIRT Heavyweight, reverse
weave, with drawcord hood. Front pouch pocket.
Adult 95% Cotton/5% Poly. S-XXL. DCSW006. $68.95
Kids 50% Cotton/50% Poly. XS-XL. DK815A. $29.95

CLASSIC TEE Cotton. Green, Grey or White.
Short sleeve. Adult S-XXL. DCT124. $16.95. Youth
XS-XL. DCK8001. 13.95. Inf/Tod 6M-4T. DK801.
$12.95. Long Sleeve Adult S-XXL. DCT129. $24.99

BADGER PERFORMANCE TEE 100% polyester
moisture management/antimicrobial performance fabric.
Adult XS-XXL. 4320L. $26.99. Youth S-XL. YF23. $26.99

INTERNS

Mark Boillotat
Lauren Zeranski Chisholm ’02
Ed Gray ’67, C.J. Hughes ’92
Cynthia-Marie O’Brien ’04, Dirk Olin ’81
Hannah Silverstein, Julie Sloane ’99
Jake Tapper ’91, Bryant Urstadt ’91
Jennifer Wulff ’96, Melissa Yow
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(603) 646-1208
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MOM, DAD, OR GRANDPARENT TEE
100% Cotton. Unisex S-XXL. MOM. $14.99.
DAD. $14.99. Grandparent 1253. $14.99

A DV E RT I S I N G M A N AG E R

MARGARET WILKERSON
SEXTON ’04

Her novel weaves themes
of violence and hope
into a multigenerational
narrative.

JODI GILLETTE ’91

LARS KENSETH ’04

The former advisor to
President Obama on Native
American affairs reflects on
her career and the value of
mentors.

One of the newest
cartoonists at The New
Yorker discusses the
evolution of his signature
style.
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THE BETRAYAL OF
SAMSON OCCOM
By Bernd Peyer
November 1998

He kindled and funded Eleazar Wheelock’s
“grand design.” He never expected what he
got in return....

FOLLOW DAM

NIKE MEN’S DRI-FIT TEE
100% Polyester Nike Dri-FIT fabric.
S-XL. Long sleeve 3215. $38.00
Short sleeve 3214. $32.99

COLUMBIA GOLF OMNIWICK ROUND ONE
POLO 100% polyester, UPF
30. S-XXL. 16S12. $50.00

Heather Wedlake
(617) 319-0995
Director of Operations
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Editorial Board

Jamie Trowbridge ’82 (Chair)
Justin Anderson, Jay Benson ’90
Rick Beyer ’78, James E. Dobson
Julie Dunfey ’80, David Geithner ’88
Annette Gordon-Reed ’81, John Harvey ’78
Abigail Jones ’03, Matthew Mosk ’92
Martha Johnson Beattie ’76 (ex officio)
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7 Allen Street, Suite 201
Hanover, NH 03755-2065
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WOMEN'S & MEN'S LAKE 22 JACKET Water resistant 100% polyester. 80% duck down, 20% duck feather.
Zippered pockets. Bonded baffle construction. Women’s
XS-XL. C1746. $139.99. Men’s S-XL. C1738. $139.99

COLUMBIA FLANKER FULL ZIP
100% polyester fleece, 250g, with front
zipper closure hand pockets. Drawcord
hem. Adult 1233. S-XXL. $62.99
Youth 1416. XS-XL. $56.99

CROSSWIND JACKET
Soft 65% cotton/35% polyester
sweatshirt fabric. Relaxed fit cuffs
and waist. Side pockets. Unisex.
S-XXL. 9359. $43.99

MEN’S HEATHER
FLEECE PULLOVER
Yarn dyed 100% polyester
sweater fleece, brushed soft
interior. S-XXL. 9312. $69.99

ADDRESS CHANGES

Alumni Records: (603) 646-2253
Email: alumni.records@dartmouth.edu
Other Dartmouth offices: (603) 646-1110
Dartmouth Alumni Magazine is owned and published by Dartmouth
College, Hanover, NH 03755, and is produced in cooperation with the
Dartmouth Class Secretaries Association. The purposes of the Magazine
are to report news of the College and its alumni, provide a medium for
the exchange of views concerning College affairs, and in other ways
provide editorial content that relates to the shared and diverse experiences and interests of Dartmouth alumni. This publication is guided
by Dartmouth’s principles of freedom of expression and accepted
standards of good taste. Opinions expressed are those of the signed
contributors and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
editors or the official position of Dartmouth College.
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DARTMOUTH MID-WEIGHT
ARCH SWEATSHIRT 50%
cotton/50% poly. Unisex. S-XXL.
3020. $19.95

NIKE CHALLENGER SHORTS
Stretch waist with drawcord, Dri-Fit
technology, built-in briefs, mesh side
panels, and interior pocket.100%
Polyester. S-XL. M73478. $42.99
DARTMOUTH VINEYARD SHORTS
Washed refined 100% loop back cotton
terry. S-XL. GFT250. $49.99

FRANCHISE D FITTED
HAT Cotton and recycled
polyester blend.
S = 67/8–7. M = 7– 71/8.
L = 71/4–73/8. XL = 71/2–75/8.
DH215. $30.00

DARTMOUTH ARCH
HAT Lightweight,
adjustable cotton hat.
DH103. $21.99

LONE PINE HAT
Pine embroidered on cap.
DARTMOUTH embroidered
on the back of cap.
Adjustable. DH88. $23.99

CONTIGO
TRAVEL
TUMBLER
20 oz. deluxe
insulated
stainless steel
travel tumbler.
Hot: 7 hours.
Cold: 18 hours.
8"H, 2.75"W.
TR268. $39.99

32 OZ.
NALGENE
Wide mouth
water bottle.
Leak & odor
proof, super
durable.
DH501CLR.
$19.99

NIKE WOMEN’S DRI-FIT TEE 100%
polyester Nike Dri-FIT wicking fabric. S-XL.
3212. $32.99. TUCK 21148. $32.99

WOMEN’S FRESHY SHIELD TEE 50% poly/38% cotton/
12% rayon. Individually washed for softness. Water base
imprint for vintage hand feel. Grey or Green. 1474. $22.99

BADGER WOMEN'S RACERBACK TANK
100% Polyester moisture management/
antimicrobial performance fabric. A-line body.
Grey or Green. XS–XL. B4166. $32.99

H2GO FORCE
TUMBLER
17 oz. stainless steel
with copper vacuum
insulation and stainless
steel insulated lid.
Lone Pine symbol
and D art. 10-3/8"
H, 3" W. Hot:12
hours. Cold: 24 hours.
2017DART. $34.99

DARTMOUTH DOG LEASH
1" web nylon belt. 6 ft. or 4 ft.
DHG163. $21.95
CLOISONNÉ
ORNAMENT
Enamel
and metal.
Landscape
DHF19970.
$49.99

DARTMOUTH
SHIELD
ORNAMENT
Green glass
ornament with
gold shield.
DHF621. $11.99

LICENSE PLATE HOLDER
Chrome plated. Inlay
Dartmouth green with white.
Alumni. DHG173. Vox.
DHG473. $29.99

DARTMOUTH DOG COLLAR
1" nylon webbing, black plastic
clasp. XS–XL. DHG164. $19.95

DARTMOUTH DECAL 10.75" x
1.75" exterior, removable, vinyl decal.
DHGCDI3. $5.99
WOMEN’S HEATHER FLEECE Yarn dyed 100%
polyester sweater fleece, brushed soft interior. XS-XL.
Pullover 5312. $69.99. Full-zip 5493. $69.99

WOMEN’S BESTIE TEE 100%
cotton. Premium baby jersey. White
or Green. S-XL. 195. $21.99

BFF LONG SLEEVE 100%
cotton. Premium baby jersey.
Heather or white. 403. $26.99
OGIO HAULER GOLF BAG
125026. $289.99

DARTMOUTH
GOLF TOWEL
DHG16250. $24.99.
GOLF BALLS 3-pack, 1
each of lone pine, shield
and block D. DHG174.
$11.99

kid
sizes
too!

OH THE PLACES TEE
100% cotton.
Adult. S-XXL. 60808. $21.99
Youth 30808. $19.99
Toddler 20801. $19.99
BLACKWATCH
FLANNEL PANTS
4 oz., 100% cotton flannel.
Covered elastic waistband.
Button-closure fly and side
pockets. Unisex. F24B.
$29.99

PEANUTS GANG
DARTMOUTH TEE
100% Cotton. MADE IN
USA. Unisex fit. 2T – 4T.
341GANG. $21.99

SNOOPY ZAMBONI TEE
100% Cotton. MADE IN
USA. Unisex fit. 2T – 5T. 341.
$21.99

DARTMOUTH BIG STORM
UMBRELLA 22" folded,
58" canopy when open. Oak
wood handle with black cord
strap. DHG4500. $26.95

GREEN PLAID
FLANNEL PANTS
Feature elastic band, no
fly, no pockets. 100%
Cotton, 4 oz. material.
Adult S-XL. F14GW.
$29.99 Youth YS-YL.
Y14GW. $29.99

NIKE WOMEN'S DRIFIT TEMPO RUNNING
SHORTS
Built-in liner briefs. 100%
Polyester taffeta. 3"
inseam. Forest or Black.
S-XL. 73120. $38.99

BLOCKWORD ONEPIECE 100% Cotton with snap
closure. Green. DK201. 6M or 12M. $21.99

KIDS ‘THING’ TEE 100%
Cotton. ‘Thing 1’ or ‘Thing 2’
available. Toddler 2T – 5/6.
71883. $19.95

Dartmouth College, Dartmouth, Tuck, Thayer, the Geisel School of Medicine, and their logos and symbols are Trademarks owned by the Trustees of Dartmouth College.
They are reproduced on Co-op merchandise under license agreements with the Trustees. Every purchase supports the students and activities of Dartmouth College.

DARTMOUTH CRIBBAGE
SET Natural maple wooden
set with Dartmouth shield.
Includes two sets of three
pegs. 14" x 4" x 3/4" thick.
MADE IN THE USA. GM049.
$59.99
Order by Phone:

800 634 2667

PING PONG PADDLE
Laser engraved traditional
sandpaper paddle.
DHGPADDLE. $19.99.
PING PONG BALLS.
6-pak. DHG959. $9.99

PLAYING CARDS
DHG166. $12.99

MAPLE SYRUP & SMALL BELL PITCHER
GIFT SET: LONE PINE 3" x 4" wheel-thrown
bell pitcher and 8 oz. maple syrup MADE IN
VERMONT by Farmhouse Pottery. FAC03.
$125.00

SILO MUG GIFT SET: LONE PINE
Durable, handmade stoneware pieces with Lone
Pine logo stamped into each mug. Mugs are
3.5" x 3.75". 12 oz. FAC10WH. $125.00

MOOSILAUKE TRAIL PLANK
SIGN 11"x20". 1060WP20.
$44.99 $14 freight.

WALL BOTTLE
OPENER Half inch
MDF with metal
hardware. MADE IN
USA. 1018WBO.
$29.99
DARTMOUTH SHIELD FLAG
2' x 3' Dartmouth Shield screen
print flag. DHF789. $21.99

DARTMOUTH LONE PINE FLAG 3' x 5' is silk
screened with the lone pine logo. DHF116AVS. $34.99

VINEYARD VINES TOTE
Cotton canvas, trimmed with
printed silk, gingham lining,
zip-top closure. Waterproof
bottom. 4 interior pockets.
Lone Pine and Dartmouth
'D' pattern. 18" x 12" x 6".
DHG1996. $95.00

SHIELD TOTE BAG
18" L x 6" W x 13" H. 12
oz. cotton canvas with 28"
handles. DHG438. $23.99
Shop in the Store:

21 South Main, Hanover

LYME, NH Fabulous contemporary.
Great natural light. Gorgeous cherry
kitchen. 4 BR, 5.5 BA. Finished lower
level. Screened porch. Barn. $1,650,000

LYME, NH Set amid conservation land
with views, barn, brook. Hand hewn
beams. Period details. 3 BR, 3.5 BA,
4 fireplaces, 1st floor master. $1,200,000

SOUND BITES
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12 | YOUR TURN Readers

react.

Notebook
18 | CAMPUS

News and notes from
around the Green

“You have one way
out of here, and
that’s behind me.”

It’s like
having
a friend

27 | SPORTS

One-shot wonders share
humble stories of scoring just once—and only
once—in their basketball
careers.

—GARDNER DEFOE ’58

PAGE 62

BY MATT CROSSMAN
30 | CLASSROOM

HANOVER, NH Spacious home, 3 BR,
3 BA, super sunroom, huge screened
porch. Guest quarters. 8.1+/-acres
includes a pond & lovely views. Just
10 mins from downtown. $749,000

PLAINFIELD, NH With 46+/-ac, a large
pond and a barn, this home has a
gorgeous setting. Magical interior with
great views. 4 BR, 3.5 BA. 1st floor
master. Fabulous kitchen. $799,000

ORFORD, NH This colonial has been
beautifully restored and has 3 BR,
3 BA, 4 fireplaces and an in-law rental
apartment. Pretty gardens & separate
studio/commercial rental. $535,000

HANOVER, NH Fabulously updated
antique home. With 5 BR, 4 BA, a
sitting room reminiscent of an Inn in the
Cotswolds with its huge hearth and air
of comfort. Great guest or in-law suite.
Close to trails. $1,049,000

“The study of
biology is about
asking good questions
about life and figuring out clever ways
to find the answers.”

BY JUDITH HERTOG
34 | PERSONAL HISTORY

—PROFESSOR AMY
GLADFELTER

In remembrance of his
former roommate, an
alum recalls their elaborate prank that rocked
campus more than 50
years ago.

46

PAGE 39

40

BY STEPHEN GELLER ’62

All the Right Moves

“The worst way of
being in the world
is to go through life
thinking that the
best thing is being
the smartest person
in the room.”

in the
business.

Visiting prof Cornel West
promised to be “academically promiscuous” in
his summer course. He
delivered.

—PROFESSOR CORNEL WEST

PAGE 30

39 | FACULTY

A variety of professors
explain their subject matter succinctly in excerpts
from What Are the Arts
and Sciences?

The career path of Kery Davis ’79 led from law school to
Broadway to HBO Boxing. Now, as athletic director at
Howard University, he hopes to inject a dose of Ivy League
into “The Mecca.”

Pursuits

BY DERON SNYDER

59 | VOICES IN THE
WILDERNESS Baruch

46

What Makes
Nice People Nice?

College president Mitchel
Wallerstein ’71 offers a
gateway to a better future.
Also: Gwen Bethel Riley
’90 • Nils Ericson ’00 •
Gardner Defoe ’58 • Jeff
Eldridge ’00 • Ani Liu ’08

Georgetown professor Abigail Marsh ’99 peeks inside the
altruistic headquarters of our brains.
B Y T E R E S A W I LT Z ’ 8 3

64 | ALUMNI BOOKS

50

Class Notes

T H E DA M I N T E RV I E W

On The Green
Lyme, NH 03768
603-795-4816

—MATT BURKE ’98

PAGE 104

•

THETFORD, VT Restored antique
brick colonial. Spacious chef’s kitchen
with high end appliances. 3 BR, 2.5 BA.
2nd floor master: large marble bathroom,
steam shower. $389,000

Allen Street
Hanover, NH 03755
603-643-4200
•

www.marthadiebold.com

LYME, NH The first schoolhouse in Lyme,
and just off the Lyme Common, the home
has restored wood floors and doors.
Living room is preserved school room.
2 BR, 1.5 BA. $425,000

68 | THE CLASSES
100 | CLUBS & GROUPS
100 | DEATHS

The dean of admissions and financial aid takes you inside the
admissions process and explains what kindness, grit and Harry
Potter have to do with getting into Dartmouth.
BY JACQUES STEINBERG ’88

W W W. D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E . C O M

104 | CONTINUING ED

Matt Burke ’98 on
coaching in the NFL
ANDREA UCINI

“I tell our players
that if we learn from
them, mistakes are
fine, but repeat
mistakes aren’t.”

Lee Coffin

BY LISA FURLONG
ON THE COVER:

Photograph by James Kegley
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reade rs react

ness education, I stepped forward because I
knew that should I run to Canada, someone
else would have to take my place.
The inconvenient truth is that being
drafted interrupted Barrie’s career. While
I never met him, the guy that I kept from
taking my place I hope had a long and prosperous life, unlike a handful of guys I knew
on the wall who didn’t.
LANCE M. ROBERTS ’66

Charleston, West Virginia

Vietnam

“Crossing the Line” [by Andy Barrie ’67,
September/October] is a paean to all of us
who “took the road less traveled by.” I, too,
blew the comps that were in fact ridiculous
as well as irrelevant for my classics degree.
Also a Jersey boy, I recall peering down
Main Street freshman year, looking for the
revolution. It had not happened yet. Our
four years preceded the political conflagration many of us chose to enter after departing a bucolic Hanover. Two years later,
gifted with a medical school deferment,
I hit the streets of Newark, New Jersey.
This time I found the revolution, starting
the student health clinic that still exists.
Our resistance, a year after the riots up and
down the incinerated Bloomington Avenue,
demanded recognition of the inequities
of healthcare and oppression of a black
minority.
I was never sure if I wanted to attend
or blow up my medical school. My grades
reflected my militant turmoil as a member of the student health organization. God
knows why the dean let me return if I promised to be good. The resistance and anger
continued. I still remember the serpentine
line of white-coated students and faculty
marching down South Orange Avenue protesting a war that was a rich man’s war and
a poor man’s fight. Our leaders were enlisting minorities to die for a country that was
oppressing them. Four years later, by the
time I entered my internship in 1972, the
military was no longer conscripting doctors. I chose to work with Native Americans
in the inner city of Minneapolis.
Barrie voted with his feet, and his decision is commendable. Those were exciting
and dangerous times that, like the Holocaust, should not be forgotten, especially
in our current political morass.

The deeply moving account of becoming
a conscientious objector to the Vietnam
War, and of reaching safe haven in Canada,
recalls Gen. Lewis Hershey’s speech in
Spaulding Auditorium in April 1966. Barrie quotes an anonymous student whose
“heckle” galvanized his own outrage about
the war.
I’m the anonymous student, and I can
attest that Barrie describes the scene almost exactly right. As founding head of
Dartmouth Students for a Democratic Society, I organized a demonstration of opposition to the war. Six or eight neatly attired
and well-behaved demonstrators picketed
Hopkins Center and were mildly heckled
by curious onlookers, some of whom tossed
bars of soap and urged us to take showers.
When the general finished speaking
and invited questions, I asked him if the
United States might be guilty of war crimes
and crimes against humanity, like the Nazis
convicted at the Nuremberg trials. Gen.
Hershey replied that the Germans got
charged only because they lost. He then
compared our commander-in-chief to a
quarterback, who shouldn’t be secondguessed in the middle of a big game. This
provoked my indignant reaction, sarcastically commending Hitler for 6 million
touchdowns.
By the following year, in response to a
campaign appearance by Gov. George Wallace, campus demonstrations became less
civil. But that is another chapter in the history of Dartmouth in those turbulent times.
Thanks to Andy Barrie, we can better
understand the high passions and drama
of those days in Hanover and beyond. And
I’m touched to learn, after 50 years, that I
wasn’t a solitary vox clamantis in deserto.
ROBERT H. BELL ’67

PETER J. DORSEN ’66

Williamstown, Massachusetts

I also was drafted in 1968, and although it
caused a disruption in my graduate busi-

I read with interest the story by my classmate about his odyssey to Canada during
the Vietnam War. I participated with Barrie

Eden Prairie, Minnesota
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As the seasons pass,
your stor y is just be g inning .

in a panel discussion about the war at our
recent 50th reunion, along with two other
’67s who served as Marine Corps officers.
My sole accomplishment was being
commissioned as a second lieutenant in
1970 while attending Harvard Law School
(the last ROTC graduates at the university for the next 43 years!). The highlight
of the panel was hearing Barrie’s compelling story, which served as a cathartic message for many in the room. After a
half century the dissensions are assuaged.
There may never be final resolution of this
time of great national turmoil, which did
not bypass Dartmouth, but at least after
all these years we are moving in the right
direction.

FourSeasonsSIR.com

PHIL CURTIS ’67

Atlanta

As for the alumnus who fled to Canada to
avoid service, I wonder about the Vietnam
experiences of the one who took his place.
BRAD MOREHOUSE ’46

Southport, Connecticut

GRANITE WAY RETREAT

A HANOVER GEM

REMARKABLE AND VISIBLE ACREAGE

Amazing 22 room Eastman waterfront home situated
on 4.2 acres with 525 feet on the lake. This Yankee
Barn home was designed as a family retreat with
plenty of room for everyone.

Steeped in Dartmouth tradition, 17 Rope Ferry Road
is a landmark home in what is arguably Hanover’s
finest residential neighborhood. This seventeen
room home is a true Hanover gem!

Highly visible 34 acre parcel of land, ideally located on
Route 5 South and Hopson Road in Norwich, Vermont.
This property has a nice mix of open fields and a
sloping, wooded area ideal for possible development.

GRANTHAM, NH | $1,500,000 | MLS#4644465
JUDY CASHMAN | 603.998.9386

HANOVER, NH | $2,479,000 | MLS#4494379
RICK HIGGERSON | 802.291.0436

NORWICH, VT | $1,500,000 | MLS#4608685
CAM BROWN | 603.252.8902

Great retrospective! Some new historical
wrinkles in what I know (remember) of the
times. My brother did the same as Barrie—
he’s still in Canada. Thanks for the best
read I’ve had in a long time.
PETER COOMBS ’64

Wakefield, Massachusetts

Many friends and neighbors joined the
armed forces out of high school based on
love of country. To see a story written by a
confessed deserter is an insult.
LOUIS N. PERNOKAS ’47

Stephenville, Texas

Interesting article. It would have been more
interesting if the author had delved more

CLOSE PROXIMITY TO DHMC

STUNNING GEORGIAN WATERFRONT

MAGICAL AND PRIVATE CONTEMPORARY

From the first floor master suite to a vaulted
family room, from granite kitchen island to
picturesque country setting with beautiful
views, this home enjoys it all with pride.

This is a one of a kind historic home that offers many
architectural details through out the 8700 square
feet of living space. Featuring an inground pool,
barns, guest house and over 60 acres.

Compelling views and clean space offers comfort
for the present with investment for the future.

LEBANON, NH | $755,900 | MLS#4649272
MELISSA ROBINSON | 603.667.7761

ALSTEAD, NH | $1,349,000 | MLS#4647141
ANITA BILLADO | 603.498.6022

NORWICH, VT | $1,430,000 | MLS#4504482
BERNA REXFORD | 802.291.0479
EVA TEMPLETON | 603.276.1332
EDYE SCHEIER | 802.356.0979

WRITE TO US

We welcome letters. The editor reserves the
right to determine the suitability of letters
for publication and to edit them for accuracy
and length. We regret that not all letters
can be published, nor can they be returned.
Letters should run no more than 200 words
in length, refer to material published in the
magazine and include the writer’s full name,
address and telephone number.
Write: Letters, Dartmouth Alumni
Magazine, 7 Allen Street, Suite 201,
Hanover, NH 03755
Email: DAMletters@dartmouth.edu
Online: dartmouthalumnimagazine.com
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deeply into his motivation for deserting.
He talked about applying for conscientious
objector status without really fleshing out
the basis of his conscientious objection.
He danced around the issue, mentioning
the Holocaust and following orders and
such. However, I think he gave it away with
“many of the medics trained before me were
returning home in body bags.” The article
would have been so much more engaging,
credible and human if he had simply admitted, “I was afraid to go.”
AL CHAKER ’84

Newport, Rhode Island

I read with great interest the article by C.J.
Hughes ’92 [“The Idiocy of War,” July/August]. As a career officer in the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and a graduate of ROTC
in 1957, I served in Vietnam in 1965 as an
advisor to six different Vietnamese engineer supply depots and facilities.
In 1968-69 I was the executive officer
of a 1,000-man engineer battalion, building
roads up to the Cambodian border east of
Saigon. I saw the war at the beginning and
at its maximum buildup, but it wasn’t until
I read President Jim Wright’s book Enduring Vietnam that I fully appreciated what
was really going on. I strongly recommend
reading it.
In 1965 most people had never heard
of Vietnam as witnessed by the following
anecdote: I moved my wife and two children to a small town near Peoria, Illinois,
in February 1965. My wife was asked by a
neighbor where her husband was. She replied that he was in Vietnam. The neighbor
then asked, “Does he come home on the
weekends?” And yes, I was spit upon while
coming up the steps at the San Francisco
airport in June 1969.
CHARLES SHERMAN MILLS JR. ’57

Dumfries, Virginia

I enjoyed reading “The Idiocy of War,” a
good article with great pictures on a subject that is largely neglected. The men and
women who served there, and the people
of Vietnam, deserve better. In all fairness,
though, Hughes’ comment in the first paragraph, “many veterans were loath to discuss
their combat experiences in the conflict
for decades—even among close family
members” misses the mark. As a physician
who has seen many patients in the Veterans Administration hospital system, and
whose father was a Marine on Iwo Jima,
it is clear that veterans never discuss any
14
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combat experiences with anyone except
fellow veterans (and perhaps their physicians). Veterans would not put the burden
of those hellish times on their loved ones.
BOB TIBOLT ’76

Wilsonville, Oregon

Diversity Consensus

In the September/October DAM, President
Phil Hanlon ’77 wrote eloquently about
diversity of opinion on the campus of the
College [“Diversity of Opinion”]. His defense of that diversity is in keeping with
the values of the liberal arts education we
received at Dartmouth.
Shortly after his opinion piece appeared, Hanlon was challenged by the comments made on national media by visiting
lecturer Mark Bray, about the violent attacks of antifa on white supremacists in
Charlottesville, Virginia, and elsewhere.
Hanlon rose to the occasion with a strong
defense of the right to speak an unpopular
opinion, but he strongly stated that the violence that was being defended violated the
values of the College.
I am proud of what Hanlon said. Nevertheless, some 100 members of the Dartmouth faculty dissented, as is their right.
But those 100 faculty members should understand that their tolerance for violence,
and those who would defend political violence, opens the door to their being silenced
by the “hecklers’ veto” or worse.
JOHN T. FISHEL ’64

Blanchard, Oklahoma
Kudos to President Hanlon for his comments regarding listening to another point
of view. I hope students, not just alumni,
read his words.
BOB ARMKNECHT ’60

Westport, Massachusetts

I was proud to see that Dartmouth had
displayed the intellectual courage to allow
radical speakers such as Milo Yiannopoulos to speak on campus without censure
or rioting and to read President Hanlon’s
profound defense of free speech. This is
Dartmouth at its best.
JACK WOODS ’51, TH’52

Basking Ridge, New Jersey
President Hanlon clearly adds “diversity
of opinion” to the basket of other muchdiscussed diversities that contribute to the
quality of an education. That he had to decline repeatedly the requests of those who

wanted him to cancel the visits of “highly
controversial speakers” to the College suggests that his essay has a needed audience
at least among some who help shape the
on- and off-campus experiences of Dartmouth students.
CLETE DIGIOVANNI ’56

La Mesa, California

Innocence

Thank you for covering the release of Lamarr Monson from prison [“Pursuits,” September/October]. Many, many individuals
worked hard for many years to bring about
that result, and we are so happy for Monson
and his family.
The article notes that he was expected
to have a new trial this fall. Thankfully, I
now have better news to share: Based on
the new evidence, the prosecution decided
to drop charges against Monson entirely,
and he no longer has to face a new trial.
Instead, he has been fully exonerated and
is (finally) a truly free man. His profile is up
on the National Registry of Exonerations
with the full story of his case.
DAMAYANTI “DIMPY” DESAI ’13

Washington, D.C.

A Matter of Taste

I found Jane Stern’s article about the Dartmouth dining scene about as elitist as you
can get [“Bon Appétit,” July/August].
You highlight two sentences: “In the
bad old days of college cafeterias, your
choices boiled down to ‘looks disgusting’
or ‘looks really disgusting.’ The food at
Dartmouth’s dining halls looks more like
it’s from a brochure for a cruise ship.” The
first sentence is utterly false. The food was
so popular in 1965 that the freshmen held
a brief food riot, clamoring for unlimited
seconds! (I’m not condoning the riot, the
aftermath of which Thayer ladies and student workers had to clean up.) Great food,
just not enough of it.
Looking back, of course I see that it was
heavy on meat and carbs, and the trend toward healthier foods is certainly welcome.
However, the second sentence quoted from
Stern points to a larger issue, that of catering to students’ perceived whims as colleges try to outdo each other in the latest
country club-style amenities.
Do we really need to worry about making “the eating experience more competitive”? For what? Surely Dartmouth will
still enroll enough of the best and brightest from its applicant pool, whether or not

it has umpteen food stations with exotic
offerings.
PETER J. THOMPSON ’68

Post Mills, Vermont

Can’t We Get Along?

I was not pleased to read the note from attorney Allegra Love ’03, director and supervising attorney of the Santa Fe Dreamers
Project [“Your Turn,” September/October],
who holds a law degree from the University
of New Mexico School of Law.
It is nice that she wants to help other
human beings, especially vulnerable women
and children, but I believe she is a product of
criminal, left-wing brainwashing of Dartmouth students by its liberal faculty. Is it
really necessary to blame everything on
President Trump?
DAVE CLARKE ’58

Satellite Beach, Florida

More Wine, Please!

How delightful it was to see so many Dartmouth grads involved in the California wine
industry [“Lone Pine Wine,” July/August].
The vineyard and wine business requires
passion, rugged individualism and an entrepreneurial spirit—a great match for Dartmouth people. I was disappointed that only
California was covered in the article. While
it is by far the largest producer, we sometimes forget that nearly all of the 49 other
states have wineries, too—including some
with Dartmouth connections. Like mine.
I founded DuCard Vineyards (in Etlan,
Virginia, just north of Charlottesville) in
2001, planting grapes on a property bordering the Shenandoah National Park, and
then opened as a winery in 2010. We have
been named Virginia’s “greenest winery”
(how appropriate!) for our sustainability
and environmental stewardship, which
includes solar power, reclaimed wood
construction, local products and suppliers and more.
We’ve been pleased to host local alumni
groups, a few of my classmates and a whole
range of folks who like the off-the-grid,
boutique environment we offer. I extend
an invitation to all alumni and friends as
they visit the park or Monticello or other
central Virginia landmarks just outside
Washington, D.C., to come on out to DuCard. And I hope a broader profile of Dartmouth vineyards and wineries nationwide
can be compiled and published as well.

BRIDGE
Their Future

Tuck Business Bridge is a total
immersion business program designed
to prepare top liberal arts, science, and
engineering undergrads for challenging
careers in business and beyond.
In just a few weeks, the Tuck Business
Bridge Program®, held at the Tuck School
of Business at Dartmouth College, delivers
a comprehensive business curriculum
taught by Tuck’s top-ranked MBA faculty,
a capstone team project, recruiting,
and one-on-one career guidance, to give
students the tools they need to get a job
and succeed.
Scholarships are available!

2017 December Bridge Program
November 26–December 15
2018 Tuck Business Bridge Program
Session 1: June 11–July 6
Session 2: July 16–August 10

Dartmouth College . Hanover, NH . 603-646-0883
tuck.biz.bridge@dartmouth.edu
bridge.tuck.dartmouth.edu

SCOTT ELLIFF ’75

Charlottesville, Virginia
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New Energy

Elizabeth Wilson takes the helm
of the new Arthur L. Irving
Institute for Energy and Society.
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The transformation of the global energy system has begun with the arrival of Wilson,
a professor of energy and environmental
policy and law from the University of Minnesota. The new director has a full plate of
fundraising, making “strategic collaborations” and planning for the institute’s proposed building near Tuck Mall.
“This is the first time that we’ve really
thought about energy and society,” says Wilson of the initiative that was jumpstarted
with an $80-million gift from the Irving
family. “Thinking about energy within this
larger legal, political, social, cultural, economic context is really critical. This is not
going to just be economists and engineers.
This is a societal endeavor.”
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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notes from around the gree n

“I drive
on ice
all day.”

LOOK WHO’S TALKING
> ERIK GENO, Thompson Arena Grounds Crew/Zamboni Driver

▲
VISITING VOICES

“I believe
today
that the
likelihood of a nuclear
catastrophe is greater than
Could Bigger Be Better? it was during the Cold War.”
FUTURE PLANNING

—WILLIAM PERRY, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE UNDER PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON

Ever since Daniel Webster, class of 1801, invoked Dartmouth’s
small size in his argument to protect the College from a New
Hampshire state takeover in 1819, the College’s “smallest in the
Ivy League” status has been a point of pride.
Now, a task force appointed by President Phil Hanlon ’77
with co-chairs Dean of the College Rebecca Biron and Dean of
the Faculty Elizabeth Smith is gathering data to help Hanlon
with the trustees decide if the College should expand its almost
4,400 undergraduate student body by 10 to 25 percent in a yetto-be-determined time period. Reasons presented by Hanlon to
consider a larger student body are to “amplify our impact on the
world” and to allow more diversity in the composition of classes.
The committee will file a report in March.
The key question facing the task force, says Smith, is: “How
would we implement a plan to grow in a way that preserves what
is fundamental about the Dartmouth experience, both from the
student and the faculty perspective?”
Students interviewed by DAM are overwhelmingly opposed to
expansion for two predictable reasons: trouble getting into classes
they want and the current housing crunch. Faculty contacted by
DAM did not want to comment on the record, but computer science
professor Tom Cormen told Inside Higher Ed that he would not
support adding more students without adding more faculty, something Smith says is already being addressed in that department.
An expanded student body would require more faculty in
several departments to maintain the current student-faculty
ratio. “There’s always going to be an initial, upfront cost that’s
not balanced by revenue, but we need to ask what that looks like
over time,” says Smith. “A dorm would eventually be paid for, but
students would continue to be housed there for years after that.”
Smith says new dorms need to be built regardless of expansion plans, even if only as “swing space” to allow for the repair of
existing dorms. “Whether or not more students would change the
Dartmouth experience is a more difficult question to answer,” she
says, noting that the group will seek community input and create
a website where alums can weigh in. “People will likely raise issues that the task force didn’t think about and will help guide our
inquiry into the most important aspects of a potential expansion
that we should be looking at.”

>
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THROWING SOME SHADE

AT A G L A N C E

Class of 2021
Enrolled

1,217

Describe your job.
I do everything from cleaning the glass
to taking care of the ice. I spend a lot of
time working on the ice, leveling it, taking
depth checks. We like to run it thin, between an inch to an inch-and-a-quarter.
Why?
Thinner ice is faster ice, and that’s a home
field advantage for us. Our ice is also
among the coldest in the league, which
makes it hard. When you go to a rink that’s
got soft ice it takes the edge away from us
and gives it to the home team.
Is it difficult to drive a Zamboni?
You can learn in a couple of weeks.
But to really learn, it takes a few
years. To learn where the high spots
are on the ice. To learn the driving
pattern around the ice. You try not to
leave any “bananas” out there, those
curved, missed spots, especially during games.

Admitted

2,093

APPLICANTS
20,035

Private

30%

HIGH SCHOOLS
REPRESENTED

12%

JAMES NAPOLI

MILESTONES

Years that Lou’s Restaurant has
been serving breakfast and other
delights to students, alums and
Hanover residents. Lou Bressett
opened the joint on April 11, 1947.

Do you ever get comments about the ice
from opposing teams?
Jerry York, head coach at Boston College,
once said to me, “This is great ice.” He’s
won more than 1,000 games and probably
been on every sheet in the country. That
meant a lot.
—Sean Plottner

Good viewing conditions lured a crowd of viewers to the Green
for the August 21 solar eclipse.

89

RANKINGS

Dartmouth’s place in the Times
Higher Education’s 2018 world
university rankings. The Times
ranks the College 39th among
U.S. colleges and universities.

70
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FINANCIAL AID
RECIPIENTS

Average Scholarship

$49,358

ph oto g ra ph b y JO HN S HERM A N

45%

Unknown*

10%

Students of Color

39%

RACE
AND ETHNICITY

Have you ever crashed the Zamboni?
Not really. But we’ve all banged the boards
before.
How does your Zamboni work compare to
driving a car in winter?
I feel safer on the roads in ice and snow
than I did before I drove the ’Boni. I drive
on ice all day, so I feel more comfortable
driving in bad weather.

58%

Parochial

When fans toss tennis balls on the ice during the Princeton game each year, are you
one of the folks who picks them all up?
Yes. We plan ahead. We have these little
pushers that we use ready to go, and we
line up some student help. Yeah, they
throw some tennis balls. I had an orange go
right by my head one year. I’m glad it didn’t
hit me. Still, since I do women’s games now
I usually try to also put in for the men’s
Princeton game because that’s fun.
An orange?
People throw out all kinds of things. Lots
of pennies and change. Sodas and chickens—not live—and steaks. We’ve had fish
out there on Princeton night.

Public

White

51%

*Primarily international students

WHERE THEY’RE FROM

West 21%

New England 21%
Mid-Atlantic 21%
Midwest 9%
South 16%

Outside the United States: 12%
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Refresh the Way You Travel

NEWS AND NOTES

when you stay in luxury accommodations from Pyramid Hotel Group.

CAMPUS CONFIDENTIAL

MONEY WALKS
Students who lead campus
tours want a pay raise.
One guide suggested to
The Dartmouth that the
$7.75-per-hour rate be
upped to $10.

AFTER THE FLOOD
In response to a plea from
the University of Houston
men’s basketball coach,
Dartmouth’s basketball
teams donated T-shirts and
sneakers for residents suffering from the devastation
of Hurricane Harvey.

REST IN PEACE
The College lost two retired
professors recently: Art
history prof John Maxwell
Jacobus, 89, died in July,
and government prof Vincent Starzinger, 88, died in
September.

BACK ON THE RIVER
Wendy Bordeau has returned as coach of women’s
rowing. She led the team
from 2005 to 2014 before
she became senior associate
athletics director. Coach
Linda Muri resigned in June.

WATCHDOG
Allison Lyng O’Connell is the
new Title IX coordinator at
the College. A former assistant district attorney who
worked for Suffolk County in
Massachusetts, she’ll double
as Dartmouth’s Clery Act
compliance officer.

SUFFRAGE
Garrett D. Muscatel ’20 of
Thousand Oaks, California,
is party to a lawsuit filed
against New Hampshire’s
secretary of state and attorney general that seeks to rescind a new state voting law.
The law, SB3, now makes it
more difficult for students
to claim their college towns
as their domiciles.

DON’T TOUCH THAT FIRE
A six-foot-high chain link
fence was erected around
the Homecoming bonfire to
keep students from engaging in incendiary hijinks.

DOWN ON THE FARM
Students have erected a
new timber-frame picnic
pavilion at the organic farm.
It’s for outdoor dining, classes and, of course, parties.

Course Correction

>>> In the wake of reports that
the College is considering selling
or closing Hanover Country Club,
more than 50 former members of
the men’s and women’s golf teams
signed a September 5 letter to
the editor of the Valley News. In it
they urged the administration to
reconsider. They also offered to
help assess the club’s financials
and approximate annual deficit of
$600,000. Closing the course, they
wrote, “is unlikely to earn Dartmouth
any new friends and may alienate
plenty of old ones.”

IN THE ZONE
Dartmouth hurler Austen
Michel ’20 was named
Futures Collegiate Baseball
League’s Pitcher of the Year
for his summer performance
with the North Shore
Navigators of Lynn,
Massachusetts.

BIG GREEN
The College endowment
generated a return of 14.6
percent for fiscal year 2017,
which led to a record high
value of $4.96 billion.

QUOTE/UNQUOTE

“Being a university president is
like a roller coaster. You reach
unbelievable highs and lows. And
everyone around you is screaming and
shaking their arms.”
—President Phil Hanlon ’77
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DACA Drama

>>> As undocumented students
expressed concerns over President
Donald Trump’s decision to rescind
the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals in early September, President Phil Hanlon ’77 expressed his
disappointment with the decision.
“It is our sincere hope that Congress
recognizes that these individuals
embody the determination, drive
and diversity of human talent that
make the United States prosper,”
he wrote in a letter to Trump. “Our
legislators must find a solution that
upholds these fundamental values.”

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The Black Alumni of Dartmouth Association marked
its 45th anniversary with
a weekend celebration on
campus in late September.

BRICKS AND MORTAR
The fates of two vacant
buildings have been determined: Gilman Hall, which
once housed bio sciences,
will be razed. Dana Hall,
former home to the biomedical library, is set for a
renovation to accommodate
faculty offices.

Free Speech Kerfuffle

ROMAN MURADOV

ZOOMING IN
Google Street View teams
were in Hanover during the
summer to capture imagery
of the campus and some
indoor public spaces.

WHERE’S THE BEEF?
For the third consecutive
year the College held no
formal convocation ceremonies. The campus celebrated
the first day of the academic
year with a community
cookout on September 11.

GIVING

$285.6
MILLION

Amount of financial donations and commitments to
the College for the fiscal year
that ended June 30, 2017

>>> In August lecturer and author
of Antifa: The Anti-Fascist Handbook Mark Bray made remarks on
national television (and in front of
a Dartmouth backdrop) that some
interpreted as advocacy of violence
against fascists. Next, President
Hanlon condemned “anything but
civil discourse” and wrote that Bray’s
comments did not speak for the
Dartmouth community. That was
followed by more than 100 faculty
members rebuking Hanlon in a letter
that claimed Hanlon’s comments
posed a threat to their academic
freedom.

New Samaritan Rules

>>> Drugs have joined alcohol in the
College’s revised “Good Samaritan”
policy. Students who contact emergency services to aid fellow students
because of illegal drinking or the use
of illegal drugs will not be subject
to disciplinary action. The policy
also says students may be subject
to punishment if they fail to seek
assistance when it is needed.

LAURA HUTCHINSON ’19

MONEY TALKS
The College has been
ranked 11th in the nation in
“highest-paid graduates”
by Payscale.com, with average “early career” pay at
$66,300 and “mid-career”
pay at $140,300. (DAM
wonders: Don’t just a couple
of multi-millionaires skew
this information?)

10 Morgan Drive
603.643.5600
Marriott.com/lebcy

25 Foothill Street
603.448.5000
ElementHanoverLebanon.com

32 Centerra Parkway
603.643.4511
Marriott.com/lebri
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EUREKA!

[

NEW FINDINGS AND RESEARCH

Hold the Salt

]

Break Out of the Ordinary
with a Meeting at Vermont’s
Most Beautiful Address.

Highway runoff threatens lakes.

Humans may never find the Fountain of Youth, but we have made great strides in identifying the
factors that promote optimal aging. “For a long time we thought that you could do whatever you
want in life because it was all about the genes,” says Flaherty, head of the American Geriatrics
Society. “Genes are a factor, but we’re learning that we can control the aging process a lot more
than we thought we could.” In addition to managing chronic conditions such as hypertension,
diabetes, obesity and substance abuse, Flaherty recommends the following regimen to promote
a long and healthy life. 						
—James Napoli
U S E YO U R B RA IN

G ET PH YS ICAL

EAT WEL L

MAKE FRI ENDS

“There is a modest
amount of evidence that
if you do some brain
exercises such as crossword puzzles, learning a
new language, teaching
yourself guitar or other
types of thinking activities—something other
than watching television—they will promote
optimal aging. I have
two patients who are
writers, and they have
continued to write past
the age of 100. We
think a lot about the
concept of resilience,
and with the patients
that I’ve cared for who
are well into their
90s or over 100, they
have all continued to
use their brains in some
way.”

“Physical exercise is
extremely important. Even a minimal
amount of exercise—45
minutes, three times
a week—can help
somebody prevent
a fall. It should be
consistent exercise
that raises your heart
rate and, with older
adults, helps with balance and controlling
chronic conditions. It’s
not necessarily going
to a gym—the key is
building exercise into
a routine and doing it,
which is the hardest
part for all of us, no
matter how old we are.
When I think about my
patients who are over
100 and living alone,
all of them exercise.”

“When we look at the
whole body of literature on aging, we still
come back to: What
is healthy eating? We
strongly recommend
lots of fruits, lots of
vegetables, complex
carbohydrates, alcohol
in moderation and
minimizing protein.
We actually have some
classes at DartmouthHitchcock Aging
Resource Center on
plant-based diets. Most
Americans eat more
protein than is needed.
The focus is on helping
people who have been
part of the meat-andpotatoes generation to
introduce more fruits
and vegetables into
their diets.”

“Loneliness is not a
good thing. Aging in
place has become very
popular, and we struggle in rural areas to
combat loneliness and
depression. There is a
greater risk for adverse
events, such as falling,
when you live alone.
People who have been
able to live at home for
as long as they want—
even those who don’t
have significant others
or children—have developed relationships.
Companionship
comes in many
different flavors, in
terms of people who
are married, people
who cohabitate and
people who live in
congregate housing.”

750

Students who could
be accommodated
by new dorms being
considered for
College Park

QUOTE/UNQUOTE

“It’s a small college, but there are
those that cite her.”

—Dean Madden, vice provost for research, on Dartmouth being ranked 20th in
a ranking of the impact of academic research on global innovation by Nature
magazine. The College was the only Ivy school among the top 200.
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Survey Says

We’re the Perfect Setting
for an Exquisite
Vermont Wedding.

Mentors boost college enrollment.
>>> Many high school seniors who
have the potential to succeed in
college choose not to apply. Economics professor Bruce Sacerdote ’90
decided to find out what could be
done to increase enrollment rates
among this cohort. His study, published in American Economic Journal:
Applied Economics, found that the
best motivation for promising high
schoolers—even better than financial
incentives—is having a mentor to
help guide the application process.
Mentors are particularly effective
for female students, whose college
enrollment increased by 15 percent. As
the United States continues to lose its
lead among nations with the highest
rate of college-educated individuals in
the workforce, Sacerdote points to the
fact that boosting college enrollment
rates results in economic growth. “The
best way to help Americans is to have
GDP growing,” he says.

The Woodstock Inn & Resort, one of New England’s
most scenic, romantic, and luxurious destinations
for a Vermont wedding, is ready to make your celebration
perfect in every way. Our experienced staff will
assist you with every detail — from room reservations to
dinner menus, wedding cakes to rehearsal dinners.
Personal Wedding Planner • Full Wedding Venue Services
Exclusive Wedding Packages

Photo: Paige Hiller

How to Live Long and Prosper

ELLEN FLAHERTY | ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE AND CO-DIRECTOR,
		
DARTMOUTH CENTERS FOR HEALTH & AGING

>>> Road salt helps make winter driving safer. It also threatens the health of
freshwater ecosystems, reports Ph.D.
student and coauthor Flora Krivak-Tetley ’02, Adv’18, in a study published in
Proceedings of the National Academy
of the Sciences. By analyzing longterm salinization data from the U.S.
Geological Survey and the EPA, KrivakTetley’s team estimates that nearly
8,000 bodies of water in the North
American lakes region face elevated
levels of chloride due to runoff from
nearby roads. Though the concentration of salt in lakes has increased by
as much as 300 percent within the
past few decades, the contamination
can be reversed. “Most lakes have
water flow in and water flow out,” says
Krivak-Tetley. “So, if you just stop using
salt, it will wash out over the course
of some years, with a decrease in the
concentration in the lake water.”

ISTOCK (2)

ASK THE EXPERT

The inspirational setting and modern amenities of the
Woodstock Inn & Resort make it ideal for corporate
retreats, business meetings, social gatherings, and family
reunions, and can accommodate up to 300 people, with
10,000-square-feet of flexible event and meeting space to
choose from. In addition to our on-site, dedicated meeting
and event planners, there are numerous options for group
activities at the Inn and throughout Woodstock that will
ensure a productive and engaging experience.

Exquisite Wedding Cakes • Customizable Wedding Menus
Bridal Packages at The Spa
Award-winning Golf • Exclusive Room Rates

WOODSTOCK, VERMONT | 802.457.6647
WWW.WOODSTOCKINN.COM
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2017 WEARERS OF THE GREEN
I NDUCTEES
Club Sports
C yC l i n g

Evelyn L. Stevens ’05
Two-Time Olympian, 2012, 2016;
Two-Time Individual National
Champion, 2010, 2011
M e n ’ s R u g by

Anthony C. Desir ’81
National Team, Hong Kong, 1992
Anthony J. (TJ) Cameron, Jr. ’11
National Champion, 2011
Christopher C. Downer ’11
National Champion, 2011
Nicholas C. Downer ’11
National Champion, 2011
Steven K. Morris ’11
National Champion, 2011
J. Tanner Scott ’11
National Champion, 2011

Nathaniel M. Brakeley ’12, Th’12
Two-Time National Champion,
2011, 2012; Two-Time All-America,
2011, 2012; National Team, 2015–17
Derek T. Fish ’12
National Champion, 2012;
All-America, 2012
Paul E. Jarvis ’12
Two-Time National Champion,
2011, 2012; All-America, 2010
Clark E. Judge ’12
Two-Time National Champion,
2011, 2012
William L. Lehmann ’12
Two-Time National Champion,
2011, 2012
William C. Mueller ’12
Two-Time National Champion,
2011, 2012
David C. Turnbull ’12
National Champion, 2012

Justin W. Ciambella ’13
National Champion, 2012
Patrick W. Flynn ’13
National Champion, 2012
Kevin J. Clark ’14
Two-Time National Champion,
2011, 2012
James C. Sharpe V ’14
National Champion, 2012
Madison J. Hughes ’15
National Champion, 2012;
Four-Time All-America, 2012,
2013, 2014, 2015; National Team,
2013–17; Olympian, 2016
Wearers of the Green was created in 1984
to honor students, alumni, and coaches
who have met specific criteria for athletic
excellence in their respective sports.
Varsity athletes are inducted in evennumbered years; club, masters, and other
athletes are inducted in odd-numbered
years. The ceremony takes place during
Dartmouth Homecoming.

To l e a r n m o r e a b o u T i n d u c T i o n c r i T e r i a fo r W e a r e r s o f t h e G r e e n
a n d To v i e w a c o m p l e T e l i s T o f m e m b e r s , v i s i T w e a R e R s o f t h e g R e e n .o R g .

STUDENT ACCESSORIES

Computer Graphics

While students decorate themselves with flair, they adorn their
laptops with a wide array of stickers—as spotted in the library
during Sophomore Summer finals week. “The stickers all say
different things about me and things that make up who I am,”
says Hannah Pruitt ’19.
—Ishaan H. Jajodia ’20
>>> Stuck on You (clockwise from top left): decorated laptops owned

by Julia Harrison ’15, DMS’20, Alex Kim ’19, Caroline Shaunessy
’19, Eric Gokee ’19, Pruitt, Kristen Perez ’19 and Amanda Royek ’19
ph oto g ra ph s b y JO HN S HERM ASNE P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R 2 0 1 6
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WATCH DARTMOUTH ATHLETICS
Access Live and On-Demand Content!
With your Dartmouth subscription, you get HD broadcasts* of
all Big Green home games and road Ivy contests for:
Baseball • Basketball • Field Hockey • Football • Hockey
Lacrosse • Soccer • Softball • Tennis • Womenʼs Volleyball

A league pass gives you access to all of these plus live events
and archived content provided by an Ivy League school.
Purchase one of our automatically renewing packages**:
Pass
Annual
4-month
Monthly

Dartmouth
$89.95
$34.95
$10.95

League
$119.95
$49.95
$15.95

20% OFF
DARTMOUTH ALUMNI
for new subscribers

Use promo code GREEN2017 and get 20% off
the initial purchase price of your selected
pass! (available for a limited time)
Now Available on

*subject to TV blackouts and the broadcast schedules of Ivy League opponents
**automatically renews until subscriber cancels the service

Bucket List

He shoots. He scores! But only once.

I

by M A T T C R O S S M A N

t was late in a game against Brown on January 31, 1998. The outcome had already
been decided, otherwise Dartmouth guard Aaron “A.B.” Wilkinson ’01, a freshman
walk-on with the basketball team, wouldn’t have been in the game. But coach David
Faucher emptied the bench as time wound down, and Wilkinson got the ball near the
basket, stutter-stepped and threw up a baby hook. He watched with pure delight as the
ball bounced off the backboard—and dropped through the net.
Wilkinson likes to imagine he looked like NBA Hall of Famer Magic Johnson, gliding
across the paint and arcing the ball off the glass. “Though I know in reality it was not nearly
as graceful,” Wilkinson says with a laugh. “But it went in, and that’s all that mattered.”
Magic-like or not, graceful or not, give Wilkinson his moment. That was his one
and only basket scored in his Division I basketball career, and that unique stat puts him
in rare company. Dating to the 1992-93 season (the timespan for which such stats are
available at the invaluable sports-reference.com), four Dartmouth players—Wilkinson,
Tom McGinnis ’99 (1997-98), Doug Hayes ’08 (2004-05) and Blake Williams ’11 (2007i l l u s t ra t i o n b y A L EX N A B AU M

08)—scored one and only one career basket
from the floor, and a fifth (Alex Wolf ’14,
2014-15) scored one—and only one—free
throw.
At first glance that seems like an unfair exchange: A member of the Dartmouth
basketball team commits to thousands of
hours for practices, travel and games, and
for what? To watch his teammates play?
Anyone could do that by never joining the
team and spending all that time on more
important endeavors—or maybe even
studying. But the benefits of being on the
team go far beyond minutes played or
points scored or the fleeting glory those
two things bring. Regardless of how little
time they spent on the court—and in fact,
because that time was so little—the walkons learned about sacrifice, perseverance
and being part of a team, all skills they now
use daily in the real world.
Playing DI basketball, even as a benchwarmer, requires a player to have been at
the very least a pretty good high school
player and probably great. Back home, he
was the best of the best. At Dartmouth so is
everybody else, and players face a situation
all Dartmouth students can relate to: the
humbling reality of no longer being the best.
Even more difficult than that, they have to
figure out what to do with their lives after
they stop playing.
It’s not that they expected to play basketball for the rest of their lives, it’s that
they had played basketball their whole lives
up to that point. “Yeah, you’re stepping
away from sitting on the end of the bench.
What’s the big deal there?” says Wilkinson, now an assistant professor of history
at University of Nevada, Las Vegas. “But
basketball had been so formative in those
years of my life, it was really an identity I
built myself around.”
Wilkinson, Hayes and Wolf all separately and unprompted describe a difficult
transition period after giving up basketball
before finding the careers they wanted to
pursue. They say their time on the team
proved invaluable in the successes that
have followed. “That year, in terms of being
on the basketball team and being around
guys who were making me a better person and better player, it really couldn’t
be topped,” says Hayes, who played in 10
games. “I got a lot of intrinsic value and
lifelong lessons out of that short year, in
part because I was lucky to meet a bunch
of characters who were very impressive
and constructive and almost formed a
N O V E M B E R / D E C E M B E R 2 0 1 7 27
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DON’T FORGET
YOURSELF
THIS HOLIDAY
SEASON.

603.643.6406
mentorship-type relationship with the
younger guys.”
Today when Hayes, an investor and
entrepreneur who is CEO of N.Y.C.-based
Junto Health, sees his old teammates, they
break into stories of those days almost immediately. Although Hayes can’t recall the
details of his only basket, he can recount

Here’s a little stocking stuffer just for you:
the 22 magnificent stories of The Yale Club of
New York City. Unwrap this box and you’ll find
dining from fine to pub, tranquil spaces, lively
gatherings, worthwhile events, welcoming
guest rooms, a world class gym and, of course,
alumni connections old and new.

The benefits of
being on the team
go far beyond
minutes played or
points scored.

T he P rice is L ow,
T he S atisfaction H igh.
D rop in For a T our or
V isit U s O nline.

www.dartmouthclub.com
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FREEDOM
to enjoy each day
to the fullest!

Live the lifestyle you choose with the
peace of mind that comes with living
in a Lifecare community. Freedom is an
important concept at Kendal at Hanover,
t

with an array of services to set you free—free from worry
about the chores...about the weather...about the future.

Learn more, visit our website or call to schedule a tour.
KAH.Kendal.org | 603-643-8900

KENDAL at Hanover
®

Together, transforming the experience of aging®.

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

with clarity every inside joke the players
shared, proof that relationships formed on
the team last far beyond the final whistle.
“That really gives me a sense of being a part
of a family, even if I wasn’t at the table for
very long,” he says.
Wolf ’s basketball career was cut short
3:33 PM by an injury after he made his one free throw
(which caused his teammates to go nuts on
the sidelines) in a home victory against
Maine on December 6, 2014. Even that was
a big accomplishment, considering Wolf
had a fracture in his back. He had been
heavily recruited, but most schools backed
away after he got hurt in a high school AllStar game. “I know in the future I’m going
to have times when I’m going to go through
a lot of adversity and have a lot of pressure,” says Wolf, who is pursuing a career
in machine learning. “I’m going to need to
fight through it. I know if you work hard
and keep your head up, you’re going to be
all right.”
The time since their playing days has
given these one-shot wonders perspective.
They look back on their college basketball
careers with a mixture of pride and selfdeprecation. Hayes laughs out loud when
asked to be interviewed, and he passes
along thanks from his brother for future
teasing material. Yes, one basket is meager.
But it’s one more basket than 99 percent of
their classmates score.
“I accomplished my dream,” Wilkinson
says. “I played DI basketball.”

©2015 KENDAL

50 Vanderbilt Avenue
New York, NY 10017
212-986-3232
NYCDART@aol.com
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CLASSROOM

Western Civilization

of the Afro-American Society, an intern
for black student advising and an undergraduate advisor for the Shabazz Center
for Intellectual Inquiry, Walters tried to
arrive early every class to secure a place
at the front of the big lecture hall.
In addition to 160 registered students,
West’s course attracted a steady stream of
auditors and visitors. West guided them all
through a close reading of The Souls of Black
Folk and Dusk of Dawn, two seminal works
of his hero, Du Bois (1868-1963), a leading
African American intellectual, cofounder
of the NAACP and a prolific writer who, in
his long career as an academic and activist, wrote about the dehumanizing effects
of racism and the pain of living in a world

Visiting prof Cornel West promised to be “academically promiscuous” in his
summer course. He delivered. b y J U D I T H H E R T O G

“I
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“I want to unsettle students,
to unnerve them,”
says the firebrand lecturer.

CORNEL WEST’S
RECOMMENDED READINGS
The Souls of Black Folk
(1903), by W.E.B. Du Bois
Dusk of Dawn (1940), by
W.E.B. Du Bois
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE / ELI BURAKIAN ’00

am a bluesman in the life of the mind
and a jazzman in the world of ideas,”
Cornel West likes to say about himself.
West, a Harvard professor of the practice of
public philosophy who visited Dartmouth
this summer to teach “The Historical Philosophy of W.E.B. Du Bois,” is indeed a virtuoso performer. His instrument is not a saxophone or a piano but his vast knowledge of
philosophy and culture. West captivated an
auditorium full of students with a lecture on
early 20th-century black activism, not unlike the way John Coltrane would hypnotize
a jazz-club audience. In his three-hour-long
performances of academic improvisation,
West riffed on Greek philosophy, American
history and pop culture. He recalled dates
and statistics, cited Hebrew scripture, engaged students in Socratic dialogue, quoted
Toni Morrison, Spinoza, Goethe, Melville,
Tupac and Beyoncé—and somehow managed to always tie everything back to Du
Bois and the concept of paideia, the ancient
Greek ideal of self-cultivation for the sake
of a better society.
West speaks with his whole body. He
pushes out his chest like Superman when
discussing courage, he tiptoes daintily
across the stage when impersonating a
19th-century genteel white lady reading
Du Bois, he erupts in dance moves when
inspired by a rap reference and occasionally he bursts into song. At one point, a
musing on the need to acknowledge others’ humanity reminded him of a pop song.
“You have your computer here, sister,” he
said, turning to a front-row student. (West
addresses everyone as “sister” or “brother”
to emphasize our common humanity.) “Can
you find ‘Caravan of Love?’ ” A quick search
located a YouTube video of the 1980s R&B
hit promoting world peace and universal
love, and, as West sang along and hit the
high notes, the class applauded.
The student who lent her laptop to
West, Monik Walters ’19, an African American studies and geography double-major,
says she feels very lucky to have had the opportunity to take West’s course. President

W.E.B. Du Bois: Biography
of a Race (1994), by David
Levering Lewis
W.E.B. Du Bois: The Fight for
Equality and the American
Century (2000), by David
Levering Lewis

that does not recognize black people’s full
humanity. West also explored initiatives to
attain equal rights for African Americans.
“If at the end of this course you say, ‘I already knew what we would learn and I agree
with everything,’ then you have wasted your
money,” West warned students in his introductory lecture. “This class will be academically promiscuous,” he announced, then
exhorted students to question everything
Du Bois wrote. Du Bois, West told students,
never stopped questioning and challenging
himself and repeatedly changed his opinions during his long life, becoming increasingly radical with age. In 1951, when he was
83, the U.S. government indicted Du Bois
and tried him for his pacifist and socialist
ideology, considering him and his pacifist
movement “un-American” in the context
of the Cold War. Well after his acquittal,
he joined the Communist Party at the age
of 93, and died in Ghana in 1963 at the age
of 95 after the U.S. government had refused
to renew his passport.
West, who was among the counterprotestors at the August white supremacist
rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, seems to
have become increasingly radical with age,
too. He has made enemies by publicly denouncing former President Barack Obama
and by throwing his support behind Green
Party candidate Jill Stein against Democrat Hillary Clinton in the 2016 elections,

but West, 64, is surprisingly old-fashioned
for a radical. His dress is conservative—he
always wears a three-piece black suit with
white shirt and black cravat—he dismisses
contemporary culture as “a joyless quest for
pleasure” and he gently chides students for
chewing gum in the classroom or wearing
a baseball cap backward. West’s radicalism
stems from his ardent commitment to the
traditional ideal of paideia, which, West
maintains, is also the central theme of Du
Bois’ life and writing. This is the ideal West
wants to instill in his students.
“The worst way of being in the world,”
West warned them, “is to go through life
thinking that the best thing is being the
smartest person in the room.” He urged students to develop their souls and hearts, to
“treat people right” and to use their educations for something bigger than themselves.
“I want to unsettle students, to unnerve
them—and to critically engage them in the
formation of their own selves and souls.
That’s what paideia is all about,” West says.
“Dartmouth is a grand institution but, like
a whole host of institutions, it is tied to
a blind spot—not just inadequacies and
shortcomings, but the structure of domination,” he told DAM. “It must build on its
best and keep track of its worst, which is
what it means to be a grand institution.”
WEST SUCCEEDED IN UNSETTLING
his students, especially during the last
hour of each class, which was set aside for
questions and discussion. Every week of
the term, students submitted written responses to assigned reading, some of which
West shared with the class. One student’s
question about why racism and prejudice
persist triggered a debate on how to shake
society out of complacency. “Some people
need to be put into a place of discomfort to
be spurred into action,” said one student.
“Everyone knows about oppression. It’s not
a secret. But if you’re not affected, it’s easy
to stay in your own bubble and ignore it.”
“How can we expand the circle of empathy?” asked West. “There are different
ways of knowing,” replied a student, who
then argued that theoretical knowledge
doesn’t evoke the same empathy and sense
of urgency as personally knowing someone
who is suffering from oppression.
A white, female student chimed in to
say that her grandmother, who grew up in
Missouri in the 1950s, remembers that she
initially couldn’t understand the problem
of segregation because she had never seen
N O V E M B E R / D E C E M B E R 2 0 1 7 31
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a black person until she was in her 30s.
“Sometimes you don’t know what you don’t
know,” the student concluded.
In The Souls of Black Folk Du Bois describes becoming aware that others denied
his humanity because of his skin color. He
called this “double consciousness,” and argued that black people in America lived in a
perpetual conflict with themselves because
of the “sense of always looking at one’s self
through the eyes of others.”
Caleb Smith ’19, a religion major on the
premed track, says that Du Bois’ concept of
double consciousness is still very relevant
for today’s African American experience.
“The paradox is that you can never exist
fully as yourself because you are always
divided,” says Smith. He explains that black
people who integrate too well in white society worry they’ll be considered “Oreos”
(black outside but white inside), while at
the same time they are aware that in white
society they are being judged by their skin
color. For example, Smith explains, people
on campus often assume that, just because
he is a black man, he must be at Dartmouth
as an athlete. One thing he particularly appreciated about West’s course is that white
friends who took the course finally understand his inner conflict. “It’s something
I wouldn’t have known how to convey to
them otherwise,” says Smith.

BEST IN THE EAST
FOR A REASON.
Discover why we’ve earned the distinction by SKI magazine of #1 and #2 in the
East for snow and grooming the last 5 years. Explore the state’s largest ski
area for cruisers, signature glades and powder stashes. After a day on the
slopes, come inside and relax with award-winning lodging and dining.

(800) 258-0330 • brettonwoods.com

IT’S NOT CLEAR THAT A JUST SOCIETY

Independent boarding school for grades 9–PG.
Meriden, NH • Only minutes from Dartmouth
603.469.2100 • www.KUA.org
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will ever be attained, West cautioned students, because the world is imperfect and
all people are broken vessels: “The question is: Do we have the courage, tenacity
and compassion to keep our eyes on the
ideals that take us beyond our tribalism
and narcissism?” West recalled how Du
Bois urged people to always keep striving
for goodness and justice in an imperfect
reality. In the last chapter of The Souls of
Black Folk, Du Bois interpreted music as
black people’s expression of hope for the
possibility of a better world, one in which
“men will judge men by their souls and not
by their skins.”
That’s where the art of improvisation
comes into play. West argued that blues
and jazz music are the inventions of people
trying to survive in an uncertain, hostile
world, a world in which they need all their
improvisational skills not to succumb to despair. “Black folk have made improvisation
a way of life,” West told students.
JUDITH HERTOG is a regular contributor to

DAM. She lives in Norwich, Vermont.
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PERSONAL HISTORY

Tyrants on the Balcony

We were planning to double-talk German, which we had practiced in our dorm
room, and had decided we would wait until
we saw the student-soldiers come toward
us. As soon as half of them had passed Robinson Hall, we would rush to the balcony. If
we were threatened, we could dash across
the hall and into the theater, running behind the curtain, then careening down the
back stairs, like starlets from Gold Diggers
of 1933, to the dressing-rooms. There we
could dump the costumes, leave Robinson
by the back door, cross the street and enter
Thayer Hall to mingle with other students.
On the day of the parade we snuck into
the theater, took our costumes from the
rear of the costume cabinets, then changed

In remembrance of his former roommate, an alum recalls their elaborate
prank that rocked campus more than 50 years ago. b y S T E P H E N G E L L E R ’ 6 2

H

anover’s Main Street may have
been designed by Grandma Moses, but in the spring of 1958,
Grandma had been shoved into a snowslushed alley by global theater.
On the second floor of Robinson Hall,
across from the Green, is a wonderfully
wide balcony. The room leading to the
balcony faces what was, at that time, the
main theater of Dartmouth. Backstage was
a tiny stairwell that corkscrewed directly
to the basement, where the costumes and
dressing rooms were set. For my roommate
William “Gatz” Hjortsberg ’62 and me, it
was going to serve as our entrance—and
escape route.
Court-martialed by Air Force ROTC
at UCLA for never finding my marching
“flight,” I arrived in Hanover as a freshman,
ready for yet another comic turn with the
world of soldiery. On the day of the Armed
Forces Day parade, Main Street was filled
with parents, children and members of
the faculty. Even the Senior Fence had undergraduates, wives and kindergarteners
hanging on its rails, waiting to see ROTC
cadets march around the Green.
Gatz and I had decided to dress as Axis
partners—with Gatz as Hitler, I as Mussolini. At the height of the parade we would
burst upon the balcony, offering a noisy
review of the troops as they passed below.
In the basement of the theater we had
assembled two odd-looking costumes: Gatz
took a black uniform and fashioned red
piping and a swastika armband. I prepared
a light brown outfit for Mussolini with a
tasseled black fez. The stuffing for Benito’s
girth was easy enough, but Gatz was tall
and I was short, so I had to add a pair of
stuffed boots to my wardrobe to add a little
height. Gatz said that he would stand back
a little from the stone railing to provide “a
bit of Renaissance perspective.”
“I don’t know,” I replied. “We have to
enter together. Then you take the right side
of the balcony and I’ll take the left. After
the harangue, we’ll stand together again,
salute everybody and get the hell out.”
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The entire parade was totally
screwed up, with soldiers
banging into each other,
dropping their weapons.
in semi-darkness. Next, we pulled out a
makeup kit and Gatz gave himself a Hitlerian moustache. Immediately, his light
blue eyes began to look both plaintive and
lunatic. I stuffed myself, pulled the collar
of my beige coat up to my ears until I had an
enormous chin wattle, then slicked back
my hair into a single wave.
We examined each other’s costumes
and posture. Satisfied, we climbed the spiral stairwell to the second floor, backstage
right, in the theater. We could hear the
ROTC bands. It was going to be easy to
make our appearance at the proper moment, because the Doppler effect of the
music told us the approximate location of
the marchers as they proceeded mechanically around the Green. We then snuck into
the corridor to see that no one from The D
or WDCR was hanging around.
The corridor was empty, so we moved
slowly across the floor toward the balcony
doors. The music still seemed a good distance away. Gatz stood in a corner, by a
curtain. I took off the fez, opened the balcony door and strained around the corner
to have a peek at Sanborn House.
“Holy shit,” I whispered.
“Holy shit what?” asked Gatz.
“Holy shit, the Green is filled and most
of ROTC is in front of Baker Library. We
have a couple of minutes yet.”
i l l u s t ra t i o n b y M A RC EL LU S HA L L

“Let’s go back to the theater,” said Gatz.
“Leave the door open so we can hear the
music.”
We peeked into the corridor once
again, then moved quickly into the theater. Both of us started to sit by the door,
then rose quickly, not wishing to upset our
disguises. “You’re an exceptionally elegant
Hitler,” I said. “It’s about time someone
treated him with respect”—almost channeling the take that Mel Brooks would so
memorably put on screen a few years later
with The Producers.
“Let’s go,” said Gatz, and we moved
slowly across the corridor, through the
room. As I peeked once again out the balcony I saw that the line of soldiers marching
in front of Robinson Hall was now stretching the length of the Green.
“This is it!” we both yelled. We strode
onto the balcony, and I mimed Mussolini,
complete with hand gestures. Gatz stood at
the other side, screaming dementedly and
moving about like a Berlin robot. I began
singing “La donna è mobile,” punctuating
the lines with arms akimbo, head shaking,
finger lifted.
All eyes turned to the balcony.
Members of Navy ROTC were directly
below us. Within 30 seconds everyone had
broken ranks with laughter. Townspeople
turned to the balcony, as did faculty members and children with their parents. Soon
the entire parade was totally screwed up,
with soldiers banging into each other,
dropping their weapons, laughing crazily,
and parents applauding and laughing and
trying to take pictures.
Suddenly Gatz said to me, in a thick
German accent, “Uh-oh, buddy boy! Time
to say goodbye!” He pointed at four older,
professional officers who were furiously
shouting at us and running frantically toward the entrance of Robinson, scattering
mothers and babies about them as they
zigzagged to the main doors. One of the
officers was so furious he was sputtering,
swearing, then sputtering again. We both
knew he would tear us apart if he caught us.
“Arrivederci, Roma!” I yelled as Gatz
and I removed our costumes and makeup
and followed our planned escape route: behind the curtain, down the spiral staircase,
into our clothes, out the basement door,
across the street, into Thayer Hall—soon
lost in the dining room crowd. I realized
that Gatz and I hadn’t even looked at each
other since we were in costume.
I understood at that moment that Gatz
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was as engaged as only a superb artist could
be: focused upon the goal, savoring the moment in order to exploit it. “Amazing,” I
whispered over a plate of mashed potatoes
and mystery meat. “We stopped the street.”
Gatz raised his eyebrows. “Did we?”
he asked.
“Absolutely,” I said. “The center gave
way, leaving the right to crumble and the
left struggling alone in desolate isolation.”
THE NEXT DAY THE PHANTOM HITLER
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and the ghostly Mussolini were the talk of
Dartmouth Radio, the local newspaper and
the student body. ROTC demanded that the
sinning students give themselves up to College authorities, who said that although the
representation of the Axis leaders was obviously a student prank, it was considered to
have been executed in very bad taste.
For one week, students debated the
right of the mysterious Axis powers to appear on a balcony during the parade. The
local paper wrote an editorial on how the
two invaders had dishonored all those who
had died so that America would continue
to have the freedom to dishonor anybody it
wished. It was an odd argument. After two
weeks the phantom duo was called cowardly by the local paper and boring by The D,
because they would not show themselves.
“I didn’t think we were boring,” I told
Gatz. “I certainly wasn’t bored,” he said.
“We’ll surprise them yet,” I replied. And
surprise them we did: We created a club to
address the issues of racism and atomic
proliferation, based upon the principles of
Bertrand Russell. It was called the Human
Rights Society. There were seven of us human righters out of a population of more
than 2,500 undergraduates.
Within a decade Parkhurst Hall would
be occupied by students, led by another student named Geller, although I’ve never met
him. The occupation of Parkhurst would
have nothing to do with the Human Rights
Society—one of the most wonderfully polite
associations formed to address America’s
and the world’s social ills. The actions in
Vietnam and America’s ghettos had irrevocably done away with the silly tasteful and
pushed us into a newer world, where Topsy
soon married Turvy and eventually their
Tweedledum offspring left their ancient
homes to cook on a newer range.
STEPHEN GELLER is a novelist, screenwrit-

er, playwright and director. This is adapted
from his forthcoming book, Sabbath-onSwathe: The Authorized Autobiography.
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Enjoy Waterfront Living on
Crystal Lake, Enfield, NH
Designed and decorated to celebrate waterfront living, this
comfortable turnkey property beckons you to gather in the
great room, linger on the dock, relax and enjoy the views from
the covered porch, or retire to the master suite on the first
floor to soak in the sunset. Whether entertaining, enjoying
family or spending quiet time alone, this setting will calm and
restore you after a stressful day. Separate living space over
garage offers office & rental potential. Offered at $395,000

Subject Matter
King Road, Hanover, NH

River Point, Norwich, VT

Privacy, Proximity, Serenity - Sweeping mountain views from
this superior quality contemporary, surrounded by conserved
lands, just minutes from both DHMC and the Dartmouth Green.
Energy efficient, well appointed, generous home is designed for
easy entertaining and comfortable living. Walls of windows fill
the rooms with light and delight the senses with ever changing
New England landscape. Privately set back in the Hanover hills,
this home must seen to be appreciated. Offered at $2,695,000

Long range river views define this generous CT River Valley
colonial. Perfect for entertaining or easy country living; just two
miles from the Hanover Green but offering complete privacy make
this a rare offering. Great investment potential, this five bedroom
colonial is easy to rent for Dartmouth events or long term housing.
Long, luxurious lawns, gardens and solar power add to the qualities
of this river point estate. Offered partially furnished for easy
transitions or automatic income potential. Price on request

North Hill Farm, Lyme, NH

Sugartop Road, Norwich, VT
Open, airy, sunny, hilltop home overlooking pond, fields and foothills of the CT
River Valley; this joyful private retreat is just minutes from Norwich and Hanover. Framed by porches, patios, and perennial beds, this 4 bedroom home is
perched atop one of the most scenic dead-end roads in Norwich. It offers a quiet
country retreat and magnet for friends and family to gather. Price on request

Historic, 5-bedroom, 1 ¾ story, extended Cape in the Rockwellian
town of Strafford, VT. Combines modern with antique, features
beautiful gardens & foliage, porch, terraces, barn and 2nd floor
office over 2-car garage. With large, open interior spaces, and
small, private ones, the home has room for entertaining, relaxing,
and solitude. The best of rural Vermont, just 25 minutes from
Hanover, Dartmouth College and DHMC. Offered at $450,000

Kriskarli Drive, Wilder, VT

± 150 Acres in Lebanon, NH

Handsome 1 ½ story Cape, with breezeway-attached 2-car
garage, finished basement and spacious yard, in great Wilder
Village location convenient to all the Upper Valley has to offer.
With two bedrooms & two baths, house appears to be built
with intent to expand into a full second floor. This would be a
great starter or small family home. Offered at $235,000

Elevated, Mt. Tug hillside parcel with terrific long-range views
west to the Green Mountains, and great solar exposure.
Convenient to Hanover and Lebanon, I-89 and 91. Would
provide wonderful estate property, or, with 10 acre minimum
lot size zoning, several large acreage estate lots. Access off
of Westview Lane already provided. Offered at $595,000

Licensed in VT and NH, we serve buyers and sellers, promote and protect their interests, and have a particular affinity
for extraordinary and environmentally friendly properties, be they residential, commercial, land, farm, estate, or special
interest. We look forward to assisting you with your Upper Valley real estate needs!
WILLIAM H. “STAR” JOHNSON, BROKER (603 643 3942)
Armando “Joe” Roberto, Agent (603 443 2019) • Margaret “Meg” Ward, Agent (603-277-0541)
Celina Barton, Agent (802 291 4106) • John Bertolami, Agent (603 643 3942)
* Big Green Real Estate is not affiliated with nor officially sanctioned by Dartmouth College.

“

Astronomy, at its heart, is exploration on the grandest scale.”
—Ryan Hickox

“At some universities, political science is
also called ‘government’ or ‘politics.’ Regardless of the name, the aim is the same:
to discover ways of getting people to cooperate for their mutual advantage, against
the predatory forces of self-seeking elites,
and despite the social tendencies of people
themselves.”
—Russell Muirhead

15 BUCK ROAD, HANOVER, NH 03755
WWW.BIGGREENRE.COM • 603-643-3942

“Chemistry is the science of understanding
the properties of matter and how matter
forms from the basic elements that make
up our universe.” 		
—F. Jon Kull

“Life is in us and all around us—and the
study of life and what makes things alive is
the province of biology. The study of biology is about asking good questions about
life and figuring out clever ways to find the
answers.”
—Amy Gladfelter
“Computer science, at its core, is about storing, accessing, transforming, transmitting
and interacting with information.”
—Thomas H. Cormen

“Like linguists, English scholars are
interested in how the language works—how
it encodes meaning and how readers decode it. But unlike linguists, the language
users we’re most interested in are those
whose writings expand the possibilities of
how the language works.”
—Thomas H. Luxon

“Music is fun—to make, to listen to, to
experience in every way. It feels good and
it makes others feel good.”
—Larry Polansky

pects of behavior related to people’s material well-being.”
—Christopher Snyder

“First, African American studies attempts
to understand how the belief in black inferiority emerged and infected American
social, political and cultural institutions.
African American studies analyzes how
exclusionary policies became law and custom, how these legal and extralegal practices colored interracial interactions and
how racism shaped cultural norms. African
American studies suggests that no American institution has been unaffected by racism, racist policy or racial discrimination.”
—Derrick E. White

“Linguistics is fascinating because language
is one of the key characteristics of human
beings. When we study linguistics, we’re
studying ourselves!” —James N. Stanford

“History is a special category of storytelling,
since its rules demand that we attempt to
establish ‘what really happened’ as accurately as possible.”
—Robert Bonner

“Economics is distinct in its focus on as-

“Lower Village” in
Enchanted Strafford, VT

Long range views of the mountains of NH and VT define this serene
setting on a quiet country road. 4 bedroom, 3½ bath antique reproduction saltbox on 10+ acres overlooks pastures and meandering
stone walls. Renovated in ‘16, the house offers the grace and charm
of an antique with modern functionality throughout. Open country
kitchen, family, sun, and living room, library, dining room, mudroom
and half bath; master suite addition has a full bath and space for an
office. The property includes garage and two-car barn and connects
to miles of hiking and equestrian trails. Offered at $1,050,000

In What Are the Arts and Sciences? 27 faculty
members explain their disciplines in essays edited
by math professor Dan Rockmore. Here are some
nuggets from the book, which he calls “a brief tour
through our evolved world of ideas.”

“Any question about your surroundings
and about how well or poorly you might
do in the surroundings in which you find
yourself is a question about your ecology.
The study of ecology is the inquiry into
organisms and their environment.”
—Mark A. McPeek

North Hill Farm perfectly unites all the features of a New
England farm with updated amenities in an unbeatable setting
a stone’s throw from the Lyme Green. 246 acres of land including private mountain biking and hiking trails, a trout stream
and tree farm, all just minutes from the Dartmouth Skiway and
the Appalachian Trail! The home features a chef’s kitchen with
new appliances, high ceilings, hardwood floors, seven working
fireplaces, barns, and updated mechanicals, resulting in the
ultimate modern farmhouse. Offered at $1,995,000

Ferson Road, Hanover, NH

FA C U LT Y

“Theater is live performance that tells a
story.”
—Daniel Kotlowitz
“What makes us human? Is it our brain
size? Our use of language? Is it our ability to
build complex civilizations across Earth’s
many environments, as we have done for
millennia? Is it how we think up rituals to
mark the passage from one stage of life to
another? Is it how we decide what it means
to be a girl or a boy, a doctor or a shaman, a
student or a teacher? Anthropology is all of
this.”
—Sienna R. Craig
“Philosophy is really concerned with the fundamentals of all sorts of areas of inquiry. Philosophers prize clarity.” —Adina L. Roskies
“Geology is about asking, and attempting to
answer, questions concerning our planet,
our home, the earth. ” —William B. Dade
“Geography examines social and physical
processes through the lenses of location,
place, scale, and region.” —Richard Wright

“Mathematics as a subject studies numbers
and shapes like they were animals in the
jungle or stars in the sky.” —Dan Rockmore
“Religion—no matter how hard it may be to
define—is a ubiquitous part of our human
experience, and our efforts to understand
it are crucial to our efforts to understand
ourselves.”
—Susan Ackerman ’80
“Women’s and gender studies is an academic
field and an interdisciplinary approach that
seeks to make visible the lives, concerns,
and impact of the half of society that had
been effectively overlooked and silenced
for centuries.”
—Ivy Schweitzer
“Have you ever wondered why kids
group together the way they do at your
school? Or whether it’s a coincidence that
you read three books in a row about boy
animals? Or if your parents are the only
ones with friends who are quite similar to
them? Thinking about those patterns and
investigating them in a systematic way is
sociology.”
—Janice McCabe
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ALL THE

RIGHT
MOVES

BY D E R O N S N Y D E R

The career path of
Kery Davis ’79 led
from law school to
Broadway to HBO
Boxing. Now, as
athletic director at
Howard University,
he hopes to inject a
dose of Ivy League
into “The Mecca.”
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rom fans and spectators to executives and administrators, major sports events are all relative. Kery Davis
understands that as well as anyone. “Big time” for him
nowadays is the Nation’s Football Classic pitting Howard
University against Hampton University—a.k.a. the “Battle for the
Real HU”—in Washington, D.C. There’s no network TV coverage,
and attendance hovers around 15,000. That’s a far cry from the
bright lights of Las Vegas and pay-per-view prizefights beamed
around the world. Davis used to be a fixture at those bouts, hobnobbing with rich and famous celebrities in ringside seats that
cost thousands of dollars.
But he’s no longer the HBO executive who helped negotiate
some of boxing’s biggest fights, featuring the likes of Floyd Mayweather, Oscar De La Hoya and Mike Tyson. Now he’s athletic
director at Howard University—one of the nation’s premier historically black colleges and universities—and his new circle includes
school officials, advertisers, boosters, fans, sponsors, coaches and
student-athletes.
This has been Davis’ reality since September 2015, about 27
months after he left HBO, where he spent 16 years. Previously
situated in a plush New York City corporate office one block from
Times Square, he now works from a pedestrian space in 54-yearold Burr Gymnasium on Howard’s Washington, D.C., campus. The
contrast in his surroundings, resources and responsibilities is
stark—as is the change in the size of his direct deposits. “The difference economically was drastic compared to what I was making
at HBO and what I could’ve made if I had taken the other position
I was going to take before I left,” says Davis. “But this called to me.”
“This” has brought Davis full circle in a journey that began in
the Bronx, where he played point guard at Cardinal Hayes High
School. He was plucked for membership in the Archbishop’s Leadership Project, a Harlem program in the 1970s that identified
black boys from Catholic schools to develop their potential and
eventually lead them to the priesthood.
The program’s director, Father John Meehan, didn’t resist
when the boys showed more interest in black history and civil
rights than the church and Communion. He introduced them to
books such as Before the Mayflower, The Invisible
Man and The Autobiography of Malcom X. Meehan
also brought in leaders as diverse as the Rev. Jesse
Jackson and Minister Louis Farrakhan to speak to
the group. Education was stressed and embraced
as the young men embarked on wildly divergent
paths. One earned an engineering degree from
MIT and later became a member of its board of
trustees. Another became a Muslim and served
as Farrakhan’s right-hand man for years.
When a mentor left to play basketball at
Dartmouth, Davis followed a few years later,
with thoughts of becoming a world-changing
social activist. “I was a little Malcolm X when
I got there,” he says. “I had the whole thing: big
Afro, dashiki, goatee.” Not surprisingly for a young
man with little life experience outside the Bronx,
life on Dartmouth’s campus was mind-blowing.
He met black folks who didn’t fit the inner-city
SAYS HOWARD’S PRESIDENT
stereotype. He met white people who weren’t
OF HIRING DAVIS
simply middle class; some drove Porsches. The

Caption

“

WE WERE
LOOKING
FOR PEOPLE
WHO HAD A
GREAT ACUMEN ABOUT
BUSINESS,”
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DAVIS ACCEPTED
A PAY CUT FOR
HIS NEW JOB.
“THIS CALLED TO ME,”
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“We had a number of artists and deals with record labels,” he says.
They signed to bring the “Mama” trilogy to the Madison Square
Garden (MSG) Paramount Theatre in 1994. Within a few years
Higginsen was ready to slow down and shift toward the nonprofit
world. Davis happened to have dinner with an MSG executive who
mentioned an opening at HBO Sports. The executive recommended
Davis, who was hired as director of programming in 1997. “It was
a step back because I wasn’t used to not being in the room with
all of the decision-makers,” Davis says. “But I really wanted to get
into sports. That was the passion that drove everything in me, and
this was an opportunity to do something different.”
HBO represented a culture shock for someone coming from
a small, black production company. Now Davis was at a company
that could fix problems by throwing money at them. “Now it’s
the art of possible,” he says. “What can you dream up? Let’s do
a fight at Radio City. Let’s do a concert on the Intrepid. It’s all in
the realm of the possible. That’s how they thought, and it gave me
an opportunity to expand my experiences. I was always amazed
at how smart and creative the people were.” He was promoted to
vice president after two years and to senior vice president in 2000.
Boxing was enjoying a heyday, in part because of Davis’ business
acumen. He brought his sense of “event” to the productions, stressing that A-listers needed to be seen in their ringside seats for big
bouts. “Celebrity was becoming a big thing in the country, and it
was important to show them,” he says. “If Leonardo DiCaprio is
there and Denzel Washington is there and Jack Nicholson is in
the audience, then that must be the place to be.”

DAVIS SAYS
FOOTBALL OR
MEN’S
BASKETBALL
HAS TO BE
COMPETITIVE
TO REALLY
MAKE A
DIFFERENCE.

IN
FRESHMAN QUARTERBACK
CAYLIN NEWTON LED HOWARD TO
ONE OF COLLEGE FOOTBALL’S
BIGGEST UPSETS THIS FALL.
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basketball team became his family, half black and half white, a
smaller hodgepodge of upbringings, cultures and hometowns.
This was back in the day when the Ivy League could really ball:
Princeton won the 1975 National Invitation Tournament championship a couple of years before Davis’ freshman season. Columbia
had three high school All-America players. A fellow Bronx player,
Tony Rice, took Penn to the Final Four when Davis was a junior.
An offseason knee injury robbed Davis of his senior season, leaving
him to choose between law and athletics as a career path. It was
a tough decision for the hoops-loving gym rat whose civil-rights
appetite was whetted by a National Urban League internship under
Vernon Jordan and former U.S. Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown.
“I talked to a mentor [Dartmouth coach Gary Walters] about coaching and civil-rights activism, becoming a lawyer,” Davis says. “He
said there were a lot of African-American basketball coaches, but
very few people who would have the opportunity to do the things
I could do if I went to law school. That’s what I did. He got me a
graduate assistant job [at Cornell] to feed my basketball desire.”
But a funny thing happened to Davis en route to becoming the
next Thurgood Marshall or Vernon Jordan. Everyone else at Cornell Law School was talking about which big law firm they would
work for and how much money they would make. The competitor
in Davis kicked in. One of four African-Americans in his class, he
knew he was as smart and capable as his peers. And the student
loans for his two Ivy League degrees began to scare him. Like
many of his classmates, he accepted a job at a big Wall Street firm.
“It definitely wasn’t for me,” he says. “I remember the day I
said I couldn’t do it. Jesse Jackson spoke at the 1984 Democratic
National Convention, and black people were so proud. But the
next day, my supervisor asked if I was embarrassed by the speech
because of Jesse’s broken English. ‘He’s not like you,’ he said. ‘Why
can’t they have a black person like you run for office?’ I called a
headhunter the next day to get me out of there.”
Davis’ career arc bent again, detoured by a family project. His
mother’s sister, Doris Troy, was the R&B star who cowrote and
recorded “Just One Look,” a No. 1 hit in the 1960s. The Hollies,
Anne Murray and Linda Ronstadt later recorded versions of the
song, and it was the soundtrack for a Cindy Crawford Pepsi commercial. But Troy had signed a bad deal and wasn’t receiving her
royalties. “That motivated me to right that wrong,” Davis says. “I
took a job with an entertainment firm and asked my partner to
help me with the case. That was my first assignment, trying to
recapture some of my aunt’s royalties.”
The next thing he knew, another aunt—Vy Higginsen, a pioneering disc jockey on New York’s WBLS-FM—was writing and
producing a musical about Troy’s life. Higginsen recruited her
nephew to be the lawyer for 1983’s Mama I Want to Sing, which
eventually became the longest-running black off-Broadway musical in history. Davis took a leave of absence from his law firm to
become the play’s general manager on a national tour. “I thought
it would be 10 weeks,” he says. “The tour ended up lasting three
years, and I never went back.”
The play spawned two sequels. Talents such as Tisha Campbell
(who beat out Whitney Houston), Stephanie Mills, Desiree Coleman and D’atra Hicks worked on the productions, which took Davis
around the country and to London. Along the way Higginsen and
Davis formed a music division of their play-production company
to sign and manage some of the young stars they were uncovering.

June 2013, 16 months after a

former executive from rival Showtime Sports
took over at HBO Sports, Davis left the network.
He had planned to let his non-compete clause
expire and then move into an entrepreneurial role involving TV and
sports, but he began reflecting on how far off course he had strayed
after Dartmouth. He loved the experience at HBO but told his wife,
Samantha, he didn’t want to re-enter TV sports because he felt no
passion for it. She asked what made him passionate. “I didn’t know,
but I had a feeling,” he says. “It was too late for me to be a coach, but I
thought about maybe starting an AAU program. I love young people
and sports, especially basketball. Then I was having dinner with a
friend who was on Howard’s search committee for a new athletic
director. He mentioned some of the names they were looking at,
nontraditional names, including an NBA Hall of Famer. I went home
and told Samantha that might’ve been my aha moment. If that same
job had been mentioned for Loyola Marymount or some other school
it wouldn’t have interested me as much. But this was Howard.”
Suddenly, everything Davis once envisioned was right in front of
him. Activism. Coaching. Teaching. He was familiar with Howard in
a general sense, aware that a mentor (Jordan) and an idol (Marshall)
were among scores of impressive graduates. Davis believed that such
pioneers paved the way for him to experience the Ivy League and
Wall Street. “I felt like Howard was a special place even though I
didn’t go here,” he says. “I had no Howard relationships and friends.
But it speaks for itself. And it spoke to me.”
His search-committee friend was surprised to hear of Davis’
interest. Davis spoke with Jordan, who chaired Howard’s presidential search committee in 2014 and served on the board of trustees
from 1993 to 2014. Soon, the former HBO executive had reached the
attention of Howard president Dr. Wayne A.I. Frederick.

“We were looking for people who had a great acumen about
business,” Frederick says. “College athletics is getting more and
more complicated around compliance and business. I think folks
with that kind of background in entertainment and sports are
ideal candidates.” Davis was announced as Howard’s new athletic
director on September 9, 2015. He prepared for his new job by
reaching out to two people from Dartmouth: teammate and close
friend Peter Roby ’79, the A.D. at Northeastern University since
2007, and Coach Walters, who left the College to spend 20 years as
Princeton’s A.D. before retiring in 2014. Davis is intent on bringing an Ivy-like emphasis on academics to “The Mecca” of black
education, as Howard is known.
“We will never be a place where you’re an athlete-student,” he
says. “We don’t want that to be our culture and it’s okay. You can
still be competitive. Look at the schools that are like that: Duke,
Stanford, Georgetown, Michigan. They’re like that because athletics and academics help each other. They support each other and
feed off each other. We have the opportunity to do that.”
He points to Harvard under men’s hoops coach Tommy Amaker.
The Crimson was terrible when Davis was at Dartmouth, almost
a guaranteed W for the Big Green. Now Harvard has reached the
NCAA tournament in four of the last six years and advanced twice.
It boasted a Top-10 recruiting class last year. “In a short period
of time, Harvard has developed the reputation where it’s not just
a great academic institution, it’s also a basketball school,” Davis
says. “That has to be our sell as a terrific academic school: If you
don’t go to the NBA, you’ve got this great degree from Howard and
the network of Howard alums behind you.”
He says football or men’s basketball has to be competitive to
really make a difference. The football program, 3-19 the last two
seasons, is improving thanks to former Virginia head coach Mike
London and freshman quarterback Caylin Newton (younger brother
of NFL star Cam), who pulled off one of college football’s biggest
upsets ever when Howard beat University of Nevada, Las Vegas
(UNLV), September 2. The basketball program, undone by injuries
last year, is close to contending regularly with a few more recruits
such as R.J. Cole, a highly touted New Jersey point guard from
powerhouse St. Anthony’s High School.
Despite the national acclaim generated by the football win over
UNLV, Davis sees the path to success through a big dance. “Imagine
Howard in the NCAA tournament,” Davis says, mentioning a destination the school has reached just twice, in 1981 and 1992. “You
know how TV always shows Ashley Judd when Kentucky is in the
tournament? Suppose it’s Howard? There’s P. Diddy and Taraji on
one side of the arena, Anthony Anderson on the other. Gus Johnson
is calling the game and Stan Verrett is reporting on it for ESPN.
Debbie Allen and her sister are in the stands. We’re getting tweets
from California Sen. Kamala Harris. Elijah Cummings and Gregory
Meeks are talking about it in Congress. Maybe the game is in Atlanta
and Mayor Kasim Reed is hosting it. Maybe the program starts with
something written by Ta-Nehisi Coates or Toni Morrison. What
I’m saying is Howard people are everywhere. We have a culture of
resources that no one really knows about. Suppose that was the
story when CBS came on that day? That would change everything.”
Everything has changed for Davis since he began working at
Howard. He wants to return the favor.
is a veteran journalist based in Washington, D.C.
He is a graduate of Howard University.
DERON SNYDER
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NICE?
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COURTESY NIEGEL SMITH

Georgetown professor Abigail Marsh ’99
peeks inside the altruistic
headquarters of our brains.
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ometime between freshman and sophomore years, as
Abigail Marsh was driving home from her summer
retail gig in Tacoma, Washington, a dog darted in
front of her. She swerved to avoid it, hit the animal
anyway and ended up on the wrong side of the highway. Stuck on an overpass. Facing oncoming traffic.
With a dead engine.
“It was very obvious how quickly I would be killed or mangled,”
Marsh says.
Help came in the guise of an Idris Elba lookalike, who, upon
seeing Marsh’s peril, parked his car, ran across four lanes of traffic,
got her car started and escorted her to safety. And just like that, he
was gone. Marsh never even learned his name.
The accident was both traumatic and surreal. It also launched
Marsh on her life’s work. The stranger’s willingness to risk life and
limb to rescue someone he’d never met haunted her. “It’s one of
those puzzles that kind of gnaws at you,” says Marsh, who earned
a Ph.D. in social psychology from Harvard University in 2004. “I
couldn’t fathom why somebody would’ve made that decision to
risk his life to help me—and then disappear again. It seemed so
improbable.”
Marsh, 41, is now an associate professor in psychology and
the interdisciplinary program in neuroscience at Georgetown.
She’s spent a good chunk of her career studying the brains of
“extreme altruists” who risk everything for complete strangers—
specifically, dozens of kidney donors. Conversely, she has also spent
time researching the brains of psychopaths who, it is safe to say,
would never consider risking anything for another human being.
She’s consumed by the drive to understand the altruistic urge.
Are we hard-wired to be kind? What keeps most of us from hurting
others? Why do some people have more compassion than others?
“I’m a basic scientist at heart. I want to understand why we
have the capacity to care for people,” says Marsh, who explores
the extremes of human behavior in her new book, The Fear Factor:
How One Emotion Connects Altruists, Psychopaths, & Everyone InBetween (Basic/Hachette). Her main finding: The key to compassion is located in the brain’s amygdala, an almond-shaped bit of gray
matter lodged inside the hippocampus. The amygdala processes
emotions and, in particular, fear. By scanning the brains of both
altruists and psychopaths, Marsh found that altruists’ amygdalae
are larger than other people’s, while psychopathic people tend to
have smaller than average amygdalae.
In short: Altruists are better at recognizing fear and distress in
other people—and responding to it. Call it the “anti-psychopathic
brain.” Meanwhile, psychopaths don’t feel concern for others and
generally aren’t able to recognize emotional upset in others. “I
don’t believe every human has the capacity for goodness,” Marsh
says. “But most do. And that capacity for goodness in humans is
deeper than any one religion.”
As she’s pursued the study of goodness, Marsh has earned acclaim. There’s last year’s well-received TED talk, “Are We Wired to
Be Altruistic?” She won the 2007 Wyatt Memorial Award for translational research from the National Institute of Mental Health and
the 2014 Cozzarelli Prize for scientific excellence and originality
from the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. Her
work with kids has been used to demonstrate the different neural
mechanisms that can lead to behavioral problems in children and
why a one-size treatment approach doesn’t fit all. Her research
has been funded by the National Institutes of Health and the
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MIND-SHARE
Marsh made waves with
her popular TED talk
last year. Her new book
has been described as
a “riveting ride through
your own brain.”

“

I DON’T BELIEVE
EVERY HUMAN
HAS THE
CAPACITY FOR
GOODNESS,”
MARSH SAYS.
“BUT MOST DO.”

John Templeton Foundation. Last year Marsh was named a 2016
fellow in the Society for Personality and Social Psychology, the
largest organization of social psychologists and personality
psychologists.
The professor hopes that her research with kidney donors will
affect how people understand altruists—and make it easier for
potential altruists to donate too. “Donors are so often viewed with
skepticism and called crazy, and I think my work helps provide an
alternate explanation for their decisions,” she says.
“What she’s doing is magnificent,” says Angela Cuozzo, one of
the altruistic kidney donors Marsh has studied through the years.
“She’s truly advocating for our cause and what we do. There’s not a
lot of studies done on us, in terms of why we donate. We certainly
don’t know ourselves. We can’t answer that question.”
DEEP IN THE BELLY OF GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL,

Marsh stares into a giant computer screen. To be specific, she
is staring at a 3-D image of the brain of her assistant, who is on
the other side of the wall, burrowed in the tubular recesses of an
MRI machine. “She’s got lots of brain packed in there,” Marsh
says, approvingly.
Her assistant’s head is encased in a birdcage-like device, which
collects brain signals and allows Marsh to measure blood flow and
brain change. The assistant is shown a series of photos of people

looking fearful or angry or bemused. Some of the pictures flash
by so quickly, it’s hard to know what you’ve seen, Marsh says, but
the amygdala will still respond, recruiting more blood in response
to witnessing fear.
Academics is encoded in Marsh’s makeup. She’s the seventh
professor in the family. Her great-uncle taught at Thayer, and her
grandfather taught metallurgy at Columbia University’s engineering school. But her dad is an M.D., an infectious disease specialist
who worked with AIDS patients, and Marsh assumed that she’d
follow him into medicine. Her childhood experiences of following her dad around on his hospital rounds made an impression.
She started out on the premed track at Dartmouth, but biology
class during freshman year failed to inspire. What did inspire was
Psych 1. In particular, a passage—buried deep in her intro to psych
text on page 371—that first made Marsh think, “Hey, maybe I could
do this for a living.” The passage was about teaching language to
apes, and though Marsh strictly studies humans, she keeps that
passage earmarked with a pink Post-it to remind herself of what
got her started.
She’d always thought of science as biology and abstract particles. The idea that you could study messy, complicated humans
as a scientist got her hooked. Her undergrad thesis on facial expressions and how the brain processes the witnessing of others’ emotions remains the basis of her work today. (continued on page 102)
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WHAT DO YOU LOOK FOR IN
AN APPLICANT TO DARTMOUTH?
I always look first for academic excellence and potential. That feels
like a non-negotiable, but as I’ve asked faculty what they value in
their classrooms—beyond the letters and the numbers that define
academic excellence—without exception, every faculty member
has said, “curiosity.”
How does the admissions process take that variable into account?

What’s always such a challenge in a very selective environment
is that admissions data points are so dominant in the public narrative of college admissions. Grade point averages, SAT scores,
rank in class—those are the markers that most people recognize
as legitimate and credible. The harder question is when you move
beyond that set of data. One of the challenges is that there isn’t an
easy way to quantify curiosity or creativity or citizenship or all of
the things that get lumped into non-cognitive abilities.
One way you did so early in your tenure was by making changes to
the essay questions in Dartmouth’s supplement to the Common
Application. Can you explain that?

The institutional supplement is a complement to the Common
Application. It gives us an institutionally specific way of understanding who each applicant is and to ask whether this person
represents the academic and personal values that we share as an
institution. If you read the questions we posed to the class of 2021
in the supplement and boil each down to its core elements, we
were asking about citizenship and kindness and curiosity and an
adventurous spirit—and using one’s intellect to make a difference
in the world. The answers we got were often wonderfully different
from what we saw just in the Common App.
Can you paraphrase a few of those questions?

First, we asked a question that was required of all applicants,
which was essentially, “Why Dartmouth?” And we hadn’t had
that question on the application before. Last year’s question channeled Dr. Seuss and “Oh, the places you’ll go” and asked students
to think about where they hoped to go in their careers or in their
academic journeys and how Dartmouth might help them get there.
One memorable response was, “What other Ivy is so wonderfully
framed by nature, which makes it an ideal campus for me to study
environmental science and apply what I’m learning?” We also
included a quote from Henry James about the value of kindness
as an essential human quality, and that prompt asked applicants
to reflect on a moment when kindness guided their actions—to
signal that you can be academically accomplished and intellectually engaged, but also retain that core quality of kindness. Students
shared a wide range of examples—from interactions in a classroom
to peer-to-peer associations—that helped us imagine the qualities
they would add to the campus community.
Why is every applicant required to take the SAT or the ACT?

Those tests give us another data point to look at someone in context. Across this large, talented, increasingly heterogeneous pool,
we can have one common element: a test or tests that everybody
has taken. In their truest form, those tests provide a forecast of
student performance in the first year. What we find when we do
validity studies and when we do research based on the first-year
performance, more often than not, is that those tests are a signal of
someone’s ability to thrive in this curriculum. That said, you have
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to look at the test in the context of the school, family or community
in which the score originates. It is a way of answering, “How have
you performed in your local context with the resources available
to you?” What some people may see as a low score is sometimes
a fantastic score when you consider the applicant’s home, community or high school. In combination with the qualitative data,
the teacher recommendations that talk about grit and focus, determination and optimism, as well as the student’s own work and
the essays—that’s where it all knits together and you say, “This is
someone who’s primed for success.”
What one piece of advice would you give to a high school senior
who’s applying for the class of 2022?

There are two broad categories of information that define every
application: the data and then what I call the voice. The data are
largely set by the time a student gets to the midpoint in his or her
senior fall, but the data piece needs to be accompanied by a clear
articulation of the student’s voice. Students should spend some time
thinking about the narrative they want to share with the College,
answering such questions as “Who am I?” and “Where am I at this
point in my life?” and “Where do I think I’m going?” Voice can mean
lots of things, but we try to imagine the perspective that a student
adds to the classroom or the residential experience or just the
broader community, and is this a point of view that’s represented?
What about your advice to a ninth-grader who’s interested in Dartmouth or a similarly selective institution?

My first advice would be to enjoy being 14 and to not let college as
an outcome guide and dictate all decisions you make throughout
high school. Some people might roll their eyes and say, “That’s naïve
to think that you’re going to ignore the end result,” but I think the
students who often emerge as most dynamic and appealing to an
admission committee are the ones who have an authentic degree
of engagement with their pursuits, whether it’s in the classroom
or outside of it.
Let’s talk about the first class that you seated, the class of 2021.

I started July 1, 2016. By that point the recruitment cycle for the
class of 2021 was well past the halfway point, so my first year was
really an opportunity to focus on how we read and select and less on
how we tell the story of Dartmouth and think about the pool itself.
You wound up offering admission to about 150 fewer students than
the year before.

“WHAT SOME PEOPLE MAY
SEE AS A LOW SCORE IS
SOMETIMES A FANTASTIC SCORE

WHEN YOU CONSIDER
THE APPLICANT’S
HOME, COMMUNITY OR
HIGH SCHOOL.”

Yes. And yet, more students than we anticipated—1,279 at the high
point—said yes when we offered them admission. At this point, the
enrollment stands at 1,217 for a class we had hoped would be 1,150.
Which means you were overenrolled by about 10 percent, at least as
of May 1, compared to what you were projecting?

Yes, the historic yield model underestimated this year’s response
rate. In addition, we had a lot of success at identifying applicants
who understood and responded to our core values. We also asked
the faculty to play a more direct role in our admitted-student open
houses, and many students who then chose to enroll later told us
that access to our professors was a key factor in their decisions.
But as matriculation approached, the number organically settled,
as it always does, including, as a result, some students choosing to
take gap years. We are currently overenrolled by 6 percent [above
projected class size] and the class of 2021 should wind up about
70 students larger than the target.
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When you shared with colleagues, particularly those in residential
life, that you’d overenrolled, how was that news received?

I think the unexpected degree to which it happened was a point of
excitement, but it also created a challenge to think about how we
preserve the undergraduate experience and honor all the things
we value with a cohort that’s bigger.
Where will the College put them?

Part of the strategy was to preserve the integrity of the new house
communities and to not disrupt that thoughtful plan, particularly
for the first-year student. Some of the upperclassmen have been
moved into spaces that had been graduate student housing and
the graduate students have been relocated to other, off-campus
properties. The incoming class is housed.
You referenced gap years, in which a student might take a year to
work, volunteer or travel between high school and college—an
experience some institutions are promoting heavily. How do you advise students who ask you about the wisdom of taking a gap year?

A gap year between high school and college can be a very productive, meaningful opportunity to engage in an activity that provides
greater clarity to an undergraduate experience.
In terms of components of a class, can you talk a bit about your
objectives and priorities regarding international applicants and how
they fit at Dartmouth?

The first meeting I attended as a new Dartmouth employee last
year was a meeting about the College’s profile in Asia and how we
might enhance it. I think the identity of Dartmouth as a member
of the Ivy League and the Ivy League as an internationally recognized symbol of excellence in higher education requires us to be
thinking about the College’s profile outside the United States. We
have to bear in mind that the class of 2022 will work until the very
late 2060s. I often think about how their lives and careers will
extend over the middle part of the 21st century. A global institution with a global curriculum parallels the opportunity to have a
global student body. I’m not talking about a global student body
that dwarfs the rest of the student body, but to have students from
other parts of the world represented in our campus community
makes sense to me.
In 2015 the College announced it was changing its admissions policy
for international students from “need blind” to “need aware,” which
meant the decision on an international applicant’s admission could
be based, at least in part, on his or her ability to pay. How has that
policy, which provoked some backlash, affected applications?

The policy shift from need-blind to need-sensitive admission
practices for foreign citizens preceded me. That said, a global
representation in the student body is critical, and we achieved
a meaningful increase in our international enrollment—from 8
percent in the class of 2020 to 10 percent of this year’s first-year
class. Also of note is that more than half of the foreign citizens in
the class of 2021 are receiving need-based aid from the College.
What about U.S. students from low-income backgrounds? When The
New York Times published data, cited in DAM, showing Dartmouth
with the highest percentage of students from households in the top
1 percent by income and the second lowest percentage from the
bottom 60 percent for the class of 2013 in the Ivy League, there was
criticism from a number of alumni. To what extent has Dartmouth
made an effort to increase the percentage of students from low54 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

income backgrounds, including relative to its peers?

The data from that study [which tracked students’ household
income from 2009 to 2013] were from the class accepted in 2009,
during the recession. In the years since 2009 the College has significantly expanded its recruitment of students from a wider socioeconomic spectrum, as well as students who are first-generation
college bound. I would also add that the income data referenced
were not an element of Dartmouth’s admissions process as a needblind institution.
For the class that enrolled this fall, what percentage of students are
eligible for federal Pell grants, for which students from households
with incomes at or below $50,000 qualify?

In this incoming class, nearly 15 percent are Pell-eligible, which is a
record for us. Also, about a third of the foreign citizens we enrolled
are from [comparable] low-income backgrounds, none of whom are
Pell-eligible but all of whom represent an institutional commitment to low-income access. What’s interesting is if you use only
Pell as your definition of low income, you ignore the international
students who would be Pell-eligible if they were U.S. citizens.
Pell data also exclude any of the undocumented students who are
in each class. If you add those two groups to the Pell recipients,
Dartmouth’s low-income cohort would rise to about 18 percent
of the entering class. The Times has chosen Pell eligibility as its
threshold for “low-income access” and “success” in that regard,
and I respect that. But if you’re an institution such as Dartmouth
that offers need-based aid to foreign citizens, our true low-income
cohort is undercounted.
Is one of your own priorities to further increase the percentage of
the class from low-income backgrounds?

As with a lot of these topics, my role as dean is not to say, “I think
the percentage should be 20 or 25 or 15.” It’s to listen to the community I’m representing and ask, “What’s our collective aspiration
here? Do we see an opportunity to push toward a higher low-income
enrollment?”
What are you hearing from faculty and administrators?

There’s support for growth in this part of the student body. As we
grow, we have to ensure the College’s infrastructure in student
affairs evolves as well, so that students coming from very different backgrounds than we’ve normally enrolled can arrive in
Hanover and find success. The point isn’t that they’re academically unqualified, the point is they’re coming from schools and
families and communities where the resources are different, and
the transition from that place to this place might be less smooth
than we’re used to.
Are you saying that before you can increase those numbers further,
you’ve got to make sure that the academic and non-academic supports are in place here to support those students so that they can be
successful and ultimately graduate?

Yes.

In August word leaked from the White House that the U.S. Justice
Department will try to rein in affirmative action in selective college
admissions. How would Dartmouth respond to such a practice?

Our admissions policy is guided by current law, which allows for
the use of race as one factor among many in a holistic admissions
process in support of the educational benefits of diversity. We are
committed to enrolling a diverse and heterogeneous student body.

Affirmative action is a tool to achieve that goal. Any change in the
legal framework does not erase that institutional objective.
Has the admission rate among legacy applicants declined recently?

The percentage of the accepted and enrolling class who are the
children of Dartmouth undergraduate alumni has remained
constant over the last few years. Legacies ultimately make up
about 12 to 13 percent of each entering class.
What is your philosophy regarding legacy admissions?

Dartmouth has a remarkable alumni body, in terms of who its
alumni are, what they do and their indelible connection to this
campus. It’s unprecedented in my career. So legacy candidates
are an important constituency in each applicant pool and in the
way we think about the class we are shaping. A goal every year is
to include as many of these students as we can but, of course, this
is a very selective environment and the overall applicant pool is
exceptionally talented.
Let’s address cost: At least for students paying the full sticker price,
it won’t be too many more years before the full cost of attending
Dartmouth will approach $80,000 a year. What efforts are you undertaking in your role to check the growth of that full sticker price?

That mostly falls outside my purview, other than to be a voice in
budget meetings around the pressures families face in trying to
pay the sticker price, whether it’s subsidized broadly or not. As
Dartmouth inches toward and above $70,000 a year, the challenge
is to generate the endowment resources to continue to provide access to families for whom $70,000 a year is an unrealistic stretch.
One of the things we’ve been modeling this year is a way of looking
at the middle-income bands, which I think are the ones that get
most squeezed in this conversation. Lower-income families are
usually well served by a need-based financial assessment. But in
the middle-income bands, where we’re following federal guidelines, there is room to be more elastic as we interpret some of the
family assets such as home equity or cost-of-living adjustments.
For example, real estate values and the cost of living in places
such as California can be significantly more expensive than in
other parts of the country.
In closing, can you talk a bit about your family background?

I was a first-generation college student. My dad enrolled in college and dropped out, so he never graduated. He and my mom got
married and they had me pretty quickly. He worked for a Buick
dealership for most of his career and my mom was a secretary and
then stayed home with my siblings and me. I was the oldest of five.
I received financial aid and had a work-study job [at Trinity College in Connecticut]. What got me into admissions work almost
30 years ago was my own college search and the lack of guidance
I received from my college advisor. In many schools around the
country and around the world there are people like me who would
benefit from this experience but lack the cultural capital and
resources to find their way toward us. I’ve met many alums and
faculty who share a similar story. College was the turning point
in their lives, and that transformative moment is something that
motivates me to do this work at Dartmouth. 		
was a long-time education reporter for The
New York Times and is the author of The Gatekeepers: Inside
the Admissions Process of a Premier College (2003). Senior vice
president of Say Yes to Education, he lives in Larchmont, New York.
JACQUES STEINBERG

APPLY
YOURSELF
To give the admissions office more information
about an applicant than can be gleaned from the
Common App, Dartmouth’s application form for
the class of 2022 includes these writing options.

u PLEASE RESPOND IN 100 WORDS OR LESS.

While arguing a Dartmouth-related case before
the U.S. Supreme Court in 1818, Daniel Webster,
class of 1801, uttered this memorable line: “It
is, Sir…a small college. And yet, there are those
who love it!” As you seek admission to the class
of 2022, what aspects of the College’s program,
community or campus environment attract your
interest?

v PLEASE CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
PROMPTS AND RESPOND IN 250-300 WORDS.
A. IN LOVE MEDICINE, AUTHOR LOUISE ERDRICH ’76

writes, “Society is like this card game here, cousin.
We got dealt our hand before we were even
born, and as we grow we have to play as best
as we can.” Describe your “hand” and reflect on
how you have played it.
B. FROM SONGS AND FILM TO FORMULAE AND

computer code, human expression and discovery
take many forms. How do you express your creativity? What ideas or values do you explore and
celebrate when your imagination wanders?
C. DURING THE 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES, AMERICAN

runner Abbey D’Agostino ’14 collided with
another athlete in the first round of the
5,000-meter event. Both fell to the track.
Although injured, Abbey’s first instinct was
to help the other fallen athlete so they could
continue the race together. Their selflessness
was widely praised as the embodiment of the
Olympic ideal of sportsmanship. Share a
moment when kindness guided your actions.
D. TWENTY YEARS AGO, THE WORLD MET HARRY

Potter and his companions. One of the more
memorable lines from the J.K. Rowling series
was spoken by Albus Dumbledore: “Happiness
can be found, even in the darkest of times, if
one only remembers to turn on the light.” What
ideas or experiences bring you joy?
E. “I HAVE NO SPECIAL TALENT,” ALBERT EINSTEIN

once observed. “I am only passionately curious.”
Celebrate your intellectual curiosity.
F. “DREAMS ARE LOVELY. BUT THEY ARE JUST

dreams,” television producer Shonda Rhimes ’91
told graduating seniors during her 2014 Commencement address. “It’s hard work that makes
things happen. It’s hard work that creates
change.” What inspires your hard work? What
matters to you and how do you “make things
happen” to create change?
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Your first day
of retirement
Your first kid

Looking for steady retirement
income? Check out Dartmouth’s
gift annuities, charitable remainder
trusts, and other life income plans.

Your first
look back
During your 50th reunion. That’s when
you rekindle old friendships, cherish
warm memories, and wonder how to
leave a lasting legacy to Dartmouth.

BU
DS

ST
BE

OK, family comes first, but as
you fold that bundle of joy into
your will, consider also adding a
bequest provision to Dartmouth.

Your first
reunion
I

WORK

Another perfect moment to
include Dartmouth in your estate
plans—and help your class achieve
its Bartlett Tower Society goals.

Your first job
A great time to name Dartmouth
as a beneficiary of your 401K—
and the easiest way to join the
Bartlett Tower Society.

Life is full of firsts.
And you can make Dartmouth part of all of them.
Learn how you can include Dartmouth in your life plans.
Contact Dartmouth Gift Planning.
Good for you. Good for Dartmouth.

Dartmouth | Gift Planning
Visit dartgo.org/yourfirst or call 800-451-4067

pursuits

“As a first-generation, low-income student, I’m committed to making our campus more
inclusive for all. Dartmouth’s financial aid is incredible—without it, I don’t know if I’d
be going to school. I’m very blessed to have that assistance.” —Rachel Muir ’20

Rachel is making
a difference at Dartmouth.
And you’re making
a difference for Rachel.

voices in the wilderness

MITCHEL WALLERSTEIN ’71

|

GWEN BETHEL RILEY ’90

|

NILS ERICSON ’00

|

GARDNER DEFOE ’58

|

JEFF ELDRIDGE ’00

|

ANI LIU ’08

SPOTLIGHT
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Education
for All
Baruch College’s president offers
hope for the disadvantaged.
by HEATHER SALERNO

Your gifts to the Dartmouth College Fund make Dartmouth possible for thousands of
students like Rachel—who’ll go on to make a difference in the world. You make that
happen. Our students can’t thank you enough.

KARSTEN MORAN

Creating better futures since 1769

AS PRESIDENT OF BARUCH, WALLERstein helps thousands of low-income students reach for a higher education every
year. In his view, the college offers much
more than a diploma: It’s often the gateway
to a better future. “There was one young
man who became homeless in his freshman
year,” Wallerstein recalls. “He took advantage of programs at Baruch and managed
to graduate with honors and went on to a
fantastic job in the financial industry. It just
completely changed his life.”
Giving the underserved a leg up was
the main reason Wallerstein was drawn to

“Our students are getting front-line jobs that
lead to high-level
opportunities,” says
Wallerstein. <<<<
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voices in the wilderness
GWEN BETHEL RILEY ’90

Toons and Tunes

“We’re representative of
the melting pot that is
New York. That’s what
makes it so exciting and
interesting to be here.”

HEATHER SALERNO

York City area.

is a freelance writer based in the New
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Photographer
Ericson brings an
artistic sensibility
to commercial
projects. <<<<

AS A SENIOR MUSIC EXECUTIVE AT THE WALT
Disney Co. who sources and produces tunes for Disney’s
consumer products and digital platforms, Riley has paired
some of the world’s biggest artists with one of the world’s
most iconic brands. For Disney Fantasia: Music Evolved,
a video game inspired by the classic animated film, she
secured rights to mega-hits by David Bowie, Queen, Lady
Gaga and more. Earlier this year Riley helped persuade
White Stripes frontman Jack White to allow his single,
“We’re Going to be Friends,” to be used in an ad for toys
and other items featuring Winnie the Pooh. “Finding the
right music for the right project is the fun of it all,” she says.
A New Hampshire native, Riley jumped into the music
industry in a roundabout way, earning a degree from Boston
College Law School after studying English at Dartmouth.
“I really went to law school because I wanted to run a
record label. I wouldn’t give anybody that advice,” she
laughs. Instead, Riley landed a job at the Shooting Gallery,
a N.Y.C.-based indie film company best known for Sling
Blade, where she worked on soundtracks and music-related
deals for more than 50 movies.
After moving to Los Angeles, in 2008 she joined Tapulous, a startup that created the game Tap Tap Revenge.
Within its first month the music app had more than 1 million users, and Riley was soon managing a 1,000-song
catalog. “It escalated into a massive franchise,” she says.
Riley joined Disney in 2010, after the company acquired
Tapulous, and says her current job is never boring. “I still
get up every morning fired up and ready to go,” she says.
—Heather Salerno

“

I hang back and wait. You’ll find
someone who’s playing the part that 		
you’re looking for.”

“I’ve never been
bored for one
day in any of my
jobs,” says Riley.
>>>>

NILS ERICSON ’00

Eye Opener
LEFT: MARJORIE SALVATERRA; RIGHT: REGINA KOKOSZKA

lead Baruch, the flagship school of the City University of
New York, the largest urban public university system in
the United States. With more than 18,000 undergraduates
from 168 nations, Baruch is one of the country’s most ethnically diverse schools. Most students come from modest
backgrounds—about 60 percent are from households with
annual incomes of less than $40,000, and more than a third
are the first in their families to attend college. “There are no
students of privilege here,” he says.
Since taking his post in 2010, Wallerstein has pushed
initiatives that put those young people on a path to success.
With affordable tuition and a “start-to-finish” philosophy
that includes tutoring, mentoring, career development and
a range of financial aid
assistance, Baruch has
gained national recognition as a social mobility
innovator—earning top
rankings from U.S. News
& World Report, Money
and Forbes. The school
has a six-year graduation
rate of 70 percent, and new grads average starting salaries
of more than $50,000—which is frequently more than their
entire family makes in a year—often at big-name firms. For
instance, Wallerstein is proud to say that Baruch is the No.
1 feeder school to Morgan Stanley and No. 4 to J.P. Morgan
Chase. “This is an incredible change from 10 or 20 years ago,
when students from a public school like Baruch might be
lucky to get what we’d call a ‘back-of-the-house’ job at one
of these companies,” he says. “Today they’re getting frontline jobs that lead to high-level opportunities.” Wallerstein’s
impact has gone beyond academics. He’s spearheaded efforts
to convert a city block into a public plaza and developed a
plan to turn part of unused space in a nearby post office into
a student center. “Quality-of-life issues are important,” he
says. “The students really want a sense of community, even
though they’re mainly commuters.”
A New Jersey native, Wallerstein came to Dartmouth
as a football player interested in premed. But the Vietnam
War sparked an interest in politics, prompting him to get
a degree in government instead. He then earned an M.P.A.
from Syracuse University, followed by a M.S. and Ph.D.
from MIT. After nearly two decades working at the National
Research Council in Washington, D.C., where he directed acclaimed studies on science, technology and national security,
Wallerstein was appointed U.S. deputy assistant secretary of
defense for counterproliferation policy. “I was the point person on nuclear, biological and chemical weapons,” he says.
During his time in Washington he also taught at Georgetown University, George Washington University and Johns
Hopkins University, and later became dean of Syracuse’s
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs. Now, at
Baruch, he’s continually impressed by how hard its students
strive to get ahead. “They have to scrap for everything, but
they have this tremendous desire to succeed,” says Wallerstein. “And they do succeed in incredible ways.”

ERICSON BRINGS A CINEMATIC SENSIBILITY TO HIS
images of athletic and cultural events. The sports photographer,
whose early student work first appeared in the pages of DAM
back in 1999, now finds himself sought after by the likes of Puma,
Nike, ESPN, Spotify, Vogue and GQ.
At Dartmouth, professor Brian Miller introduced Ericson
to the world of art photography, including the work of Emmet
Gowin and Sally Mann. “Brian opened my eyes to what else was
out there besides National Geographic and Sports Illustrated,”
says Ericson. After earning an M.F.A. at Rhode Island School
of Design, Ericson moved to Brooklyn to start climbing the
ladder as a photo assistant on commercial shoots. During
off hours he experimented with expensive studio equipment
and developed his technique in sessions with Emmet, his pit

bull-Lab mix. “He was the world’s perfect model,” says Ericson.
His big break came in 2014, when the oversized sports magazine Victory Journal hired him to shoot the NCAA wrestling
championships in Oklahoma City. “I was over the moon,” he
recalls. “But I didn’t know what the hell I was doing.” His work
landed on the cover, and he’s been growing an impressive list of
clients ever since. Recently, Ericson covered the Kentucky Derby,
New York Fashion Week, the U.S. Open and Jamaica’s track and
field championships. “I try to give the full scope of what’s going
on, not just the typical sports pictures,” he says. “The spectators
are integral—they add to the drama. It’s not just the cheers, but
the quiet, in-between moments.”
Though he makes his living through commercial photography, Ericson prefers above all else to shoot intimate portraits of
his family, including his girlfriend and their infant son. (View a
selection of Ericson’s backyard portraits at the DAM website.)
“The family pictures are the most beautiful to me, always.”
—James Napoli
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“

I get to ask all these
very philosophical questions
and make art about it.”

voices in the wilderness

GARDNER DEFOE ’58

The Guide
DURING THE COURSE OF FIVE DECADES DEFOE
has taught hundreds of young people how to canoe on
Maine’s waterways. Last summer 16 of Defoe’s former
protégés and their family members convened to follow
him one more time down Maine’s storied Allagash River.
“They were young people I had taught 30, 40 and 50 years
ago,” says Defoe, who was honored as a Legendary Maine

ANI LIU ’08

Perception
Extension

Puzzles “allow
you to keep your
mind moving
quickly,” says
Eldridge. >>>>

JEFF ELDRIDGE ’00

Guide in 2012 by the state’s department of fish and wildlife.
“Some of them brought their sons and nephews. It was an
unbelievable seven days.”
The trip, which celebrated the 50th anniversary of
the protected waterway, was commemorated in the documentary Defoe’s Way. Maine-based outdoor
G A R DN ER ’ S
retailer L.L.Bean helped produce the film. The
TO P 4 T IPS
film’s title refers to Defoe’s method of leading
canoe trips. “My way was you have one way
TO GET COUCH
out of here, and that’s behind me,” he says.
POTATOES OUTDOORS
As a college student, Defoe spent summers as a counselor and aquatics director at ➻ Equip them with a
confident and knowlMaine’s Camp Kawanhee in the Appalachian
edgeable guide
foothills of western Maine. He taught briefLet them immerse themly at private schools in Connecticut before ➻ selves, ideally for several
founding canoe and ski camps back in Maine
days at a time
that introduced young people from all over
➻ Remove distractions
the country to nature. “Most of these kids had
no exposure to the wilderness,” Defoe says. ➻ Repeat. Campers grow
comfortable in nature
“The amazing thing is that so many of them
in part by coming back
returned time after time and are still in touch
year after year.
with me 40 years later.”
During last summer’s trip down the Allagash, Defoe
was proud to see his former campers displaying skills
he’d taught them decades earlier. “They performed magnificently,” he says. “They were always in a straight line,
always following me.”
—Kaitlin Bell Barnett ’05
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ALTHOUGH HE HAD BEEN ASSEMBLING JIGSAW
puzzles for much of his childhood, it wasn’t until Eldridge
was out of school that he developed a love for the pastime. “I
discovered that they were a great distraction from the pressures of work and the stresses of life,” he says. “They allow
you to keep your mind moving quickly while focusing on
an activity that always brought great satisfaction.” In 2005
Eldridge and a friend launched Liberty Puzzles in Boulder,
Colorado. They both loved vintage, hand-cut, wooden jigsaw
puzzles, a whole different game than the die-cut, cardboard
puzzles that dominate the market. After a bit of trial-anderror, the pair created a computer-controlled laser cutter
that could simulate a hand-cut scroll saw or jigsaw. Using archival ink and paper and quarter-inch maple-veneer
plywood, Eldridge’s company now makes puzzles with an
authentic, heirloom feel.
But these aren’t your grandparents’ puzzles. In addition
to making puzzles of images customers provide, Liberty
has nearly 700 puzzles for sale in prices that range from
$44 to $1,500. They depict contemporary art, book covers, old travel posters and various fairy tales. All contain at
least 15-percent “whimsy” pieces: unique pieces that are
outlines of recognizable figures on their own and designed
to match the theme of the puzzle. (For example, one of the
recent Seuss puzzles includes a piece shaped like the little
fellow who runs around offering green eggs and ham.) A
global audience is obsessed with Liberty Puzzles—“We ship
daily to England,” says Eldridge, who declines to share sales
figures. Customers include former U.S. presidents, media
tycoons and hipsters in Brooklyn. Liberty has expanded to
22 laser cutters and 44 employees. Liberty’s motto is “Sit
long, talk much,” says Eldridge, an appreciation of its newschool approach to an old-school game. —James Zug ’91
i llu st rat i on by R O B E RT N E UBECK ER
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Puzzle Master

WHAT IF YOU COULD CAPTURE THE
exact scent of a person you love and inhale it when you wanted to remember
them? Or wear a special lipstick that
causes a plant to grow toward you?
How about mapping the microorganisms that grow on your skin? Questions
such as these inspire transdisciplinary
artist Liu. She blends art with science,
technology and politics to explore what
it means to be human in an increasingly
virtual world. “I bring very disparate
ideas together to reveal aspects about
how technology frames our reality,” says
Liu, who studied sculpture at Dartmouth
and architecture at Harvard and recently
earned a master’s of science from MIT’s
Media Lab.
Liu’s works have been inspired by
research on the human microbiome and
on the neuroscience of smell and behavior. In Perfumes for Proust, Liu created a
series of scents from the smells of people
she loves. (The process involved collecting an odor-filled article of clothing—
ideally something worn repeatedly and
left unwashed for at least two weeks—
and soaking it in a solvent to release the
volatile molecules, then distilling the
solution in a rotary evaporator to condense the smell.) For the series Bacterial Self Portraits, she collected samples
from different parts of her body, then
cultured them on petri dishes into distinctive growth patterns. “My work often
raises more questions than it answers,”
Liu says. “As a researcher, I have a huge
interest in extending sensory perception through technology, to expand the
frontiers of human experience through
novel applications of engineering.”
—Kaitlin Bell Barnett ’05

Lodged between
science fiction
and science fact,
Liu’s art explores
the implications
of emerging
technologies.
<<<<
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alumni books

EDITOR’S PICKS

▲

A. ROGER EKIRCH ’72

American Sanctuary: Mutiny,
Martyrdom, and National Identity in the Age of Revolution
Pantheon

Ekirch’s latest book opens with the
bloodiest mutiny suffered by the
Royal Navy—on the British frigate
Hermione in 1797, only a few years
after the Revolutionary War. The
Virginia Tech history professor lays
out how the ensuing firestorm led
to America’s decision to grant political asylum to refugees from foreign
governments.
LO U I S E E R D R I C H ’ 76

Future Home of the Living God
Harper

JOHN MERROW ’63

Kick the Habit
Merrow, a former high school teacher, college
professor, instructor in a federal penitentiary
and award-winning PBS education correspondent, knows a thing or two about teaching and
American education. He plumbs that experience
for his fifth book, in which the former English
major argues that America has an addiction to
school reform and offers a plan to kick the habit to
revive the nation’s K-12 school system. He pulls no
punches. “Our deceptive approach is causing permanent damage to probably millions of children,”
Addicted to Reform:
he says. His book has many examples of what he
A Twelve-Step
Program to Rescue
calls “faux reforms” that appear to change things
Public Education
but fail to get at underlying conditions. He points
NEW PRESS
to Obama-era efforts to raise high school gradu224 PP.
$26
ation rates by lowering standards, “counseling”
students to leave school for a GED program without ensuring they sign
up, and changing grades, resulting in adults cheating on key standardized
,
tests. “Voila, the graduation rate went up,” says Merrow. “Now, a phony
diploma doesn’t actually kill anyone, but multiply that by millions and we
may be killing our democracy. We need an educated populace to sustain
our economy and social fabric.”
He lays out his suggested “treatment” in 12 chapters, one for each of
his suggested steps to reform, including “Measure What Matters” and
“Embrace Technology (Carefully).” The author insists that no single step
is more important than any other. “What I believe matters more is the
sequence,” he says. “We have to begin by acknowledging the addiction
and appreciating the costs of this approach. The paradigm shift is asking a different question about every child. Not ‘How smart is she?’ but
instead, ‘How is she smart?’ ” Full of stories from Merrow’s lengthy career,
Addicted to Reform has been described by reviewers as “a wise set of lessons” with “a sharp edge of seasoned insight and delectable irreverence”
that confirms Merrow’s standing as one of our most astute observers of
American education. (You can read an excerpt at our website.)
—Sean Plottner
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National Book Award-winning author Erdrich paints a startling portrait of a young woman fighting for
her life and her unborn child against
oppressive forces that manifest in
the wake of a cataclysmic event.
It’s a breakout work, according to
Booklist, “with a bold apocalyptic
theme, searing social critique and
high-adrenaline action.”
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ANNE QUIRK ’77

The Good Fight: The Feuds of
the Founding Fathers (and How
They Shaped the Nation)
Knopf

The former publisher of Horn Book
Magazine, Quirk offers a unique
look at how the Founding Fathers
settled their differences—George
Washington vs. King George, Benjamin Franklin vs. his son, William—in
their quest to settle a nation.

MY
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Outside Is the Ocean
University of Iowa Press

Lansburgh earned the 2017 Iowa
Short Fiction Award for his collection of linked stories that follow a
young woman who grew up in Germany during World War II as she
crosses the Atlantic to start a new
life. “Lansburgh has a keen eye and
ear, and he puts them to great use
in this lovely and mesmerizing” collection, writes one reviewer.
GIANO CROMLEY ’95

What We Build Upon the Ruins
Tortoise Books

Cromley weaves together powerful
stories about love and loss and longing in his second book. He focuses
on feeble human institutions and
fragile relationships with a collection
that “makes you feel the depths of
your own humanity,” according to
Dartmouth English professor Ernest
Hebert.
Find additional alumni books at dartmouthalumnimagazine.com.
i llu st rat i on by AL E X N A BAU M

alumni.dartmouth.edu/travel

classnotes
the classes

Give a rouse

to the loyal ones who love her!

68

clubs & groups

100

deaths

100

The Dartmouth Alumni Council honors the following dedicated alumni for their
extraordinary contributions to Dartmouth and to their communities.

DA R T M O U T H A L U M N I AWA R D

Arthur M. Kelton, Jr. ’61
Sherri C. Oberg ’82 Tu’86
DARTMOUTH YOUNG ALUMNI
D I S T I N G U I S H E D S E R V I C E AWA R D

Heiyab F. Tessema ’04 Th’05 Th’06
Kevin C. Hudak ’07

FROM THE ARCHIVES

Last Dance

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE LIBRARY

dartgo.org/alumniawards

With a new lodge at Mt.
Moosilauke opening in
October, here’s a look back
at one of the innumerable
memorable moments from
the old lodge: A dance at a
1940s gathering of the
Intercollegiate Outing
Club Association.
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I received a wonderful note from
Charles Compton from Evanston, Illinois, followed by a truly enjoyable
conversation with him. He says, “I was given
awards from 30 members of the Civil Air Patrol on my 101st birthday. A new squadron was
reinstated by the Compton Squadron (of which
I was a commander) with 30 members and cadets in attendance. A congressional gold medal
had been given to me last year. I now have four
great-granddaughters and my daughter, Ann
Compton-Hughes, recently retired as a White
House correspondent for ABC. She is now involved with giving speeches and babysitting her
granddaughter.”
This “Letter of a Freshman” (circa 1939)
references the Dartmouth out-of-doors from the
November-December 1938 issue: “I’ve just been
through a siege of hour exams. What-a-workout!
The trees now are bare of leaves and the weather
is damp and cold—everything is sort of gray and
hard. I would appreciate it if you could send me
an extra blanket—my roommate is a madman
on fresh air. The feel of winter is in the air, and
so is the talk of it. Talk of snow and ski trails is
incessant and weird, plaintive sounds known
locally as yodeling float over the campus. The
ski squad is seen almost every day running up
and down the hills, leaping fences and streams
and ploughing through the forests. They don’t
seem quite normal.
“I went out running with them one afternoon just to see what the incentive was, and
never got so pooped in all my life; I was covered
with burrs and tore my pants half off jumping a
barbed wire fence. Finally, I got a cramp and had
to walk. Some of the others stopped too. We were
on top of a sort of ridge they call Velvet Rocks,
where a wide serpentine slash had been cut in the
woods. It was a ski trail, and when I asked how
anyone ever stopped, I was told that one either
went in the woods or ‘pulled a fast christie.’ The
trail is only 20 feet wide and goes bouncing right
down over cliffs, rocks, stump, and logs as though
Newton’s law didn’t apply to skiers. However, I
guess it does; many of the trees had their shins
barked on the uphill side and I could see teeth
marks in the trunks of certain sturdy birches.
One could do better than be a biter of birches. No,
there is something decidedly abnormal in these
guys. Love, The Armchair Pessimist.”
—Jean M. Francis, 2205 Boston Road O-139, Wilbraham, MA 01095
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All of my communications for this
column were from the College these
past two months, notifying me of the
demise of several men from ’41: Richard Robert
Otter, Ph.D., Notre Dame, Indiana; John D. Bowe,
Charleston, South Carolina; George F. Clabaugh,
Hanover; and Ronald E. Losee, M.D., Ennis, Montana. And one widow is listed, Jacqueline Bowe.
Wish I had a cheerful note to end with!
Dum vivimus vivamus!
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—Jane Hanks, 2630 Kings Crown, Fort Myers, FL
33908; jhanks1@gmail.com
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Every two months I stare at a blank
page thirsting for news from each of
you. I want you to know it is hard
to write a column without news. From where I
write, the Northeast has had an on-and-off hot
summer. The highlight of the summer, the year,
even the century: the eclipse of August 21. Here
we had 71-percent totality, so it did not get dark.
Many enterprising folks constructed pinhole
cameras in my building and shared their works.
Of course we were not around for the one in 1869,
when a Dartmouth professor found and named
the corona seen by those who witnessed totality.
I want to thank each and every one of you
for your participation in the Dartmouth College
Fund. It is most appreciated, no matter the size
of the contribution.
Our legacy, Dartmouth at War, as you may
know, is given out each year to ROTC graduates,
allowing them to learn what their forebears did
during WW II. This year we gave three—one to
a Marine and one to each of two Army officers.
From time to time I have occasion to speak
with widows of your classmates. Most recently
with Mariana Chalfant, Ed Chalfant’s widow. I
have had several conversations with Mary Lindstrom, Guy Swenson’s widow. Bob Gale frequently
provides some morsel of news. Please feel free
to email me or call me to share any news and
activities.
I have some news from Dartmouth.
The new CEO and president of DartmouthHitchcock is Joanne Mather Conroy ’77—women of Dartmouth have come a long way! Martha
Pollack ’79 was inaugurated on August 25 as
Cornell’s newest president in a ceremony in
which President Hanlon participated. President
Hanlon, who was called a “mentor” of Pollack’s,
spoke glowingly of her abilities as an educator
and a leader. He cautioned Pollack that the job
of university president can be difficult (drawing
from his four years of experience), but that the
benefits make the lows worth it. Another woman
of Dartmouth!
I will report on the 75th reunion in the next
column. It is the last official reunion for the great
class of ’42.
I have the sad duty to report the loss of Richard Clarke on August 5. The class sends condolences to the Clarke family.
—Joanna Caproni, 370 East 76 St., Apt. A 406, New
York City, New York 10021; (212) 988-6012; (212)
988-6715 (fax); caproni@aol.com
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Is bigger better? Dartmouth, currently the smallest college in the
Ivy League, is evaluating whether
it should increase the present number of undergraduates. Princeton is slightly larger than Dartmouth, while Cornell, the largest, has 14,000
students, a 66-percent increase in the last 15
years. During that same period all Ivy League
schools have increased the number of their undergraduates, but Dartmouth’s increases have
been small. A task force has been appointed, cochaired by the dean of the College and the dean

of the faculty of arts and sciences. The charge
is to come up with a financially feasible plan
that could increase the student body between
10 and 25 percent. There are currently 4,310 undergraduates; a maximum increase would take
the number to 5,300. Concerns include housing,
maintaining an acceptable faculty-student ratio
and maintaining the vitality of student life. A
report is expected by March 2018.
Dartmouth’s campus was voted the fifth
loveliest in a list of the country’s 24 most beautiful college campuses. Its citation read, “an Ivy
League university and it looks the part.” (Bard
was No. 1.)
This spring Dartmouth celebrated its 45th
Pow Wow on the Green featuring traditional
dancing, drummers and crafts from all over the
country. There are 75 Native American tribal
nations represented in the current student body.
A letter from classmate Henry Keck reports
that he’s still working and has just published
a book titled How Design Changed America,
about success and failure in the marketplace.
Our congratulations!
As of June 2, 48, or 7.3 percent, of us remain
from our original class of 659.
Something to think about—a quote from
Dartmouth professor of physics and astronomy
Marcelo Gleiser: “What’s fascinating is that consciousness is what makes the universe exist.”
—John M. Jenkins, 80 Lyme Road, Apt. 304, Hanover, NH 03755; (603) 643-2757; mmjenkins@
kahres.org
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I had good contact with Jim Field
back in August. His memory is still
sharp and he recalled coming a week
early freshman year to go on the introductory
trip to the Dartmouth cabin on Mount Moosilauke and listening to Ross McKinney’s stories.
Later on, as sophomores, Jim and I practically
mimicked each other, knowing we’d be called to
the colors shortly, cutting most of our classes,
imbibing too much beer, seeing almost every
movie at the Nugget, etc. This behavior wasn’t
to be countenanced by Dean Neidlinger.
We were both suspended and then we entered pilot training in the Army Air Corps. Jim
wound up as a fighter pilot flying P-40s and I
was a first pilot in B-17s. We both lucked out and
never saw actual combat. There was a cluster of
’44s and ’45s in March 1943 who went into the
service together. The ’45 contingent, as I recall,
was Richard Hinman, John Hartshorn, Carl Tourtellot, Richard Elston and myself. Jim and I were
accepted back at College after Japan surrendered
along with a few other cutups. We both got our
diplomas and Jim graduated Phi Beta Kappa.
His business career after College saw him in
advertising for 10 years in New York City with
Batten Barton Durstine & Osborne and Young
& Rubicam and then back to his home state of
Michigan for a year. He then headed west to San
Francisco with another 15 years working for ad
agencies out there. His final fling was running
his own wine company in the Frisco area for 25
years before retiring. Jim’s not a grasshopper,
as he and Gina have lived in the same house in
Orinda, California, for the past 53 years. They

have two daughters and three grands.
I heard from the College that we lost classmate Burt Hicock last May. Our sympathy goes out
to Beatrice and their three children.
—Bud Street, 99 Locust Lane, Barnstable, MA
02630; (508) 362-3780; mlnbud@comcast.net
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Who is willing to accept the Jack
Hayward challenge? Jack and

Ruth celebrated their 70th wedding anniversary June 20 with an entire family turnout of 35 coming to Skaneateles, New
York, from diverse locations including Florida,
Rhode Island, California, Washington and Hawaii. Four children, 10 grandchildren and 12
great-grandchildren attended. Jack suggests
a contest among our classmates for the largest
number of great-grandchildren to publish in
our forthcoming class newsletter, to be mailed
out in December. At the same time Jack has
sent requests encouraging “achievements and
boasts” and details on any traveling, classmate
reunions or other experiences fit for publication
in the newsletter. I have already been receiving
Green Card responses from classmates that will
appear in the newsletter.
I was delighted to hear from Stan Waterman,
of whom I have vivid memories of his distance
running feats during his freshman year at Dartmouth, where he was the first freshman to earn
a varsity letter. Stan sent me a copy of his second book, Sea Salt II, published in 2015, which
tells the fascinating story of Stan’s miraculous
adventures as a diver beneath the sea in diverse
locations around the world. His life-threatening
experience with predatory sharks and eels is as
amazing as it is terrifying. His achievements in
opening up an understanding of life under the
sea through motion picture photography and
the creation of a repertoire of lecture films for
television documentaries have earned him many
honors, including induction into the International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame.
You will have already received your 2017-18
class dues letter requesting $50. I hope all will
have remitted by this time.
Milton Cooper’s wife, Lilla, informed me of
his memorial service, held July 25 with almost
300 in attendance and much reference to the Big
Green. Their two sons and three grandchildren
attended Dartmouth.
Our class extends its sympathy to the families of our recently deceased classmates. Benjamin Franklin Moates Jr. died May 17. He was the
beloved husband of Millicent for 35 years and
had a global career in marketing and corporate
development and was the owner and operator of
the Boca Grande Bridge in Florida. He attended
our recent 70th reunion. Richard William Young
died August 4. He was a member of the Navy
V-12 unit at Dartmouth.
—John L.E. Wolff, M.D., 1160 Fifth Ave., Suite 105,
New York City, NY 10029; (212) 772-1700; (212)
772-9933 (fax); jlewolffmd@aol.com
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Ronald I. Spiers spoke with me from

River Woods Retirement Home in
Exeter, New Hampshire, that he
and Patience find “very nice.” Ron is coping

with Parkinson’s disease but staying in touch
with associates in the U.S. State Department,
where he spent nearly 40 years. He came to Dartmouth under Navy V-12 and served as a U.S.
Navy officer from 1943 to 1947, where he learned
Japanese and was stationed in the Marshall
Islands. He returned to Dartmouth for his A.B.
and attended the Princeton University Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International
Affairs in 1950 and earned a master’s in public
affairs, specializing in foreign affairs.
Ron and Patience Baker married in 1949
and had three daughters and one son. He went
to work for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Agency as a foreign affairs specialist and
developed the proposal that gave birth to the
International Atomic Energy Commission. He
joined the State Department in 1955, when he
worked in a variety of assignments, typically
involving arms control. He served at the U.S.
mission to the United Nations as a negotiator for
the statute of the International Energy Agency
and similarly with the Soviet Union on several
treaties.
His career highlights chronologically included serving as director of NATO affairs, political counselor and charge d’affaires and U.S.
embassy deputy chief of mission in London,
assistant secretary of state for political-military
affairs, first U.S. ambassador to the Bahamas,
U.S. ambassador to Turkey, assistant secretary
of state of intelligence and research, U.S. ambassador to Pakistan, undersecretary of state for
management through the Reagan administration and undersecretary general of the United
Nations for political affairs, where he became
the highest-ranking American citizen in the
UN secretariat.
The Hon. Ronald I. Spiers retired in March
1992 with two Presidential Distinguished Executive Service awards and the honorary rank
of career ambassador he was awarded by the
president and the U.S. Senate in 1984 that is
reserved for a small number of career officers
who have served with distinction in the highest
positions of the foreign service. Ron said I could
flesh out his comments on the Internet and I’ve
taken that liberty.
—Dave Kurr, 4281 Indian Field Road, Clinton,
NY 13323; (315) 853-3582; djkurr@verizon.net
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Russell Wolfertz Sr. called from his

home in Owls Head, Maine, to
reminisce about his days living
in Wigwam Circle and selling sandwiches in
Topliff, Fayerweather and other dorms to keep
bread on his own table.
Already married in 1946 after four years in
the Coast Guard, Russ’s Dartmouth experience
was different from most of ours. After spending
a decade with Sears, Russ ran his own successful real estate business in Rockland, Maine. He
greatly enjoyed a recent trip to the World War II
Memorial in Washington, D.C., which brought
back memories and occasioned his call.
Slade Gorton is still practicing law as counsel to K&L Gates. He goes back to Washington,
D.C., monthly and continues to serve on several nonprofit boards and dabble in Washington
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>>> Blair Morrissey ’66 has
earned the Muskegon Community College Distinguished
Faculty Award, the highest
possible accolade for faculty
members at the Michigan college. He taught philosophy and
ethics at Muskegon from 1976
until his retirement in 2009,
and developed courses to help students prepare for intensive college programs.
>>> Steve Mullins ’54 of Evanston, Illinois,
won a gold medal in the 800-meter freestyle
event and silver medals at the 400-meter
freestyle and 3,000-meter open water
events in the 85-89 age group of the 17th
World Masters Swimming Championship
in Budapest, Hungary. He was a former AllAmerican swimmer at Dartmouth.
>>> Seattle-based playwright
Rachel Atkins ’90 has been commissioned by Mirror Stage’s
Expand Upon staged reading
series to develop a short play
focused on institutional racism. Brown Like Me was performed at the Ethnic Cultural
Theatre in Seattle in October.
>>> Jim Vailas ’78, DMS’81, has been inducted
into the American Hellenic Educational
Progressive Association Hall of Fame. He
played football and lacrosse at Dartmouth
and served as team physician for the L.A.
Dodgers, Rams and Lakers before becoming
an orthopedic surgeon in a private practice
in Bedford, New Hampshire.
>>> IT Portal has named Kris Hagerman ’86
one of the 10 most influential figures of the
cybersecurity world. Currently the CEO of
British cybersecurity giant Sophos, Hagerman previously worked with Symantec, Silicon Graphics and McKinsey & Co.
>>> Producer Sharyn Steele ’95 was named
the Time Warner Foundation Native producer fellow and earned a grant from the
2017 Sundance Institute Time Warner
Foundation Fellowship Native American
and Indigenous Program. Previously the L.A.
resident was a development executive at
Gold Circle Films and WWE Studios, where
she oversaw film and television projects.
>>> Alik Widge ’99, M.D., the
director of the translational
neuroengineering laboratory
at Massachusetts General
Hospital, received the 2017
Rising Star Translational
Research Award from the
One Mind Institute. Widge’s
work focuses on the recovery
of patients with mental diseases such as
schizophrenia, depression and obsessivecompulsive disorder through neurostimulation of certain brain circuits.
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Ray Truncellito celebrated his 65th anniver-

sary with a score of direct descendants. One
grandson is a dancer in a Broadway show, evidently inheriting Ray’s quick feet, which were
honed playing guard for the Indians (not the
Big Green then) and working out with the New
York Giants. As a veteran, Ray was honored from
the stage and relaxed with the cast afterwards.
Dean Cowell Cameron died on June 20 in
Evanston, Illinois, where he lived. Dean graduated from Harvard Law School, worked as an
advisor to the U.S. tax court in Washington, D.C.,
and then practiced tax law in Chicago until he
retired. He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth,
and daughters Amy and Elizabeth.
John “Bull Moose” Phillips Stearns died on
August 16 in New London (New Hampshire)
Hospital. John was the quintessential Dartmouth man, both as an undergraduate, when
he edited The Dartmouth among many other
activities, and as an extremely active alumnus.
He graduated from Harvard Law School, spent
time as a lawyer and investment banker and
retired as a vice president of American Express
in 1988, when he moved to Hanover. John was
named Class President of the Year in 1999, was
honored with the Dartmouth Alumni Award in
2004 and coordinated our class reunions for
decades.
He is survived by his wife, Winifred, daughter Winky ’82, son Tony ’86 and a class that honors him for all he did for us.
—John Adler, 1623 Pelican Cove Road, BA123,
Sarasota, FL 34231; (203) 622-9069; (941) 9662943 (fax)
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I received a nice note from former
U.S. Federal Court of Appeals Judge
Lee Sarokin containing some wonderful memories. He, Joel Levitt and Frank Gilroy
attended the memorial service for jazz pianist
Jack English, with whom drummer Lee and saxophonist Roger Mathes traveled to Europe in the
summer of 1949 as members of the Dartmouth
Boptet. Dizzy Gillespie came to hear them at
the Paris jazz club where they had a summer
gig, and then invited them to sit in later with
his band at his club. Lee wrote, “I’ve had many
great moments in my life, but that still stands
out as one of the greatest!”
When I responded to a note from George
Woodwell (founder and longtime head of the
Woods Hole Research Center), he wrote back,
“A real letter! With enclosures! Astonishing! But
then in Vermont they apparently still write them
and use the ancient language free of ‘likes’ and
vulgarity.” (That standard falls when one is writing about the present federal administration.)
George mourns the fact that a benighted board
of selectmen in his town of Falmouth, Massachusetts, has voted to remove two large wind
turbines from 300 acres of town land, ending
seven years of productive operation.
Michael Bongiorno ’88 wrote to tell me
that his uncle, Gerry Sarno, had passed away in
June. Gerry was a force on our winning football
teams, received his master’s from Thayer and
later served on the Thayer board of overseers.
70
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Lynn Adams, daughter of Nev Chamberlain,
kindly wrote to tell me that Nev, my predecessor
as class secretary, passed away in May in Vero
Beach, Florida, and will be interred in Mt. Auburn Cemetery in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
I last saw Nev and his beloved wife, Randi, in
Vero a year or so ago when Joan McIlwain, Jilly
and Jack Harned and I joined them for lunch. I
believe Randi’s address is still 1835 North Garden Grove Circle, Vero Beach, FL.
The College informed me that Richard Bill
had passed away in 2010.
I hope to see you in Hanover for our minireunion in October. Carpe diem!
—Alex Hoffman, 49 Maple St., Apt. 113, Manchester
Center, VT 05255; (802) 362-2486; twinksalex@
comcast.net
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My friendship with Sandy McDonald
goes back to kindergarten days in
Winnetka, Illinois, so we had lots to
talk about recently when he and Gebby came
back to visit their old haunts. Sandy and I were
two of 12 members of the class of ’51 who were
graduates of New Trier High School or North
Shore Country Day in Winnetka. The others:
Tom Barnett, Chip Blomgren, Bob Bowler, Bill Fraser,
Ted Glaser, Chuck Hoban, Peirce McKee, Bill Merkle,
Chuck Nadler and Mace Weare.
Paul Meyer and I connected at our 65th re-

union and have continued our conversations
since—another example of the pleasures of
discovering remarkable classmates we wish
we’d known better back then. Paul is a “pure”
mathematician; in contrast to applied math, as
he explains it, his field has no known practical
applications and nothing to do with the real
world. His specialty: hierarchies of infinities,
which he describes as aesthetically pleasing
and full of fascinating puzzles. Paul taught for
40 years at Lehman College, part of the City
University of New York, and retired to Middlebury, Vermont. A highlight of our 65th reunion
for him was dinner with Dick Eitel and Charlie
Russell, his partners on an “unforgettable trip”
to Alaska following our senior year.
Speaking of connecting, Jean Bowler, Bob’s
widow, reached out to Micki Balaban, widow of
Red, a Connecticut neighbor, and has introduced
her to the Dartmouth Club of Fairfield County.
We are encouraging them, and all members of
the ’51 family, to come back to Hanover this
fall for our mini-reunion (September 22-24).
Smaller than our five-year gatherings, these
annual get-togethers include fall colors, football
and priceless time with old friends.
Jim Cavanagh and Ed Landau, ’51 graduates
who also attended the two-year Dartmouth
Medical School, report that the tight-knit group
of DMS alumni held its biennial reunion in Hanover from September 15-17. We will work together to schedule our gatherings concurrently
from now on.
We send the class’ condolences to the
families of recently deceased classmates Bill
Jameison, Bayard Johnston and Bob Woodhouse.
—Pete Henderson, 450 Davis St., Evanston, IL
60201; (847) 905-0635; pandjhenderson@gmail.
com
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Even though our 65th reunion will
take place after this piece is written, it will be history by the time you
read it here. However, the book is now closed
on those who are planning to be in Hanover
the weekend of September 22-24, which is to
say, the money is in the bank. Therefore, we
can give you an idea of how things might have
gone and we’d like to do this before 2018. We
are very pleased that some 130 people signed
up, representing about 25 percent of the living
members of the class. Not too shabby after 65
years, eh? The list includes 66 classmates and
five wives representing their late husbands. The
geographic distribution is interesting. There is
representation from 25 states, including all the
New England and Middle Atlantic states. The
three West Coast states are all represented, as
well as Nevada, Arizona, Texas, Illinois, Kansas,
Michigan, Kentucky, Florida, Georgia, Indiana
and North Carolina and there is one attendee
from Mexico. We’ll provide the names when
we know for sure they all made it. The program
you have already seen was not altered and the
forecast for fall foliage was excellent, so we’re
sure the beauty of New England was here for
all to see. In other news, we can report that we
have had a chance to speak or visit with Gil Ellenberger and Jack Flitner in California, Robert
Binswanger, Jack Unkles, Jay Anderson, Dan Van
Dorn and John Barto in New Hampshire and all

are doing well. We enjoyed the annual summer
picnic in Hanover for the Dartmouth athletic
sponsor program that was also attended by Jim
Churchill, Charlie Curtis and Frank Logan. Our class
participation in this program continues strong.
Finally, we sincerely regret to report the passing of classmates Richard A. Heinlein, George C.

Gibson, Geoffrey C. McGlashen, John H. Hoeven Jr.,
William W. Rooke, David L. Larson, George W. Clendon Jr., Thomas A. Garrity, Vincent W. Jones and
William S. Roberts. With each loss, a piece of our

life goes with it. Take good care and stay in touch.
—William J. Montgomery, 11 Berrill Farms Lane, Hanover, NH 03755; (603) 643-0261; wmontgod52@
aol.com
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Two thousand eighteen! How far off
it seemed to us at the time; a lifetime
away! So much has passed through
the history books since that time, collectively
as well as personally. For us, the hearty group of
’53s who first set foot on Dartmouth soil in the
fall of 1949, we are preparing for another trip to
the Hanover Plain. We are now a little older, a
little wiser, perhaps a little scarred, but just as
enthusiastic as we were 65 years ago. Though
forewarned and supposedly armed to meet the
exigencies of life those 65 years ago, we could
never have envisioned the age of the computer
and Internet, the Vietnam War, the assassination of a president, the age of electronics, the
Dartmouth Plan, coeducation. Our College has
changed dramatically and mostly for the better
and, I hope, challenged by President Eisenhower
at our graduation, we have grown and adapted
and fulfilled our potential.
Under the aegis of Put Blodgett and Richard
Fleming we will return on September 28 through

September 30, 2018, to engage in a celebration
of those 65 years and to share our collective
experiences with old friends. We look forward
to recommitting to our College and to our world.
I hope you plan to join us.
Speaking of potential fulfilled, Fran
L’Esperance has made many and diverse contributions to ophthalmology. He was a pioneer
in laser vision correction developing the first
argon laser as well as seven others while serving
as a professor at Columbia University College
of Physicians and Surgery and as an attending
ophthalmologist at Harkness Eye Institute. The
Geisel School of Medicine has named the first
Francis A. L’Esperance Jr., M.D., Visual Sciences
Scholar in his name. Congratulations, Fran!
With sorrow we note the passing of our dear
classmates Edward Merritt, Tom Bloomer, Fred
England and Roger Longabaugh. We shall miss
them as we gather next year. We offer our sincere
condolences to their families.
—Mark H. Smoller, 4 Schuyler Drive, Jericho, NY
11753; (516) 938-3616; dartmark@gmail.com
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Our class has a world champion.
Steve Mullins took a gold in the men’s
85-89-age, 800-meter freestyle category at the world masters swim meet in Budapest. The class of ’54 had its annual dinner
meeting of the Cape Cod Dartmouth club. Jim
Wright, president emeritus, delivered an inspiring talk of his personal interactions with those
who experienced casualties of all severities and
extremes during the Vietnam conflict. In attendance were Jane and Dick Page, Joan and Jim
Tofias, Elisabeth and Shelly Woolf, Lew Milkey, Jim
Clark and Dick Barker.
Preeti Rishi ’18, our Tucker intern, is a rising senior from Michigan. She is studying linguistics with a minor in East Asian studies. On
campus Preeti is the president of the College’s
chapter of Habitat for Humanity, literacy tutor
for area schools though America Reads. She is
an avid photographer and language buff—already
speaking Chinese and Japanese and working
on Korean. After Dartmouth Preeti hopes to attend medical school. This summer Preeti will
be interning at Stepping Stones in Shanghai,
China. Their mission is to improve the education
and general welfare of disadvantaged children in
China. The students at these schools find English
to be their most difficult subject and the schools
struggle to provide a reasonable standard of English teaching. Thus, Stepping Stones tries to fill
this need for better English teaching. Preeti will
serve as a teaching intern, coordinate all teaching
activity and manage and support assigned volunteers. She will be in contact the local schools,
teachers and principals and all the teaching
volunteers to ensure that all parties are aware
of schedules and responsibilities. She will be
working with the teaching volunteers to develop
teaching materials and lesson plans. Our athletic
sponsor for 2016, Cam Strong, was named rookie
of the year for the Dartmouth men’s hockey team.
His 10 goals place him second for rookies in the
ECAC. He had a really good year. Source is Coach
Gaudet’s annual report to friends of Dartmouth
hockey. We are saddened by the passing of Tommy

Corcoran and Robert Gluek.
—Wayne Weil, 246 Ridge Road, Rutherford, NJ 07070;

(201) 933-4102; wayne@dartmouthgraphics.com
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Lou Hance will be in the midst of
ramrodding through our great
Homecoming when this reaches the
printed page. She also will have details of our
2018 mini at the Trapp Family Lodge in Stowe,
Vermont, June 19-21, 2018, in a forthcoming
newsletter.
Join ’55s the weekend of November 10:
Dartmouth-Brown football at Fenway Friday
and the Dartmouth Uniformed Services Alumni
Veteran’s Day Celebration on Saturday at the
Langham.
Spoke with President Lundstrom and reinforced thoughts about class memories and
family stories. Ken recalled when they had to
move in with the grandparents in the Depression. Their big garden helped keep them (and
others) fed during the war. Write this stuff down.
Kotz and Lenderking and Pessl have done so with
great success.
Don Kurth is rich with just such tales. He
became a navigator on an Air Force EC-121C
Warning Star airborne early-warning radar
surveillance aircraft. Don had met Paul Tiemer
while they were both in junior year summer
training and also shared duties with Dave Walton,
Paul Finegan and Ray Woolson at Otis Air Base on
Cape Cod. Now jump ahead many years. Don is
manager of Simsbury Light Summer Theatre
and by this time widowed. He becomes friends
with a delightful widow who turns out to be Paul
Tiemer’s little sister, Jane. Because Paul went to
Deerfield it turns out that she knew more from
our class than did Don, including Peter Gulick.
Don and Jane have been engaged for 18 years.
Bob Perkins reports that he and Kay continue
to have splendid days and nights on the bank of
San Domingo creek in St. Michael’s, Maryland.
Bob has just finished his memoir, though it’s only
100 pages so it must be just the outline.
John Baldwin writes that Don Charbonnier
joined his annual group fishing trip out of Sitka,
Alaska, in June. There was classic weather of
alternating sun and rain; they fished 10 hours
each day, had great bonding and brought home
120 pounds of salmon, halibut and rockfish each,
all flash frozen and table ready.
Sadly, we report the passing of Miles Garrod,
Sterling Klinck and Glen Wathen.
—John Dinan, 20 Gardiner St., Richmond, ME
04357; (207) 252-7442; captdinan@yahoo.com
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On July 12 Marsha and I attended a
celebration of Mass in honor of Leo
McKenna at Aquinas House in Hanover. The class of 1956 was well represented
with other attendees, including Tom and Abbey
Rosenwald, Tom and Sandra Harper, Linc Spaulding, Buddy and Rona Schattman, Doug and Ginger
Keare and Stew Wood. Other Dartmouth notables
included past president James Wright and class
scholar Kesang Tashi ’70. Another notable in attendance included Bruce McLaughry, grandson
of Tuss McLaughry, who was the Dartmouth
football coach when we arrived in Hanover back

in 1952. Following the hour-long Mass everyone
was invited to a lovely luncheon served in the
downstairs common room. At the conclusion
of lunch a number of McKenna family members, including wife Christine, spoke lovingly
about Leo. Friends who also spoke in honor of
Leo included Rosenwald and Harper. The entire
program was a fitting tribute to an important
class member.
Now, the sounds of the Barbary Coast jazz
band marching up Main Street signal further
sadness with a report from the College of the
passing of Frank Peck Strong Jr. and an email
from Bill Sherman ’81 informing me that his
father, Bill Sherman, passed while he and wife
Gayle were vacationing in Ireland. All remaining
class members bow their heads in silent tribute
as the procession, including these classmates,
marches around the Green.
On August 17 Marsha and I met with Phil
and Sandra Hinkle at the Marina Restaurant in
Burlington, Vermont. Food, drinks and an excellent discussion of current events as well as old
times ensued. This get-together has become an
annual event for the two couples and it is always
most enjoyable.
Now, in honor of Dartmouth Alumni Magazine and this column, I close with the final stanza
of a six-stanza poem titled “DAM,” written in
1999.
Campus stories and old anecdotes,
Current views and a few recent quotes;
Local ads and obits,
Humor of Dartmouth wits,
And of course many DAM fine Class Notes.
—Joel D. Ash, P.O. Box 1733, Grantham, NH
03753; (603) 863-3360; jash_125@comcast.net
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Remember that day in history, June 9,
1957? Remember “Rak” and “Runk”
from the Sports Illustrated 1957 Winter Carnival article? As they remember that day,
Rak (Ken Rakouska) was commissioned a Navy
ensign at 10 a.m., graduated from Dartmouth at
1 p.m. and married Dorothy Runkel at the little
white church down the street at 4 p.m., with Bob
Baehr as best man. Life-changing events. More
recently, Rak and Runk report a swell time at
the St. Augustine, Florida, mini organized by
Gretchen and Larry Calvert.
After our great 60th reunion Muffy and Pete
Caruthers arranged a get-together at the Basin
Harbor resort on Lake Champlain, Vermont.
Marian Holmes and Bob Copeland, Lita Moses
and Bernie Bernstein, Lois and Ted Everett, El and
Bill Fiero, Happy and Clark Griffiths, Sue and Dave
Jenkins, Alice and Tom Macy, Cynthia and Dick
Perkins, and Ellen and Allen Vanderland continued
the reunion spirit there. Bob Creasy and Judy
took Tom Macy’s advice and toured Vermont
on their trip to Hanover from home in Marin
County, California; too early to enjoy Tom’s “leaf
peeping,” but they experienced a quintessential
Vermont getaway at the Landgrove Inn near
Londonderry, then a side trip to visit Joan and
Sam Bartlett on Cape Cod, Massachusetts.
The Dartmouth Club of Cape Cod asked our
Jim Taylor to provide a speaker for its annual dinner in Osterville. Jim secured President EmeriN O V E M B E R / D E C E M B E R 2 0 1 7 71
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tus Jim Wright, who discussed America’s wars
and those who fought them. Jim also met Dick
Handy on a recent trip to Maine, and discussed
our 60th reunion with John Citron at a board
meeting for CapeAbilities. John is finance chair
of this nonprofit that provides services for adults
with disabilities; Jim is former board chair.
Any of you worried about peace? How
about the Middle East? This Week in Palestine
radio program is hosted by John Roberts every
Sunday morning at 8:10 a.m. in the Boston area
on WZBC, 90.3 FM. You can also stream the
program live anywhere on your computer at
WZBC.org.
Luckily, no room for fake news this edition.
Please keep the real stuff coming to share!
—John W. Cusick, 251 Sabal Palm Lane, Vero
Beach, FL 32963; (772) 231-1248; johnwcusick@
aol.com
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The August Sound & Fury and a September formal invite have long since
reported the salient details about our
60th reunion.
The dates are June 11 to 14, 2018, the week
after Commencement. Running the show will
be co-chairs Gersh Abraham and Frank Gould.
Their reunion committee, the guys and gals
in charge of everything from entertainment,
special events to local transportation and daily
meals, include Mel Alperin, Jack Bennett, Sandy
Bromwell, Dave Bradley, Skip Coggin, John Coulter,
Sheila Herman, Sheila Kabat, Pete Kelsey, Steve
Nichols, Dan O’Hara, Skip Raymond, Frank Sands,
Norm Sylvester and Walter Vail. (Walt, sorry that a

fat-finger typing error left you out of the August
Sound & Fury listing.)
Relax! Reconnect! Reminisce! That alliterative triad is the theme of the reunion, crafted by
the fertile mind of Larry Weltin, who ran the 55th
in 2013. Short and sweet, his words say it all as
far as the reunion planners are concerned. It will
be held a week after the College’s Commencement week crush, we hope amid summery early
June weather. Accommodations and principal
events taking place will be readily accessible by
all, be it on foot or via rented vans.
In the works too is a memorial service at
Rollins Chapel with the Rev. Pete Kelsey officiating. And, of course, the ritual class photograph
on the steps of Dartmouth Hall, plus a windup
class banquet the final night, plus the class meeting at which successors to class officers Trimble,
Sylvester, Bennett and Quickel will be voted into
office for the next five years.
The 60th is the last reunion sanctioned
by the College. But rest assured that we’ll still
be getting together at mini-reunions—such as
the Homecoming mini in the fall, the Florida
minis in the winter and the luncheon mini Frank
has staged every June at the Norwich Inn in
Vermont.
By the time you receive this column, written
in late August, there’ll still be plenty of time to
arrange to meet old friends, brothers, teammates
and surviving spouses next June 11-14. So get
on the horn now while the thought is fresh in
mind. See you there!
—Steve Quickel, 411 North Middletown Road, Apt.
72
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F-310, Media, PA 19063; steve58@quickel.net
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This column focuses on women’s
perspectives on destination minireunions and downsizing. It has
been written by Joanne Wise, leader of the ’59
Women’s Initiative Network, which supports
many class activities.
Phoebe Shaw and Libba Wall were at the
Great Smokies mini-reunion last April. Phoebe
said, “When I learned of the trip I thought the
time was right to join the ’59 train enthusiasts
while exploring the natural beauty of Appalachia. For the first time in nearly 20 years I realized that whenever ’59s gather, there’s bound to
be a grand time.” Libba said, “I loved this trip and
wish Jim could have participated, as he grew up
in Chattanooga. Thanks for the warm welcome
and for providing such an interesting and educational opportunity.”
Diane Palmer, destination mini-reunion cochair with Scott, shares, “It’s nice to be a part of
an active class. During the gathering of 18 folks
in the Great Smokies of Tennessee, North Carolina and Georgia, we learned about local cultures
and experienced a beautiful part of the United
States, most of us for the first time. Scott and I
are always looking for new possibilities for the
destination mini-reunions.”
Janice Cundey, in New London, New Hampshire, is thinking about downsizing. “Our biggest challenge is to ‘de-clutter’ our house. We’ve
had the benefit of several ’59s who have already
taken the plunge. They each looked at our home
and said, ‘Do you realize how much work you
have ahead of you?’ So we are now planning how
to approach it.”
Anne Baldwin, who with John downsized
in 2015, says, “We moved to Foulkeways in
Gwynedd, Pennsylvania. Donna and Sam Swansen were already here. We live independently,
but love knowing that continuing care is here
for us.” Joanne Wise, who joined neighboring
condo activists at Gray Ledges in Grantham,
New Hampshire, in developing a program on
aging in place, says, “The opportunity to stay
in our home so long as we are able sounds like
a good plan.”
—Dick Hoehn, 845 Union St., Marshfield, MA
02050; (781) 834-4113; rhoehn@choate.com
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Art La France and his wife celebrated

their anniversary along the Rhine
as far as Strasbourg, with stays in
Basel and Zurich and Konstanz. They set it up
and flew with their bikes on British Air. Wonderful bike paths, people, scenery, food, museums,
and courses—chiefly Shakespeare, which he also
teaches in Oregon (this fall: Two Gentlemen,
Merchant and Lear). One daughter, a physician
like his wife, married in Maine in October; the
other, with a 4-year-old, teaches theater and
social issues at community college. They all got
together for the Fourth of July and saw the Sox
play the Mariners in Seattle. His health is holding and he just began shopping for a hearing aid
and, oh, his knee replacements are great. Finally,
he hopes to reunion soon.
Bob Farmer passed away. He was born the

same day as your correspondent, in 1938. He
was our class president as an undergraduate
and distinguished himself as a fund raiser for
U.S. presidential candidates.
Thomas A. Hickey Drive in Joliet, Illinois, was
named for him. Tom’s lifelong heart weakness
was assaulted by four different cancers that were
each isolated. But they won. “The Northwestern
docs wanted to write up his unique case, but Tom
would not agree unless he was younger, taller,
had more hair and was better at golf,” reported
Gene Kohn. Rest in peace, Tom.
Bob Brown signs in from Florida to report
concerning the gala 80th birthday celebration
of a lot of class members in February on 6, 7,
and 8, 2018, as follows: “I went to the website
and bought tickets for all events! Now I just
need to get there. It’s a long drive to and from
Tallahassee, but I have a son and family conveniently located in Jupiter, Florida, which is
about midway, so I guess I’ll use the bash as a
convenient excuse to catch up with them! See
you in February!
—John M. Mitchell, 300 Grove St., Rutland, VT
05701; (802) 775-3716; john00033@comcast.net
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The class officers recently approved
the establishment of a class of 1961
special awards committee, composed
of Dave Prewitt (chair), Vic Rich, Denny Denniston and Harris McKee, to select and recognize
outstanding classmates, based on (in order of
importance) outstanding service to the class,
to the College and to the community.
After much discussion, both among the
members of the entire committee and later
without the input of Harris, it was decided
unanimously to make the initial award to a single classmate, to present the award at our class
dinner during mini-reunion at Homecoming in
early October and to present the first such award
to the deserving Harris McKee, whose ongoing
contribution and service to the class of 1961 and
to Dartmouth, both as an undergraduate and as
an alumnus, will be spelled out in detail on our
class website and in our class newsletter.
If anyone would like to recommend other
classmates for this Class of ’61 Special Recognition Award, please contact Harris McKee for a
brief form to complete and send to any member of the committee. The list of prospects is
growing.
As part of the “Class of 1961 Legacy: The
American Tradition in Performance Fund,” our
class recently cosponsored and helped to support the popular show, Jazz at Lincoln Center
Orchestra with Wynton Marsalis. These performing artists also engaged with students, faculty and community members during multiple
forums.
The highly talented Mr. Marsalis and his
jazz band were first introduced to Dartmouth
nearly a decade ago as one of the first top performing artists brought to Dartmouth in connection with the 1961 legacy. This successful fully
endowed class project was originally the brainchild of Oscar Arslanian and David Birney, who
saw the project through from beginning to end
with assistance from varying other classmates.

In closing, I leave you with the following
comment by Will Rogers: “I don’t make jokes.
I just watch the government [both Democrats
and Republicans] and report the facts.”
—Victor S. Rich, 94 Dove Hill Drive, Manhasset,
NY 11030; (516) 446-3977; richwind13@gmail.
com
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A big, non-PC wah-hoo-wah thanking Paul Weinberg for completing
his second exemplary tour as class

secretary.
Our award-winning webmaster Peter Knight
and wife Zaida live eight months a year in Rio
de Janeiro; two in Deer Isle, Maine, where they
see Peter’s siblings and organize small classmate reunions; about a month on the West Coast
visiting children and grandchildren; and the
rest traveling elsewhere. Last year Russia, Iran,
Uruguay and Argentina; this year South Africa
and Lisbon for the congress of the Basic Income
Earth Network.
Peter now devotes his intellectual efforts
to building a new global network (see sufficiency4sustainability.org), riding the waves
of Copacabana on stand-up paddle boards and
photography. Zaida is becoming an actress after
more than 50 years teaching at all levels of the
educational system between Brazil and United
States.
Alan Dynner, diagnosed last October with

acute myeloid leukemia, is positive and upbeat
after four months of chemotherapy to kill the
cancer cells and a successful stem-cell transfusion in April from a computer-selected German
donor.
He reports: “With a new immature immune
system I am very susceptible to infection and
have to live in a sterile environment at home
with a diet of well-cooked food and limited contact with people other than my wife, Lisa, who
has taken great care of me and our home. I’ve
made it through the first 16 weeks with just a
few bumps in the road and now am feeling almost normal, going on bike rides and taking day
trips around the area and enjoying life. Although
there are several potentially fatal risks ahead,
the doctors and I are elated with my progress
and hopeful that I’ll recover fully.”
Co-tripmeisters Tom Komarek and Rog Usborne report 27 classmates plus spouses signed
up for the “Rollin’ on the River” Mississippi
cruise next April. Those considering joining the
group should book soon, as available cabins are
dwindling quickly.
Rog is pleased to report that Liz is on the
mend following her mishap at the 55th reunion.
Dartmouth will be playing Brown, nationally televised, Fenway Park, 8 p.m. Friday, November 10. Tickets: redsox.com/gridiron.
—David Smith, RR4 Box 225B4, Galveston, TX
77554; (775) 870-2354; david@davidlsmith.com
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Drawing big interest from ’63s is
Dartmouth vs. Brown, Friday night,
November 10, at Boston’s Fenway
Park. Dave Schaefer and Chuck Wessendorf, owner
of a herculean streak of Dartmouth games attended, expect to be on the Brown 50-yard line,
where they say viewing is better. You may be able
to join them by calling the Red Sox ticket office
at (877) 733-7699, and pressing one on prompt.
Otherwise save it for our 55th reunion in
Hanover June 11-14 with a special extension
June 15-16 at the Lake Morey Resort in Fairlee,
Vermont. The class room block at the Hanover
Inn may still have room and you also can try
the Element Hanover Lebanon and Lyme Inn.
Accommodations are available at local motels
and dorms. For June 11-14 in Hanover reunion
chair Ed Mazer lined up a Motown band, a cabaret
evening hosted by Paul Binder, Gordy and Susan
Weir speaking on latest diabetes research, Petie
Subin and Claire Cabot with a special program
for women and Dr. Sam Smith ’58 rendering
his advice on “Sex and Aging.” Meet President
Hanlon and tour new campus buildings. At Lake
Morey June 15-16 enjoy an old-fashioned New
England clam bake, Texas barbecue, boating,
swimming and hiking. Keep an eye on our class
website and email.
Mini-reunion last spring in Ponte Vedra
Beach, Florida, included Roy and Betty Benson,
Bill and Carol Hindle, Ed and Charlene Mazer,

“I haven’t seen Mom smile this much in years.”
“As Mom aged, we thought it best if
she stayed in her home. We were
wrong. Even with hours of home care,
Mom wasn’t thriving. She needed
more. She especially needed more
socialization—not isolation. And
more reliable care too. So she made
the move to Wheelock Terrace. She
truly loves her elegant new home!

Life is more complete with lots of
friends and activities, chef-prepared
meals, daily care, medication
management, and even
transportation to appointments
and outings. I visit her often, so I
know Mom is happier and more
relaxed now… and I am too. We
only wish she’d moved sooner.”

VALLEY TERRACE
2820 Christian St.
White River Jct., VT 05001
(802) 280-1910

Physical location: Wilder, VT near Norwich

WHEELOCK TERRACE
32 Buck Road
Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 643-7290
WOODSTOCK TERRACE
456 Woodstock Road
Woodstock, VT 05091
(802) 457-2228

We’d be delighted to meet you. Please call Gretchen Stoddard
at (802) 280-1910 or visit us at WheelockTerrace.com.
UVJ6849 Socialization 6.8125x4.875 4c_DM.indd 1
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Howard Nannen, Ralph and Nancy Sanders, Hank
Smith, Mike and Jeanne Prince, and Bob Silverman

and Barbara Berlin.
Twenty classmates, spouses and friends
attended our Tanglewood mini in Massachusetts featuring sumptuous dinners and a cocktail reception hosted by Sam and Deamie Cabot.
Other ’63s on hand were Chuck Wessendorf, Tom
Berardino, Jeff Nothnagle, Bill Russell, Paul Binder,
Steve Rosen, Steve Kurland, Barry Linsky and Pete
Suttmeier. Boston Symphony, Boston Pops and
Tanglewood Music Center Orchestra performed.
Jack Watts, retired director of the New York
Fire Safety Institute, now living in Middlebury,
Vermont, agreed with the consensus in last issue’s column that the Dartmouth Bible “was
required reading in the first-year English course.
Some 40 years later I used it as a reference in
preparing prefatory remarks for reading scripture at our local church,” remarked Jack.
Addicted to Reform: A 12-Step Program to
Rescue Public Education by John Merrow is in
bookstores and on Amazon. (See a review on
page 64.) Earlier John upheld the tradition of
biking his age on his birthday, going 76 miles
at 12.4 miles per hour with his daughter, Elise.
Mike and Jeanne Prince upheld their own tradition of biking 25 miles to raise money for cancer
research at Dartmouth’s Norris Cotton Cancer
Center. Steve Nazro was subject of an article in
The Boston Globe on the occasion of his retirement as vice president of event scheduling at
TD Garden, successor to the Boston Garden,
where he began his productive 50-year career.
I regret to report the deaths of Chuck Applegate February 13 and Bobby Wilson May 15,
reported in the class of ’63 newsletter.
—Harry Zlokower, 190 Amity St., Brooklyn, NY
11201; (917) 541-8162; harry@zlokower.com
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So, what do you have to do to become
an ambassador to a major European
country? You have to work very hard
to gain a reputation sufficient to support such
an appointment. This is exactly what our classmate Lew Eisenberg did for the past 50 years.
For those who saw Lew’s confirmation hearing
before the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee on July 27 on C-Span, he held the committee members spellbound as he described his
experience as chairman of the Port Authority of
New York & New Jersey on 9/11/01. On August
3 Lew was confirmed by the full Senate as the
next ambassador to the Italian Republic and the
Republic of San Marino. But let’s get back to the
beginning. After graduating from Cornell Business School in 1966, he had a successful career
in investments for nearly 50 years. He served as
general partner and cohead of Goldman Sachs’
equity division, cofounder and cochairman of
Granite Capital International Group, cofounder
and board member of Granum Communications and senior advisor of Kohlberg Kravis &
Roberts. His civic life includes having led the
Port Authority of New York & New Jersey as
its chairman from 1994 until 2002 and being
a founding board member of the Lower Manhattan Development Corp. (LMDC) following
the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. Lew
74
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chaired both the victims’ families and transportation advisory councils for LMDC until April
2003. He also served as cochairman of the 2004
New York City host committee, responsible for
raising the funds needed to showcase New York
City as it welcomed the Republican National
Convention. He has been a longtime participant in politics, having held key leadership positions in numerous campaigns and his political
efforts as a fundraiser. For example, Lew took
another turn as Republican National Committee
(RNC) finance chairman for 2015-2016, combining with the Trump organization to chair the
RNC/Trump victory committee in 2016. Lew
and his wife, Judy, are also engaged members
of the philanthropic community. Lew received
the prestigious Herbert Lehman Humanitarian Award and has been recognized by the Boys
and Girls Clubs of Newark (New Jersey), Monmouth University, the National Conference for
Community and Justice in New Jersey and the
New Jersey Alliance for Action for his service to
others. He served on the boards of the St. Barnabas Health Care System, Monmouth Medical
Center Foundation and New York Service for
the Handicapped. He is an emeritus member
of the advisory council of the Samuel Johnson
Graduate School of Management at Cornell
University. Lew and Judy have three daughters
and 10 grandchildren (eight grandsons and two
granddaughters), one of whom, Henry Goodwyn,
is a sophomore at Dartmouth. Lew and Judy are
greatly honored to be asked by our president to
serve their country. Fortunately, the president
chose Italy, a place with great history and beauty.
Judy is a former trustee of the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts and Italy certainly
provides her an opportunity to pursue those
interests. We wish them both well.
—Harvey Tettlebaum, 56295 Little Moniteau
Road, California, MO 65018; (573) 761-1107;
dartsecy64@gmail.com
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About the time this lands on your
doorstep, a new electronic newsletter from the class will land in your
inbox—if we have your up-to-date email. If you
do not receive an email by November 1 please
send a note to Mike Gonnerman at michael@gonnerman.com to update your address. Stu Keiller
(our class webmaster) and Dick Harris (newsletter editor) and I, led by Gonnerman, have
developed a communication plan we hope both
recognizes the richness of current electronic
communication opportunities and saves the
class a little money. (The plan is on our fine 1965
website, biggreen65.com. An example of why
we are going partly electronic: If this column
were an email, you could punch through to the
website.)
If there is an ongoing storyline to this column, it’s the varied things classmates have done
post-retirement (which is to say, “retirement”
is an insult to most). Cases in point: Ted Bracken
was in Hanover recently at the Rassias Institute
to learn new techniques for teaching English as a
foreign language. He teaches at the Washington
English Center in D.C. His 20 adult students hail
from 15 countries with native languages includ-

ing Spanish, Portuguese, various Slavic languages, French (including West and North African
variations), Chinese, Japanese and Arabic. Ted
notes, teaching “has become an important and
meaningful part of my activities in retirement,
and I am enjoying the experience immensely.”
Dave Milkowski passed through Hanover in late
May. He said, “I’d mentioned to Gonnerman that
I’d met with a rep of the Dartmouth Vietnam
Project to whom I’m donating my collection
of documents and memorabilia (I spent three
years total between 1966 and 1971 serving in
Vietnam and Laos in special ops and intel)
and he suggested we try to visit Jim Wright.”
Wright has written Enduring Vietnam, which
Milkowski recommends “to anyone of our generation, whether they went to Vietnam or not.”
Dave says, “I’ve been trying to do some writing
about Vietnam myself, under the rubric 1967:
Year of Decision.” Speaking of authorship, Jay
Wakefield has written a new book, The Copper
Trade, which makes a case that copper mining of the rich reserves in (mainly) Michigan
was the source of supply of much of the copper
found in Europe in the Bronze Age. Wakefield’s
articles trace a robust transcontinental trade in
the metal. His biography notes that his pursuit
has spanned 20 years and resulted in 30 articles.
Hank Amon reports that 221 members of the
class gave a total of $347,895 to the Dartmouth
College Fund for the College’s fiscal year ending
June 30. The participation rate was 35.6 percent,
a bit down from last year’s 39.8 percent.
Finally, we received word that Dan Southard
passed away in February, Dan Crobett in July and
Lee Arbuckle in June. Bob Komives wrote the obit
for Lee, his friend and roommate at Dartmouth.
There’s a fine article on Lee in the July-August
issue of the alumni magazine. The obits will appear on the alumni magazine website and on the
“In Memoriam” page at biggreen65.com—update
those emails!
—John Rogers, 6051 Laurel Ave., #310, Golden Valley, MN 55416; (763) 568-7501; johnbairdrogers@
comcast.net
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The awards just keep on coming for
our classmates.
The Ivy Football Association
honored Tom Clarke, captain of Dartmouth’s first
Lambert Trophy team in 1965, for “meritorious
lifetime service and achievement.” After football
Tom enjoyed a highly respected career as an
orthopedic surgeon in the U.S. Navy and, later,
in his hometown of Springfield, Massachusetts.
“Football experience,” Tom explained, “helps
you have the confidence to go ahead with something like saving lives and limbs and do it when
the chips are down.” He and Donna have three
children and five grandchildren.
Muskegon (Michigan) Community College
(MCC) bestowed its highest accolade, the Distinguished Faculty Award, to Blair Morrissey. Now
retired in Florida, Blair taught philosophy, created a computer simulation called Choices about
the harm of immoral behavior and founded the
college success course in his 40 years at MCC.
Oh, yes, he also chaired the fine arts department.
Distinguished indeed.

Bob Cowen, a partner at Casner & Edwards
in Boston, was selected by his peers for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America 2018. Bob’s
practice focuses on nonprofit organizations and
he is often called as an expert witness in matters
involving charitable organizations.
We continue our salute to classmates,
and their mates, on their 50th wedding
anniversaries.
Jay and Andrea Vincent “happily celebrated
our 50th anniversary on July 15” at an intimate
dinner with family and friends. The wedding
in 1967 may have been a bit more raucous with
classmates Mike McConnell, Jeff Marks, Bruce
Hamilton and Larry Robbins among those in
attendance.
Jay spent nearly 40 years in the industrial
chemical business, most notably as chairman
and president of HallStar. Andrea, a fine artist,
has a website worth a visit at andreavincent.
com. Family? “After raising two sons,” Jay reports, “we now have three granddaughters—
what a difference!”
Terry Ruggles fondly recalls proposing to
Vanna in the basement of Alpha Delta. She accepted. The couple celebrated their 50th anniversary on September 2 and greatly enjoy their
six grandchildren, ranging in age from 10 to 17.
Terry “retired” from a career in media about
eight years ago but remains active on numerous local boards and commissions in western
Massachusetts, including Greenfield Community TV.
Terry and Vanna, who suffered and thankfully recovered from a stroke about two and a
half years ago, started a stroke support group
at the local hospital and participate actively.
“Believe me,” Terry writes, “when you watch
your wife awake, move, talk and see again after
being out for one hour you have seen a miracle.”
We know Chuck Sherman has been Mr. Everything for the class for the better part of 20
years. But don’t think the rest of the time he’s
just rockin’ in his hammock. Chuck serves on
Dartmouth’s committee for the protection of
human subjects that assures all research involving humans is ethical, voluntary, and fair
to all. He volunteers at the information booth
on the Green, helps Cabin & Trail build lodges
and bunkhouses and he’s just become president
of the Dartmouth Club of the Upper Valley. And
he’s on the board of nonprofit ValleyNet, which
is stringing fiber-optic for Internet in 24 Vermont towns. The hammock will have to wait.
—Larry Geiger, 93 Greenridge Ave., White Plains,
NY 10605; (914) 860-4945; lgeiger@aol.com

A Great Place
to Live.
For the Dartmouth Family
Rogers Elliott was a member of Dartmouth’s Psychology
Faculty for over 52 years. He and his wife Soong moved to
The Woodlands from Norwich, Vt., in 2010. Here’s why:
“I joined the Dartmouth faculty in 1961. My goal — to be a
scholar and teacher — was Dartmouth’s as well. I
remained for 39 years as a professor and another 13 as an
adjunct. The Dartmouth community became an
important part of our lives. When I retired, Soong and I
wanted to stay in the area for many reasons: friends, the
College, and the unique blend of social and cultural
advantages the Upper Valley offers.
We enjoyed all this during 48 years in Norwich, but as we
and our house became creakier, we had to arrange for
easier living. The Woodlands coincided with our needs
and we were among the first residents. It has many
amenities: comfortable apartments in varying sizes, the
pool and fitness room, indoor parking. There’s one more
that’s not counted as such but is critical: small size. There
are about 85 residents and we know them all. We never
imagined we would find such a friendly, collaborative
community.
We miss our old house but we don’t miss our old friends
because they’re close by. And, we’re delighted with new
friends we’ve found in abundance—including several
retired Dartmouth alumni, faculty and staff. In short, it’s a
neighborhood. Every evening in our dining room certainly
one of the better restaurants in the area, sociability and
good conversation are on display. It’s easy to think of The
Woodlands as a cruise ship permanently docked.”

Call us for details.

603-442-5970

TheWoodlandsNH.org
A proud partner of the Alice Peck Day
Memorial Hospital Lifecare Campus
Lebanon, New Hampshire

Independent Living At Its Finest
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In addition to noting that we still
know how to party, one thing I
learned from our 50th reunion experience is that we are a generous class. We created two enduring spaces: a magnificent postand-beam cabin near the new Ravine Lodge and
a space in the Hood Museum that will create art
museum curators for the 21st century. Each will
provide invaluable experiences for generations
of students to come. On top of that, more than
half of the class participated in raising $771,811
for the Dartmouth College Fund. Our total giv-

Hampton Inn by Hilton- White River
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ing to the College in celebration of our 50th was
more than $9,900,000! By the way, Len “Last Minute” Mazor (he made his gift just under the wire
on June 28) won the raffle and will receive John
Kornet’s beautiful handcrafted table.
In the coming months there are four more
significant opportunities to renew and maintain
connections with one another.
On Friday, November 10, in a nationally
televised game, Dartmouth plays Brown at Fenway Park at 8 p.m. As you read this there may still
be time to get tickets at redsox.com/gridiron.
Steve Cheheyl and John Manaras hosted the
Boston ’67 dinner for 34 years, and last January’s, the largest mini-reunion ever, was thought
to be the last one. But lest old traditions fail,
Bill White, Curt Anderson, Larry Bowen and Larry
Langford have volunteered to keep the dinner
going on into the future. Hence the 35th Boston
’67 dinner will be held on February 3, 2018, at
the Longwood Cricket Club.
On the tails of the Boston dinner comes
CarniVail, March 1-4, 2018, in Vail, Colorado,
organized again by John Lobitz. A multi-class ski
weekend, the largest regular gathering of Dartmouth alums outside of the Upper Valley, this is
becoming a signature class of ’67 event. There
is a rough-and-tumble dinner at the Minturn
Saloon on Thursday organized by Steve Cheheyl;
an elegant dinner Friday evening at the Colorado Ski & Snowboard Museum hosted by Dean
Ericson; a multi-class cocktail party and dinner
Saturday night; and best of all some of the finest
skiing in the world all four days (including first
tracks early Sunday morning). Last year more
than a dozen ’67s participated, and organizers
hope even more will come for the 2018 edition.
For more details, contact John ( johnlobitz@
gmail.com).
To top that off, a few weeks after CarniVail
Bob Burka and John Isaacs will host the annual
Washington, D.C., dinner on March 24 (venue
to be announced). This has traditionally been
a wonderful, well-attended event through the
years, and all ’67s in the mid-Atlantic area (and
elsewhere) are encouraged to come and welcome
the arrival of cherry blossoms and springtime.
In future issues you will find news of your
classmates in this column, but of course only
if you let me know what you’re up to. Drop me
a line and, if you like, add your voice to our
new Facebook group: facebook.com/groups/
Dartmouth1967.
—Larry Langford, P.O. Box 71, Buckland, MA
01338; larrylangford@mac.com
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It’s fall now and we are really in the
countdown to our 50th. Don’t be that
guy Mark Twain was talking about:
“Never put off until tomorrow what you can put
off to the day after tomorrow.” Don’t be a procrastinator. Do, therefore, put June 7 through
June 11, 2018, in your calendars. And, of course,
there will be plenty of other events between
now and then. Our fall mini-reunion just happened, during the weekend of October 7. Check
the class website for info on the Vermont ski
mini-reunion in January at Okemo, Vermont;
at Snowmass in Colorado in March (incorrectly
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noted as Mammoth Mountain in last column);
and another Danube-Budapest trip in AprilMay. One 50th reunion event I want to push
(since I am the coordinator) is creating a virtual
art gallery for classmates and their significant
others. Digital images of all kinds of art will be
assembled and run on a flat screen strategically
located at one of our reunion venues. If you are
interested in helping or contributing, please
let me know. Eric Hatch has already indicated
he will be helping and participating. He also
will be having his first solo photography exhibit
from this coming December 6 through February
1 at the Middletown, Ohio, Arts Center. Arnie
Resnicoff delivered the prayer to open the U.S.
House of Representatives pro-forma session
once in August, once in September. Overall he
has been honored to give an opening prayer to
the U.S. House or U.S. Senate 11 times. In spite
of his Dartmouth credentials, he’ll be the guest
speaker at the Harvard Memorial Church for
Veteran’s Day. Daughter Malka is a lawyer and
has become active in politics since she took
part in the Women’s March shortly after the
inauguration. Son-in-law Justin started a cybersecurity firm, along with two friends, and
the firm is doing well. Arnie has two grandsons,
Simon (4) and Elliot (2). In addition, Arnie has
a most interesting website, outlining multiple
milestones in his professional life as a rabbi and
officer in the U.S. Navy. Margaret and Peter Zack
spent two weeks camping and hiking on New
Zealand’s South Island. By the time you read
these notes, the Zacks will have grandchild No.
2, a grandson, from daughter Sanno and her husband, Ed Scott. Gerry Bell has started a fun class
question on his Facebook page: What were the
most valuable courses and who were the most
influential professors you had at Dartmouth? For
Gerry, Don Kreider’s math classes led directly
to a career in actuarial analysis. Rogers Elliott’s
Psych 10 class helped him understand human
motivation and Mike Choukas’s Sociology 43
helped him understand propaganda and finetune Gerry’s bullshit detector. News of two more
classmate deaths recently arrived: Pete Ginder
died of a heart attack on February 7 in Anchorage, Alaska, and David Engelbretson died July 8 in
Redlands, California. Obituaries were included
in the most recent class newsletter and will be
on the magazine and class websites.
—David Peck, 16 Overlook Road, Plymouth, MA
02360; davidbpeck@aol.com
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Having just experienced my view of
the total eclipse I expected to hear
many reports from classmates visiting areas to see totality. There were a few but
the most descriptive was Dudley Kay with Jill
visiting a site at Orangeburg, South Carolina,
a couple hours north of their home. He wrote:
that it was “a spectacular, almost religious experience” and “two-plus minutes of the blocked
sun with shimmering corona were awesome.”
He did point out the difference between a 98and 100-percent eclipse (we saw the former
without leaving Big Canoe, Georgia) is like a
merry-go-round compared with the Cyclone. I
agree. Others appreciated the event to the point

of Peter Elias proposing a mini-reunion for the
2024 total eclipse, picking various points along
the path of totality to have classmates get together. Of course, Dud’s description included a
vignette about the last time he had been in Orangeburg, South Carolina, on a spring break trip
with roommates Peter Schenck and John Briganti.
All of us who failed to attend missed another
terrific mini-reunion with Sandy Alderson hosting classmates at a Citi Field New York Mets
game. We can only repeat the superlatives laid
on previous such meetings with many attendees, wonderful food, drink and conversation and
a fun, close baseball game to watch despite a
Mets loss. Party favors included Mets bobbleheads and garden gnomes. One description of the
crowd was everyone looked healthy, wealthy and
wise or at least two out of the three.
Upcoming minis are Portlandia, which will
be long past when you get this; Homecoming,
which will be just past; and the Dartmouth vs.
Brown game to be held at Fenway Park November 10. You can still make that one.
Allen Denison sent me a brief recap of the
Portland, Oregon, mini. Participants included
John Mathias, whose daughter Alice ’07 is a coproducer of the show Portlandia; Arthur Fergenson; Terry Bright with Brenda; and David Dunning
and, of course, Martha Denison. Allen hosted
an architectural and historical walking tour of
Portland and Alice led the group through the
Portlandia set. The following day many of the
group checked in as extras for an upcoming episode of the show.
Yet another mini was a Bay Area gathering for a Mount Tamaplais ’69 obambulation
in mid-August. My favorite heart surgeon Craig
Miller was joined by Mike Vasey, Jim Treadway,
Dick Lahey and Bruce Hamilton as they trekked
up this mountain with no apparent ill effects for
their efforts. All enjoyed the view and cocktails
at Dick’s home afterward and expressed their
intent to repeat this adventure soon.
Craig shared a note from fellow Montanan
Bill Yellowtail, who provided some insight to his
life since politics. Bill retired from an honorary
professorship at Montana State University in
2013 and returned to his family ranch, where
he now follows cows through familiar hills. His
wife of more than 30 years, Maggie, is a gifted
artist whose longstanding patience with him is
much appreciated by Bill. We hope to see both
at the 50th reunion.
—Steve Larson, 837 Wildcat Trail; 10328 Big
Canoe; Big Canoe, GA 30143; (360) 770-4388;
wheat69@outlook.com
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I am enjoying the finest August in
Connecticut in my memory as I polish up the notes for this issue. Meanwhile Hurricane Harvey is swirling around the
Texas Gulf Coast, causing devastating flooding
and mayhem.
Scott Perry has an active schedule between
blue water ocean sailing and spending time with
family in Argentina, Uruguay and Spain. Scott
advises that, “Although I do far less work these
days I still own two companies in Argentina
that keep me somewhat busy. My main activity

is sailing. I also find time to do volunteer work
as a stretcher-bearer taking very ill people to
Lourdes on pilgrimages. I don’t know how much
longer I will do that as I don’t want to go from
volunteer to patient in one step! Christine and
I spend a great deal of time in Uruguay, where
we have a working farm. When not in Uruguay
we are with our grandchildren in Argentina or
in Europe, where we have a home in the United
Kingdom and in Spain.”
For himself, Dave Noyes says, “I finally retired from banking and insurance this past February and am enjoying the time with an active
schedule! I keep busy by playing tennis twice a
week, working out at the YMCA most days, serving as finance chair at my local church and doing
some volunteer work at the ER department of a
local hospital. Now that I had my knee replaced,
I am able to be active again and am having fun
scheduling vacations to Hilton Head, South
Carolina, and other destinations.”
Dave also reports that Bill Ream advised him
that he retired from a professional career and
now teaches skiing at Deer Valley in Utah, where
his office is the ski slopes. He and his wife seem
to be enjoying life in retirement there.
Mark Heller talked to Vic Anderson, who was
preparing to go to Uganda under the auspices
of Conscience International. As a doctor (retired) he is meeting with African doctors and
helping set up teaching facilities, clinics and
protocols there.
Tom Charles says, “I’m gliding into retirement although I still do some mortgage finance
work. I spent the last year coordinating the resettlement of a Syrian refugee family for my
church—the 12th family during the last 60 years
that Nassau Presbyterian Church has sponsored
here in Princeton, New Jersey.”
Our adopted classmate Paula Neely Sinclair
relates, “I was at a dinner meeting this spring
with two British octogenarians on an OxfordCambridge tour to Iran when I mentioned I
spent my senior year (without mentioning the
year) at Dartmouth.” They asked, “Did you ever
know someone named Trip Dorkey?” Talk about
a small world. Most of my post-Dartmouth life
has been outside the United States (Portugal,
Brazil, Scotland and China) but London is home
now. I spend winters in California and travel as
much as I can.”
Thank you for the many contribution to
these Class Notes.
—Gary Miller, 7 East Hill Road, Canton, CT 06019;
william.g.miller.jr.70@dartmouth.edu
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Malcolm Jones writes: “This year’s

West Coast mini-reunion was held
in Carmel, California, and was another great get-together. Participating were Peter
Pratt, Willis and Peggy Newton, Dick and Ruth Wenzel, Bruce and Belinda Tepper, Greg and Gail Fell,
Dave and Stephanie Paradise, Roger and Noelle
Prince, Malcolm Jones and Sandi Blodgett, Linda
and Dan Cooperman ’72 and Charlie Shockey
’72. Book-ended by golf outings, our Carmel
mini-reunion featured a docent-led back-stage
tour of the Monterey Aquarium, kayaking on
Monterey Bay and a docent-led hike of Point

Lobos State Reserve along with lunches and dinners featuring Monterey’s fabulous local cuisine
and wines. Another highlight was the cocktail
party at Dan and Linda’s fabulous Carmel home.
Planning is already starting for next year’s minireunion at Lake Tahoe, California.” Many thanks
to Jim Rager, our class vice president, for his
stellar service as our class representative on the
Alumni Council. Ted Eismeier is Jim’s successor
on the Alumni Council and will represent our
class for the next three years. The 1971 endowed
scholarship in honor of John Rassias and John
Sloan Dickey has now reached $100,000, which
enables our class to endow two student scholars.
More contributions are welcomed, as this scholarship fund is a major class project in conjunction with our 50th reunion. Contributions can
be sent to Dave Brooks, our class treasurer, at P.O.
Box 1831, Grantham, NH 03753, or Dartmouth
College. Checks should be made out to “Class
of 1971 Endowed Scholarship.” Our classmate
Luke O’Reilly died of cancer after a brave fight.
Luke was born in Liverpool, England. Before
matriculating at Dartmouth he was picked to
be a member of the British Olympic ski team
in the Winter Olympics in Grenoble, France.
He competed as one of the youngest alpine skiers. Luke was recently honored by Dartmouth
with a Wearers of the Green award given to her
exceptional athletes. Luke’s full obituary can be
viewed in legacy.com and DAM online.
—Bob Lider, 9225 Veneto Place, Naples, FL 34113;
liderbob@yahoo.com
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As I write this column North America has just experienced the first total
eclipse of the sun in many years, and
I trust that some of you were able to see it in
person. If you did, please drop me a line to share
your reaction to it. In the meantime, here is what
some of your classmates are up to.
Dan Cooperman reports that he and Charlie
Shockey attended a mini-reunion in Carmel,
California, along with members of the classes of
1970 and 1971. There were about 20 “enthusiastic and energetic” Dartmouth alums in the group
and a fabulous time was had by all. Among the
highlights of the weekend: a guided tour of the
Monterey Bay Aquarium, kayaking in Monterey
Bay, a wine tasting of Santa Lucia Highlands
Pinot Noir at three different local wineries and
a reception at Dan’s home in Carmel.
Meanwhile, back on the East Coast, John de
Regt and his wife, Joan, have been sailing along
the coast of Maine. He reports that the weather
was great with cool breezes and only a bit of
fog to contend with. Their trip is scheduled to
culminate with a visit to Block Island, Rhode
Island, after Labor Day as they make their way
back to home port in Connecticut.
Bill Roberts had the opportunity to meet
Farrell Delman for lunch in July at a French restaurant in Evanston, Illinois, Bill’s hometown.
Bill was pleased to give Farrell a tour, including
along the shoreline of Lake Michigan and the
Northwestern University campus. They traveled as far north as Wilmette to see the famous
Baha’i Temple. Bill and his wife, Ingrid, were also
traveling abroad earlier in the year when they

took their second Dartmouth travel program
cruise in the Adriatic!
On the literary front Roger Ekirch has been
on tour promoting his fabulous new book, American Sanctuary. Roger is a history professor at
Virginia Tech and this is a terrific account of
how a bloody mutiny aboard a British warship
in 1797 ultimately had profound effects on the
bitter presidential race of 1800, which resulted
in the election of Thomas Jefferson. If you enjoy the historical works of Nathaniel Philbrick,
you’ll love this book. Congratulations, Roger!
On Friday, November 10, the Dartmouth
football team will take on Brown in a special
game to be played in Fenway Park in Boston!
This will be a real treat. If you are interested in
getting tickets, the contact number is (877) 7337699 and the section/rows to ask for are Section
26, Row 5 (seats 21-24), Row 6 (seats 1-24), Row
7 (seats 1-22). Win or lose, this should be a really fun time!
Finally, I am sad to report the passing of our
classmate Nick Nikitas in November of 2016 and
of our adopted classmate Yahee Fernandes-Baxter
in March of this year. Our thoughts and prayers
are with their spouses and families during this
difficult time.
Stay well and send me your news at the
email address below.
—David Hetzel, 5 Chestnut St., Windham, NH
03087; dghetzel@gmail.com
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Fifteen years of columns by the undersigned with this issue!
Paul Johnson reported that Memorial Day Weekend provided the occasion
for a micro-reunion in Chicago of Brown Hall
and Alpha Theta compadres: himself, Harrison
Marks and Ray Gottesfeld, “along with their better
halves, respectively: Donna, Suzie and Sherri.
Great times in the Windy City!” Harrison sold
his home in New Bern, North Carolina, and
moved onto his sailboat, so rumor has it he may
have ventured to Bahamas in the fall and may
turn up somewhere near Maine this coming
spring. He is best reached at sailingmarks@
gmail.com. Paul is interested in seeing how many
’73s he can talk into celebrating the 50th anniversary of Freshman Week in the fall of ’19.
Paul can be reached at phjdart73@gmail.com.
This summer, as in years past, Fred Haas
and his wife, Sabrina, conducted a very popular
jazz camp in Woodstock, Vermont. Interplay
Jazz and Arts is a holistic learning experience
for musicians and artists of all ages and levels
to explore and develop their art, creativity and
confidence. Fred, who serves as distinguished
senior lecturer in the College’s music department, has influenced and taught many members
of the Dartmouth community. Check out https://
interplayjazzandarts.org. Nils Johnson studied
with Fred; when Nils is visiting his place in
Lyme, New Hampshire, he can be found at the
Lyme Inn, where he provides great piano background for dinner guests. Beware! Reportedly,
if you stay over through Sunday morning Nils
will recruit you (talent or not) into singing with
the choir at the Lyme Congregational Church.
Recently adopted class members include
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RISHI SETHI ’11

JOHN R. ORCUTT ’59

ABEL JAMES BASCOM ’06

ABEL JAMES BASCOM ’06

JOHN GOFF ’93

JOHN GOFF ’93

A heart-warming tale of friendship, history
and craft made while studying under worldrenowned Nantucket basket-maker Harry
Hilbert. Journeying back to the rollicking seas
of whaling days and projecting forward to the
future of a trade nearly extinct, Never Wear Out
is a must-read for collectors and new fans alike.

This book introduces the beginner to the
magnificent game of chess. It is an excellent
handbook where a grandmaster and his
student share the foundation of their technical
knowledge. Each chapter builds a mathematical
understanding of chess while explaining to the
beginner the logic behind each move.

Ninety fine art photographic plates reveal the
moods and seasons of Maine’s High Peaks’
stunning landscape. Through this collection,
the Orcutts aspire to foster in our consciousness
the need to tread softly on our natural heritage.
Includes maps, a conservation essay and
foreword by U.S. Senator Angus King ’66.

Can you really lose 20 pounds in 40 days while
enjoying real butter, juicy burgers, chicken
parmesan, chocolate, cheesecake and red wine?
Take it from Fat-Burning Man, burning fat can
be a lot of fun. New York Times & #1 Amazon
bestseller featured in People magazine, Women’s
Health and ABC Television.

In this multidisciplinary review of academic
literature, Abel James explores neuroscience,
linguistics, perception and challenges a wide
range of eminent thinkers to uncover the
origins of music and explore its profound
effects on the human brain. The Musical Brain
is a technical review of extraordinary breadth.

A proven valuable tool when addressing
relationships, teamwork and accountability, The
Take Over shows how unexpected friendships
blossom when Libby and her classmates are
challenged with the greatest question of their
school career: what happens when the biggest
bully in the school happens to be your teacher?

One Bad Thing weaves the relationships of
a target, bystander and bully through the
halls of school. A journey of self-exploration,
growing pains and consequences discovering
the importance of behavior, perception and
friendship as they learn the skills to meet the
challenge of whether or not to do One Bad Thing.

JOHN DICKEY ’63

K I M B E R L E Y TA I T ’ 0 1

JOHN MUGGLEBEE ’77

CHRISTOPHER MOORE ’02

RICHARD C. SAMMIS ’70

DAVID BERGENGREN ’68

Astronomy, biology and geology are combined
in Earth: A Narrative in Verse and The Solar
System: A Tour in Verse to describe the histories
and possible futures of terrestrial life, Earth
and the Solar System. These poems celebrate
more than two centuries of progress in earth
and planetary sciences.

Fake Plastic Love is the transporting story of
bright young Dartmouth graduates tested by
the unsentimental realities of millennial life.
Publishers Weekly calls it “remarkable…with
sweeping nods to Fitzgerald and other writers
of the Gilded Age, Tait’s debut novel sparkles
with vitality and conscience.”

A sweeping historical saga based on the
author’s own ancestors—Native American,
African American, Scots-Irish, Chinese and
Russian Jew. The novel spans four centuries of
adventures linked by the first coin ever minted
in the New World and the will to overcome.

This first systematic study of Socrates’s
reflections on self-knowledge examines
the ancient precept “know yourself” and,
drawing on Plato, Aristophanes and Xenophon,
reconstructs and reassesses the arguments
about self-examination and moral maturity
at the heart of the Socratic project.

A young Dartmouth graduate, Charlie Scudder,
comes of age on the eve of the U.S. entry into
WWII. His cherished experiences at the College
do not fully prepare him for future events that
present both moral and physical challenges
having profound consequences for a number
of people, including himself.

“The densely packed story, mixing the fictional
with the historical, features effective pacing —
the author takes his time—and solid prose...
Ironies abound...The denouement ties things up
nicely. A satisfying tale about a German (war
crimes) defendant and an American journalist;
an impressive first novel.” —Kirkus Reviews

ERIC DEZENHALL ’84

J O H N D . WA LT O N ’ 5 5

In an age when scandal can destroy a
company’s brand or anyone’s reputation in an
instant, GLASS JAW is an Art of War guide to
modern crisis management. Dezenhall analyzes
scandal and demystifies the paper tiger “spin”
industry, offering lessons, corrective measures,
and counterintuitive insights.

Glass Jaw

PAT L I P P O C Z Y H E D L E Y ’ 8 3

Meet 100 People

We need to meet people in person to
establish genuine, meaningful and longlasting relationships. Meet 100 People provides
motivation, inspiration and practical advice
for building your network now with stories,
anecdotes and exercises. A must-read for
career success and life-long value.

Never Wear Out

Adrift Among The Stars

Chess! Lessons from a Grandmaster

Fake Plastic Love

Enduring Heights

Neespaugot,
The Legend of the Indian’s Coin

The Wild Diet

Socrates and Self-Knowledge

The Musical Brain

Awakening

The Take Over

Hitler’s Assassin

One Bad Thing

F L O R E N C E G O N S A LV E S ’ 1 5

Love & Other Carnivorous Plants

A darkly funny debut about a nineteen-yearold girl who’s consumed by love, grief, and
self-destructive behavior, Love and Other
Carnivorous Plants captures the painful turning
point between an adolescence that’s slipping
away and the overwhelming uncertainty of the
future. Forthcoming May 15, 2018.

Thank you to all of the Dartmouth alumni authors who have
showcased your work in the Dartmouth Alumni Bookshelf!
Each November/December issue of DAM will feature the Dartmouth
Alumni Bookshelf—a special advertising section for alumni to
promote their work. Your ad includes a full-color book jacket
photo and 250 characters of text.
It will appear in both the print and online editions of DAM.
TERESA BOUCHER ’85

NESANEL (STEPHEN) KASNETT ’ 67

S.MARTIN LINDENAUER ’54

Eugenio, a 65-year-old virgin, begins an epistolary
romance with Rocío, a widow whose son is
researching censorship of the press under Franco
in Spain. Translated by Boucher, Delibes’s novel
weaves an ill-fated love story with an exposé of the
state of journalism under an authoritarian regime.

Addressing familiar (and not-so-familiar)
biblical narratives from a fresh and mature
perspective, this eclectic mix of essays
draws from classic Rabbinic sources and
commentaries to arrive at highly original
interpretations. Available at zbermanbooks.
com.

In 1975 an alarming number of patients at the
Ann Arbor Veterans Hospital began experiencing
mysterious respiratory failures that left 10 dead
and over 30 more clinging to life. A gripping
account of poisonings and the controversial
investigation and trial of two nurses. A true
story co-written by Zibby Oneal, wife of Bob ’54.

Love Letters from a
Voluptuous Sexagenarian

Anointing at the Gichon

Paralyzing Summer

P E T E R L . WA R D ’ 6 5

What Really Causes Global Warming?
Greenhouse Gases or Ozone Depletion?

An important and readable re-examination of
the basic physics of climate change detailing
mistaken assumptions underlying greenhouse
theory, extensive evidence for how ozone
depletion warms Earth, and revolutionary new
insight into how light travels via resonance.

For more information about pricing and ad speciﬁcations for future
issues, please contact Chris Flaherty at
603.646.1208 or
chris.ﬂaherty@dartmouth.edu.
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VINEYARD VINES SILK TIE
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exchange students Ann Tarbox Birchall and Rochelle Cabot. Welcome!
Tom Waggoner currently is with Community Solar Partners, an Arkansas mutual benefit
corporation formed to develop community solar
gardens and related financing for solar panel
owners who wish to avail themselves of state
net metering regulations to reduce their carbon
footprints and save money on utility bills.
At the end of 2016 Brad Sande joined the
ranks of the retired from his position as development director for New Directions Youth and
Family Services, a collection of youth agencies
running community residential and detention
programs. Brad continues his position as secretary on the board of directors for the Salamanca
Public Library. Salamanca is the only city in the
United States almost completely on an Indian
reservation. Allegany State Park, New York’s
largest, lies immediately to the south.
Noteworthy article in the August 2 issue
of Forbes: “2017 Grateful Grads Index: Top 200
Best Loved Colleges,” ranking Dartmouth No. 1.
This year 46 percent of classmates participated
in the annual fund drive.
Dartmouth plays Brown at Fenway Park
on Friday, November 10, at 8 p.m. in a nationally televised game. Flashback: Our senior year
Dartmouth clobbered Brown 49-20. It was only
30 degrees by game time in Hanover that day,
and although we got off to a rocky start with two
fumbles in the first quarter, Steve Stetson orchestrated a five-touchdown second quarter. Chuck
Thomas scored twice that day and Steve once.
—Val Armento, 227 Sylvan Ave., San Mateo, CA
94403; valerie.j.armento.73@dartmouth.edu
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From Dublin, Ohio, Jeff Johnston
sent news about his family and his
activities in retirement as well as
reflections on his career in publishing. Jeff and
his wife, Marcia, recently celebrated their 43rd
wedding anniversary. Jeff and Marcia met and
started dating in the ninth grade. Marcia attended Plymouth State College in Plymouth,
New Hampshire, but according to Jeff, she spent
every weekend at Dartmouth. After college Marcia was an early childhood educator and stay-athome mother. Jeff and Marcia have been blessed
with three children and three grandchildren
and they love being grandparents. Their oldest
child, Paul, graduated from Ohio State with a
degree in civil engineering. Their middle child,
Sarah, graduated from Ohio State with a degree
in school counseling. Their youngest child, Dave,
and again according to Jeff, probably the most
intelligent person in the family, works for the
U.S. Postal Service. The bulk of Jeff ’s career was
spent in publishing management as an editorial director running a publishing imprint. Like
many of us, he didn’t know what he wanted to
do after graduation. However, after a couple
of years he stumbled onto his dream job as a
textbook editor in college textbook publishing.
He helped professors develop their ideas, course
materials and manuscripts into textbooks. In
1985 Jeff left his position as an editor with Allyn
and Bacon Publishing in Boston to move to Merrill Publishing in Columbus, Ohio. Then he en80
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countered firsthand the steady consolidation of
the publishing industry from about three dozen
college publishers into the three major publishers today. Although Jeff only changed companies
once, he experienced many corporate purchases,
mergers and take-overs while running Merrill’s
education publishing list as it moved to MacMillan Publishing then to Prentice Hall and then
to Pearson. Ultimately his teacher education
list became the largest such list in the world,
publishing 100 textbooks a year, most with an
online component. Jeff retired two years ago and
now spends meaningful time engaged in family
activities, especially with his grandchildren,
and traveling with Marcia. He also picked up
three textbook projects recently from his former
publishing unit to edit. Jeff admitted that those
who knew him in college will likely be surprised
to learn that he spends a lot of time active in his
church’s community center, where he teaches
English as a second language and citizenship
education to immigrants and refugees, as well
as working as an in-take counselor in the legal
clinic that serves immigrants and refugees. He
noted his wonder at how many Muslim friends
he has made welcoming and helping strangers
new to the community. Also, every Sunday morning you can find Jeff amidst the chaos of a couple
dozen 3-year-olds as he teaches for his fourth
year at church. Jeff keeps in contact with good
friend and classmate Tom Lord.
Be safe and send news.
—Rick Sample, Retreat Farm, 1137 Manakin Road,
Manakin Sabot, VA 23103; samplejr@msn.com
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It will certainly be old news when
you read this, but Eliza and I are currently high and dry in our house in
Galveston, while the disaster in Houston unfolds
in the face of Hurricane Harvey. I have checked
on a few of our mates and all seem to be in good
shape for now. By the time this hits the mailbox
the story will have completely unfolded and here
is hoping it all works out for the best.
I was also very appreciative of the folks who
reached out to make sure that I was not underwater myself. Larry Johnson, with whom I am
connected on Strava, checked in to see if I was
surviving and to encourage me not to get on my
bike during the “weather.” Larry is an avid cyclist
and just banged out 50-plus miles the other day
to inspire me when the water recedes. Perhaps
we can get a group of ’75s together for a group
ride next year somewhere. I know we have a few
others who would be game—Lon Cross, Rich Clark,
Walter Evans? Maybe in the Texas Hill Country.
Shout-out to Bill Cahill as well for wishing
us well and sending prayers.
I recently caught up in person with Mark
Sheehan, whom you may recall from a prior note
is now at the Houston Space Center. We were
able to cover the last 42 years in record time and
remembered the good old days in Fayerweather.
I have had pretty good luck staying in touch with
a few of our freshman floormates, but used the
opportunity of Mark’s visit to reconnect with
one of his roommates, Bill Macey.
After a career in law and investment banking Bill struck out on his own and started Ster-

ling Investment Partners, a private equity firm in
Connecticut. He is hardly on his own now—the
firm has grown quite handsomely. As it usually does, the conversation turned to family and
other activities. Bill and I exchanged stories of
our respective children and he shared with me
that Cornell rowing recruited his daughter. Ah
well, our loss! Hate to see that.
That’s all for now. Vox clamantis in Tejas,
—Stephen D. Gray, 3627 Avenue M, Galveston, TX
77550; (650) 302-8739; fratergray@gmail.com
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Welcome to our new class officers,
executive committee and dedicated
volunteers, some of whom are continuing their service, others joining the ranks for
the first time: Stephen Melikian, president; Naomi
Baline Kleinman, vice president of operations;
Dana Rowan, vice president of communications;
Paul Windrath, treasurer; Judy Csatari, newsletter
editor; Stefanie Valar, gift planning (bequest)
chair; Andy Shaw, giving co-chair; J.T. Knight,
co-head agent; Cindy Shannon, Caring Connections chair; Joe Jasinski, webmaster; Jim Beattie,
Martha Beattie, Gary Love, Patricia McClendon, John
Sherman, David Spalding, Randy White, executive
committee.
Shout-outs to longtime fearless leader
Andy Gettinger and to previous executive committee members for their dedication: Martha
Hennessey, N.H. stateswoman; Jay Josselyn, my
esteemed predecessor; Bob Wetzel, strategy guru;
M.K. Beach, nature appreciator supreme; Brewer
Doran, dean of Concordia College; Marty Doyle,
class tunes historian and international man of
mystery.
Hats off to Judy Csatari for the juicy, packed
newsletters available at our website: 1976.dartmouth.org.
Also now on our website are newsletters
from the past 41 years, thanks to the herculean
efforts of retiring webmaster Paul Windrath.
We’ve come a long way from those early pre-kid,
post-grad days! Fun reading! Thanks to Paul
for his continued service as treasurer and prior
service as webmaster. Joe Jasinski’s ability to
upload our entire Freshman Book to our Facebook page made him the immediate choice as
Paul’s successor. Please do check the webpage
for mini-reunion news, updates and the continuing classmate outreach efforts of Caring
Connections, chaired by Cindy Shannon.
For those who missed Rob Saltzman’s eloquent toast to President Kemeny during our
festive Saturday night reunion crowd scene,
enjoy these excerpts. Rob, a former Los Angeles
police commissioner and University of Southern
California law school dean, was handpicked as
President Kemeny’s intern our senior year. We
were lucky enough to have our classmate Jennifer
Kemeny, her husband and two sons with us that
special evening.
“[President Kemeny] was not two or three
plays ahead of the rest of us…he was 50 or 100
plays ahead….He patiently explained that at
some point there will be one device that serves
a variety of functions for us on a regular basis.
It will be your newspaper, your communication
device…and using it you will be able to control

the physical things around you….He suggested
I think about my watch with those abilities. It
didn’t make any sense to me. After all, in my
dorm, there was one pay phone two floors away….
“[W]e have been gone from here for over 40
years—which is less time than President Kemeny spent here at Dartmouth….At his retirement
there was a bit of a guessing game about where
he would choose…Harvard? Cal Tech? MIT?….He
said, and I quote, ‘My commitment to Dartmouth
is the same as to my wife: ’til death do us part.’
It is a commitment for which we are all grateful—and one to which we might also aspire….”
—Sara Hoagland Hunter, 72 Mount Vernon St.,
Unit 4B, Boston, MA 02108; sarahunter76@
gmail.com
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Here’s the latest in Dartmouth news.
Andy Moerlein spent the summer
working on a collaborative art project in Keelung, Taiwan, with his wife, Donna
Dodson. They are building a monumental sculpture that connects Keelung with New Bedford,
Massachusetts, while drawing attention to the
uncertain future of our oceans and generating
awareness of global environmental and wildlife
issues. With a rotating staff of volunteers and
assistance from the National Museum of Science and Technology, Andy and his wife use
the act of creating this bamboo piece as a way
to explore myth making with top high school art
students. You can learn more about Andy’s work
at themythmakers.blogspot.com.
Anne Quirk has written two children’s books
that will be published by Knopf this fall. The
first is The Good Fight: The Feuds of the Founding Fathers (and How They Shaped the Nation)
and is aimed at kids between ages 8 and 12. The
second book was composed in collaboration with
Khzir Khan, the Goldstar father who spoke at
the Democratic convention. The latter is titled
This Is Our Constitution. Although intended for
those 10-14, Anne notes that it “might be a handy
refresher for adults too.” (To paraphrase Cole
Porter, “Brush up your Constitution.”)
All this follows on the amazing pop-up
celebration of the arts organized for our 40th
reunion by the indomitable Nora Odendhal and
Gar Waterman ’78. There were two parts to this
event. In the Nearburg Arts Forum classmates
Holly Benson, Amy Cammann Cholnoky, Jim Guth,
Andy, Mike Mosher, Nora, Bob Overhiser, Kathy
Phillips, Betty Stroock and Lucy Townsend exhibited an astonishing array of paintings, photographs, sculptures and books. Meanwhile, in
the Lowe Theater audiences were treated to
short talks, music and art videos, poems, musical compositions and a one-act play by Jennifer
“Tweety” Warren, Tom Ropelewski, Andy, Elizabeth
Michelman, Mike Mosher, Evy Chan and Jay MacNamee. Although I tried to see and hear it all, there
was too much talent on display to take in everything. If you are wondering if we’re creative, the
answer is an emphatic yes! This event is likely to
continue in the future. So you have plenty of notice: Pick up a paintbrush, put pen to paper (I’m
old-school) or create a dance routine. You don’t
have to be a professional artist, just passionate.
We set a record this summer for 40th re-

union attendance—at 400. Nonetheless, there
were classmates on the West Coast who could
not get to Hanover. Our next classwide event is
planned for Santa Fe, New Mexico, in late August
of 2020, when, despite our best efforts to the
contrary, most of us will be 65. Block out the time
on your long-term calendars, because we want
you to come. (And, yes, we women continue to
look better than you guys. Just sayin’.)
—Robin Gosnell, 31 Elm Lane, Princeton, NJ
08540; robins.nest@icloud.com; Eric Edmondson,
Signal Hill Capital LLC, 425 California St., Suite
19, San Francisco, CA 94104; eweedmondson@
gmail.com; Drew Kintzinger, 2400 M St. NW,
Apt. 914, Washington, DC 20037; akintzinger@
hunton.com
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“Busted!” writes Ray Sweeney. “I
thought I might manage to get
through my entire career without a
Class Notes entry!” Sorry, Ray, but nothing can
protect you from your intrepid class secretary’s
insatiable hunger for news! Ray was responding
to a note I wrote after learning that he and Dean
Richardson ’74 are co-chairs of the department
of clinical studies at New Bolton Center, which
is the equine and farm animal department of the
University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary
Medicine. “Dean is the chief of surgery and I am
chief of medicine in the department’s teaching hospital for large animals,” writes Ray. “We
both have been on the faculty here for over 30
years, working as clinicians in the hospital, doing research and training veterinary students.”
Ray’s wife, Corinne, is also on the faculty at Penn
Vet. “We have two kids (Ray and Corinne, very
original) and one grandchild with another on
the way!”
The illustrious Brooks Clark has penned a
new book, his fourth by my count, including
A Lifetime of Total Recall, a biography of his
mother. This one, Sally’s Genius, tells the story of
American University education professor Sally
Smith, who founded the innovative Lab School
in Washington, D.C. “My friend since kindergarten, Randy Smith, read my mom’s biography
and asked me to write his mother’s biography,”
writes Brooks. “I immediately said yes. It turned
out to be a perfect M.F.A. project for my degree in
nonfiction writing, which I received in December 2016. This is what I love to do—researching
and connecting the dots of people’s lives. As I
said to the American University alumni mag,
every person I interviewed (including my older
brother, Stocky) said, ‘Sally changed my life.’ ”
Books by Brooks are available on Amazon.
The accomplished and generous class of
’78 set a new giving mark for a class celebrating its 40th reunion with donations totaling
$6.19 million. And that doesn’t even include
the $1,007,124 donated by 268 classmates for
the 1978 Bunkhouse at the Moosilauke Ravine
Lodge ($92,876 to go!). Thanks to the donors
and those who work so hard to manage these
campaigns.
I reached out to our new class president
Barbie Snyder Martinez to see what she plans for
her term. She wants to continue Dave Graham’s
emphasis on inclusion and reaching out to all
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members of the class, whether we knew each
other during our undergraduate days or not. To
that end, Barbie says, her themes will be “congregation, celebration and collaboration!” She
aims to encourage ’78s to congregate formally
and informally, to celebrate milestones together
and to collaborate on how to handle Act 2 (or
in some cases, Acts 3, 4, and 5) of our lives as
we march through our 60s and beyond. Barbie
wants to make the official class adjectives “accomplished and generous” to extend well beyond
fundraising and into helping each other with the
challenges we face through our 60s and beyond.
Send news!
—Rick Beyer, 190 Bridge St., #4409, Salem, MA
01970; rick@rickbeyer.net
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Congratulations to the “Partycipatory” class of ’79 for setting another
year-out Dartmouth College Fund
(DCF) participation record. Thanks to the
volunteer efforts of our class officers and our
75 class agents (do I hear 79 for the new fiscal
year?), our dynamic support duo of Kim Frydman and Ban Waldrop in the DCF office and the
generosity of 632 contributors, we captured the
Raymond J. Rasenberger 1949 Award for most
donors in a non-reunion class for the 18th time
in the last 19 years! We owe a debt of gratitude
to the anonymous challenge benefactors whose
matching funds helped us surpass $1 million in
non-restricted gifts and reach our non-reunion
year 1769 Society high-water mark of 90 members, as well as to authors Gina Barreca, Carol Gieg
and the “Boys of the Grant,” head coaches Buddy
Teevens (football) and Bob Whalen (baseball),
vintner David Jeffrey and wine investor Rick
Magnuson, all of whom donated raffle prizes that
helped us raise the fundraising bar yet again. Last
but not least, we deeply appreciate the charitable
giving of the nearly 200 classmates who raised
an additional $553,000 for various “friends of”
groups.
It is with great sadness that we must report
the passing of long-time DCF supporter and
beloved classmate Rachel Krevans. Rachel, always
a winner in life, lost her courageous two-year
battle with cancer on July 19. Our thoughts and
prayers go out to Rachel’s family and friends.
We encourage you to visit the ’79 website to
read class historian Ben Riley’s moving tribute
to Rachel on behalf of the class.
Judith Blake kindly responded to our milestone “happy birthday” email with the following
good news: “I relished turning 60 on August 6,
but I was also fortunate to have gotten together
with former classmates to celebrate the 60th
birthday of Laura Benjamin Heyward this summer. It was great seeing Laura, Danielle Dussek
and Karen Lynch ’78, who I had not seen since
my time at Dartmouth! On the personal front, I
continue to enjoy working in N.Y.C. as a financial
insurance manager and assistant vice president.
My husband, Barry, and I are blessed to have
raised two wonderful and intelligent daughters,
Rachel and Jessica, both of whom graduated
with honors from Princeton University and are
now embarking on their careers. Rachel is a physician in her second year of medical residency in
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Boston. Jessica is a language translation specialist in New York.”
Infectious disease specialist David Perlman,
one of my fellow first-year Lord Hall denizens
and a former Barbary Coast Jazz Ensemble
member, turned 60 on March 30. David returned to Hanover in May to bid farewell to Don
Glasgo, who retired after 40 years leading the
acclaimed ensemble composed almost entirely
of non-music majors. “Saw all sorts for the first
time in decades, including Jason Forsythe, Jack
Ringler, Michael Geilich, Bill Gottesman and Pete
Desrosiers ’81. They had about 40 of us former
coast folks join the current group on stage—it
was quite an event, quite a scene.”
—Stanley Weil, 15 Peck Road, Mt. Kisco, NY 10549;
(917) 428-0852; stanno79@gmail.com; John Currier, 82 Carpenter St., Norwich, VT 05055; (802)
649-2577; john.h.currier@dartmouth.edu
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One key to happiness is having something to look forward to. Anticipation is the first stage of enjoying a
happy event. I dare say this first stage is often
more satisfying than the event itself. For two of
the past three years my beloved New York Mets
made summers more joyful. Of course, this Mets
team hasn’t lived up to expectations. For two
straight years fellow fan Rob Ruocco and I sat in
dazed silence as our championship dreams died
in playoff games we watched live at Citi Field. But
at least it was fun getting there. This year GM
Sandy Alderson ’69 and the Mets came up short.
There was nothing for Mets fans to anticipate.
No fun. Less joy!
Reading this column to catch up on old
friends is weak sauce when compared with
spending real time with them. There’s a happy
event to anticipate: the upcoming celebration
scheduled for April in Scottsdale, Arizona. I just
spent four days playing golf with class co-president Mark Alperin. Alpo and the other members
of the organizing committee—Lisa Shanahan, Tom
Cammann, Maja Wessels and Marty Peterson—have
picked a perfect location and planned an unforgettable weekend. Every major city offers
daily nonstop flights into Phoenix. Scottsdale is
heaven for golfing, hiking, shopping, mountain
biking and nursing hangovers. Sure, it’s hot but
hey, it’s a dry heat. As chairman of the board of
trustees for the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, Maja has arranged a Saturday night event
at Wright’s architectural masterpiece, Taliesin
West.
So here’s the deal: Don’t speculate on who’s
going to be there. Take control. Contact your
friends right now and make plans to meet them
in Scottsdale. Google “class of 1980 dartmouth
scottsdale” for details. If we simplify by calling
Wright’s wonder “Tally,” we get a call for action:
Tally rally!
I woke up earlier this week to the familiarbut-unfamiliar voice of Peter Kenyon. For the
past six years Peter has been based in Istanbul
as an NPR international correspondent. Peter
has won awards at NPR for his outstanding
coverage of the Middle East and specifically,
post-war Iraq. You are a braver man than me,
“Jersey Pete,” and a great reporter!

When we were in the Greek islands this
summer, my daughter said, “You can almost picture Poseidon beneath the surface and Odysseus
sailing these seas.” Those might not be words
you’d say but you probably didn’t study as much
Greek and Latin as she did. Dartmouth classics
major and Sarah Lawrence classics professor
Emily Katz Anhalt just published a book, Enraged:
Why Violent Times Need Ancient Greek Myths.
It’s on the reading list at our house.
We will close with another tribute to the
Dartmouth we knew, presented in limerick
form. The verses come easier when I wear my
Nantucket reds.
During our years we all liked the sound
Of a place to unite: Common Ground
An open forum for all
Built behind College Hall.
Are there young people like us still around?
—Frank Fesnak, 242 River Road, Gladwyne, PA
19035; (408) 859-9652; ffesnak@gmail.com;
Wade Herring, P.O. Box 9848, Savannah, GA 31412,
(912) 944-1639; wherring@huntermaclean.com;
Rob Daisley, 3201 W. Knights Ave., Tampa, FL
33611; (813) 300-7954; robdaisley@me.com
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On a glorious Sunday in June several
proud classmates were spotted on the
Green celebrating the graduation of
their ’17 offspring. Sightings included Sally Ankeny Reiley and Toby Reiley, Molly Sundberg van
Metre, Eileen Chamberlain Donahoe, Su-Moon Paik,
Kim Young, Nancy Baskin, George Alexakos and Liz
Eldredge, Keith Jacques, Kathy Rackow Kiernan
and Tom Kiernan, Lynne and Bob Gaudet, Danielle
Dyer and Tim Fredel. Tim’s parents-in-law, Rob-

ert King ’57 and Dorothy King, both received
honorary doctor of humane letters degrees and
trustees Bill Burgess, Annette Gordon-Reed and
Laurel Ritchie were resplendent in their academic
finery. Congratulations one and all!
Amy Beringer has been living in Boulder,
Colorado, for 24 years and still loves it. “After
working for technology companies and then
taking time to spend more time with my family,
I changed careers several years ago to work for
the Colorado Forum, a nonpartisan statewide
public policy organization. Also, I have enjoyed
representing my local club on Alumni Council;
the trips to Hanover give me the chance to see
my daughter, Emily ’19, on campus and connect
with classmates.”
After several decades working in the corporate world in privacy and compliance, Sue
Murr and her husband of more than 30 years
moved from New Jersey to their Maine happy
place, where Sue is essentially retired and doing some consulting. She has two kids, one of
whom is an ’09.
Jill Frommer Carpenter was recently honored
with the Women Breaking Barriers Award of
Connected Women of Influence, an association
recognizing and encouraging excellence in female business leaders. She was acclaimed for her
work bringing cutting-edge machine learning
technology to psychiatry with MYnd Analytics. Jill recently started a new gig as the VP of
marketing for Cirrus Insight and reports, “The
job blends my passion for marketing automa-

tion with my love of working in a high-growth
environment.” She lives in Orange County, California, with her husband, George Carpenter ’80.
Scott Bucey recently moved his law practice from San Francisco to Sausalito, California,
just a few minutes from his home. “The shorter
commute has been life-altering and as an added
bonus, I now share my office with a Labradoodle,
which makes drafting loan documents more interesting! Our twins are now teenagers (yikes),
which I like to think keeps us young. Dartmouth
friends are welcome to look me up whenever
they are in the area—Jennifer and I enjoy being
tour guides. I remain an avid hiker and fan of
live music concerts. Look for me up on Mount
Tamalpais or in Golden Gate Park chasing the
next music festival.”
Jerry Pierce owns a government relations
company, the Interamerica Group, and two
newspapers, USA Hispanic and Political Hispanic in Washington, D.C. He advises the Trump
administration on government operations reform and 21st-century solutions for America’s
inner cities. Jerry attended the presidential
inauguration ceremonies in Washington, D.C.,
with Ben Hart and recently enjoyed a grand tour
of the Johns Hopkins Hospital facilities courtesy of surgeon-in-chief Bob Higgins.
Keep the news coming, folks!
—Veronica Wessels, 224 Buena Vista Road, Rockcliffe, ON K1M0V7, Canada; (613) 864-4491;
vcwessels@rogers.com; Emil Miskovsky, 77 Bates
St., Suite 202, Lewiston, ME 04240; (802) 3459861; emilmiskovsky@gmail.com
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As I write this column your class
officers have just submitted our annual class activities report, in which
we describe in great detail all of the activities we
have done this past school year. By the time you
read this column your class officers will have
traveled to Hanover for Class Officers Weekend.
I thought it would be fun to focus in this column
on class numbers rather than classmate names,
so here we go.
There were 1,054 of us who matriculated
back in September 1978. As of July 1, 2017, 1,018
of us are still alive. We have current email addresses for 976 classmates.
Our class dues participation rate was 51 percent this past year. Our class raised $1,268,995
for the Dartmouth College Fund this year, with
38.3 percent of classmates participating. I know
our class agents would like to see that percentage rise as we head into our 35th reunion (June
14-17, 2018).
Twenty-three members of the class are in
the Bartlett Tower Society (BTS), which means
they have included Dartmouth in their estate
plans. The amount of the bequest is not important: Any amount is welcome. The goal for our
35th reunion is to have 40 BTS members.
As class co-secretaries Robin and I submitted six Class Notes columns this past year for
Dartmouth Alumni Magazine. Sixty-one different classmates’ names appeared in our columns,
including 18 classmates whose names had not
previously been mentioned. We strive to report
on classmates who we have not included be-

fore—and even keep a list to help us. And lest you
think we only want to hear about job promotions
and honorary degrees, we welcome anything that
you would like to share. Sadly, Robin and I also
wrote two classmate obituaries this past year.
One of the special joys of being class secretary for the great class of 1982 is sending birthday emails. I am fascinated by the age range in
our class. Our oldest member was born in March
of 1952 and our youngest in March of 1962—a full
10-year difference! We have two classmates who
were born on February 29—1960 was a leap year!
There are four classmate birthdays on Valentine’s Day and three classmates with Christmas
Day birthdays. None of us were born on the 4th of
July or Christmas Eve! The two classmates born
on May 1 are married to each other. The dates
with the most birthdays are January 16, February 16 and September 3—with eight birthdays
each. And there are only 19 days during the year
where we do not need to send a birthday email:
January 2, 9, 17; February 3, 20; April 26; May
20; June 24, 29; July 3, 4; September 7; October
21, 23; November 7, 23; and December 10, 23, 24.
The final number I will mention is 265. That
is the number of classmates we need to bring
back to Hanover next June in order to break the
35th reunion record set by the class of 1979. That
would make all your class officers very happy!
—David Eichman, 9004 Wonderland Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90046; dme4law@sbcglobal.net; Robin
Shaffert, 5044 Macomb St., NW, Washington, DC
20016; robinshaffert@gmail.com
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Robin Henning Rocchi was fortunate

to experience the total solar eclipse
in central Oregon with her brother
and sister and all of their families, including
her sister, Chris Henning Ferrante ’90, and her
daughter, Catherine Rocchi ’19. They were on top
of a mountain at the Wine Down Ranch north
of Prineville, Oregon. Robin’s sister, Chris, lives
in Portland, Oregon, and encouraged them to
visit the area. Robin’s daughter, Catherine, took
the final weekend of her Sophomore Summer
term to join them for the long weekend and then
headed back on a redeye for the two final days of
classes and to finish several papers and projects.
Dan Baum had a great summer. In June he
chaperoned his kids’ middle school trip to Costa
Rica and Nicaragua. “It was great to introduce
these kids to different cultures and countries;
however, I quickly learned that traveling with
23 seventh- and eighth-graders is even more
‘entertaining’ than traveling with just our twin
boys.” In July Dan spent a week bicycling 500
miles through southwestern Utah with a number of friends. They had a couple of challenging
days with 100-plus temperatures, but overall
the ride was fantastic. In August Dan had his
“boys” camping trip in the San Juan Islands.
This annual tradition with his three brothers
and their friends from high school started more
than 35 years ago while he was at Dartmouth.
What used to be a trip full of outdoor activities
has morphed into a weekend of “top that,” revising their childhood history, testing pie-making
abilities and politics.
A couple of days after returning home from
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San Juan, Dan made the last-minute decision
to road trip to see the eclipse. He packed camping equipment and drove from his home in the
California central coast to the Bay Area, where
he picked up one of his brothers and nephew.
From there, they continued the 850-mile trip to
Weiser, Idaho, which was close to the centerline
on the path of totality. Although they had read
about “Eclipsageddon” gridlock in Idaho, the
only bad traffic was the Friday afternoon commute traffic in the Bay Area. On Monday morning they parked on a rural road outside of town
and only saw a handful of people waiting for the
show to start. Dan says that, “Although totality
was only two minutes and nine seconds, it truly
was an incredible experience.” They packed up
the tent right after the eclipse and headed back
to California. There was some traffic on the way
out, but nowhere near as bad as they expected.
Dan’s hoping to make it out to Hanover for
our 35th reunion.
Speaking of which: Start planning your trip!
Our 35th reunion will be June 14 -17, 2018. As in
the old days, we will be paired up with the ’84s
and ’82s. Once again, we’ve booked the Marsels to play Friday night. Anyone interested in
the planning effort should contact me. Let it
be green!
—Maren Christensen, P.O. Box 9778, Rancho Santa
Fe, CA 92067; marenjc@yahoo.com
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This month’s column should either
be titled, “Classmates who love their
jobs” or “litigation is exciting.” The
latter is a direct quote from our own John Minier
from a recent edition of Attorney at Law Magazine, North Carolina Triangle Edition. John’s
attorney-clad photo fills the magazine cover
for his star turn as “Attorney of the Month.” The
article focuses on John’s devotion to healthcare
providers, highlighting his unique ability to explain complicated medical processes to jurors
in a simplistic fashion. Yes, John’s known for
“the art of simplicity.” And he’s further quoted
as saying, “The coaching experience defined the
kind of person I am. I can’t help being intense.”
I want to hire John!
Another lawyer who loves his job is Andrew
Pickens of Strawn Pickens LLP in Houston. Andrew’s not a cover boy but he recently published
an article in the University of Pennsylvania Journal of Business Law, “Defending Actions Against
Corporate Clients of Private Security Companies,” 19:3 U. Pa. J. Bus. L. 601 (2017). Other than
the date, I’m not sure what those other numbers
mean, but I like how they make the article seem
very serious. And here’s the first sentence in the
article, “In today’s global environment companies with people and facilities near unstable
regions of the world increasingly look to private
companies to provide appropriate security for
their personnel.” To read more, you’ll need to
access that journal.
Elizabeth Miles, Esq., also finds the law profession groovy, but maybe that’s because she
was recently promoted at Apple to “director
of iTunes and Apple music legal.” So, don’t let
your kids steal music because our classmate
will find out!
84
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Following the trend of finding happiness
through promotion is Revell Horsey. Mega International has appointed him as senior vice
president and managing director of the company’s rapidly growing North American business.
Revell will manage all Mega operations in the
United States and Canada, including strategy
and business development, sales, marketing,
customer support and consulting. For nearly 30
years Revell has provided expertise in financial
and operations management to both established
and startup businesses.
Another way to be happy at your job is to,
well, get a new job! Just ask Susanmarie Harrington. She is loving life as a full professor in
the English department at University of Vermont. After teaching in Indiana for more than
15 years she was thrilled to move to Vermont
back in 2008 and return to the East Coast. Okay,
so that was nine years, but it proves my point!
She’s currently the director of the writing in the
disciplines program.
Last but not least, give a rouse for Dr. Anjali
Hulyalkar Chuttani for helping my daughter find
a place to live in Boston—all while working late
at her dermatology practice—a sure sign that
she loves her job. Here’s hoping that most of
you still love your jobs. But don’t let that stop
you from taking vacation time for our “35th”
reunion June 14-17, 2018.
—Juliet Aires Giglio, 4915 Bentbrook Drive, Manlius, NY 13104; julietgiglio@gmail.com; Eric Grubman, 2 Fox Den Way, Woodbridge, CT 06525;
(203) 710-7933; grubman@sbcglobal.net
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Coaching is a fantastic and enjoyable experience. I suspect many of
you have been coaches of various
sports over the years, many of you for your
kids, perhaps even professionally. Some of you
may still be coaching. Each August as the Little
League World Series plays out, I harken back to
my baseball days, both playing and coaching.
So how about this for this year’s U.S. bracket
(I took some proximity liberties, but you’ll get
the drift here).
In the Great Lakes (Grosse Pointe, Michigan) I saw Amy Durno Harned was in Switzerland doing some hiking with her daughter, Elle.
Maybe Kris Robbins is coaching some tennis. In
the Mid-Atlantic (Jackson, New Jersey) Bernardsville’s Tim Scherman is living in Chicago
and posting a lot of cool pics on Instagram. In
the Midwest (Sioux Falls, South Dakota) our
only classmate from South Dakota is Karen Lust,
so she gets the nod here. I think Karen and Jay
McLaughlin have been married for years—maybe
they’re doing some joint coaching. In the Northeast (Fairfield, Connecticut) Russ Mitchell told me
he’s running the N.Y.C. Marathon this fall with
his son, Bob. Maybe Dave Kramer is his running
coach. In the Northwest (Walla Walla, Washington) Tory Parrott is from Seattle and I recall she
played field hockey—no idea where she’s living
now or if she’s playing masters field hockey, but
maybe this random reference will prompt her to
let us know. In the Southeast (Greenville, North
Carolina) last I saw Andy Cohen he was playing
beer pong at reunion. He was doing so well I

thought he had received some recent coaching.
Maybe from Blair Bunting.
In the Southwest (Lufkin, Texas) lots of
classmates to choose from. I recall playing intramural rugby against Kyle Caswell, who was a
real rugby player. I recall because Kyle scored
a try by running over and through me, stepping
on my face, chest and entire torso without missing a beat. Maybe Kyle is coaching rugby somewhere. In the West (Rancho Santa Margarita,
California) our closest rancho is Aloke Mandal
from Rancho Palos Verdes, now an M.D./Ph.D.
Aloke shared some recent news that some of
his recent research (related to the Medicare
Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act) has been
cited by Congress, in addition to news about his
daughter’s graduation from Sarah Lawrence.
In other California news Eric Wilinski is leaving
San Francisco and moving to Portland, Oregon,
ostensibly for better Little League opportunities
for his son, Soren.
Things I think or wonder about: LinkedIn
is like the Freshman Book. If you had a wedding
ceremony again, which of the original guests
would you invite? Most of us are past the halfway point (maybe well beyond) of our working
careers. When I’m in an airport how many people
do I know who are also here? Is anyone else a
sports official or referee? Does anyone else still
carry their Dartmouth ID in their wallet? Who
enjoys playing quizzo and bar trivia? Why do
I include my address below? Has anyone read
this far?
—John MacManus, 188 Ringwood Road, Rosemont,
PA 19010; (610) 525-4541; slampong@aol.com;
Leslie A. Davis Dahl, 83 Pecksland Road, Greenwich, CT 06831; (203) 552-0070; dahlleslie@
yahoo.com
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The class of 1986 raised an extraordinary $1,466,022 this year for the
FY2017 Dartmouth College Fund
campaign, far exceeding our goal of $1,200,000.
Three hundred seventy-five classmates made a
gift (38-percent participation); 88 classmates
gave a gift of $2,500 or more, joining the 1769
Society. Congratulations, class of 1986! We are
so grateful for your continuing generosity to the
Dartmouth College Fund. Marion Halliday and I
missed the eclipse, but we discovered that we
were mere hundreds of yards from each other, when we both posted photos of the opposite
sides of Old Faithful in Yellowstone, Wyoming.
Erik Roskes, M.D., who works in the Maryland
Department of Health as a forensic psychiatrist,
and I chatted in my backyard during his summer
vacation to Orange County, Califorina, with his
son and daughter. His job title alone was enough
to impress my 15-year-old daughter, but after
talking to Erik, she said that our Dartmouth
friends are always so smart and very interesting. Thank you, Erik! The sisters of Delta Phi
Epsilon-Epsilon Alpha chapter had their first
reunion in Deer Valley, Utah, this fall. We began
as friends and ended up sisters. Alex Gutterman,
father of two and an avid sailor, is the executive
producer, coproducer, storywriter, cowriter and
codirector of In Winter, which world premiered
in New York City at the Kew Gardens Festival
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of Cinema. Alex writes that the Dartmouth Club
of N.Y.C., of which his late father was president,
was quite supportive. Of significant note, classmate Siegfried Richter flew up from Tennessee.
It was wonderful to see that many of Alex’s high
school friends attended the premiere as well.
This is the first time, although I am a member
of Compassio, that I was the recipient of its love
and care. I received a wonderful bouquet of flowers after my hip replacement surgery. A couple of
weeks later, as I sat writing my mother’s obituary, I realized that this is the beginning of this
phase in all our lives. Please remember, no matter our trials, the ’86 Compassio committee is
always ready to step in. All requests are treated
with great care and in complete confidence. Contact Harry Carrel, Lynn Nerland or Kelly Keller if you
would like to be a resource or have a need. It is
finished in beauty.
—Mae Drake Hueston, 624 Poppy Ave., Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625; mdhueston@me.com
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Greetings from San Francisco! I am
one of I hope two new class secretaries, taking the reins from outgoing secretaries Lisa (Pabich) Damon and Allison
(Bleyler) McDonald. I cannot resist starting off
with some musings on our wonderful, intimate
30th reunion. The cozy Thursday night kick-off
gathering under the class tent felt like a party
at a friend’s house! Throughout the weekend I
learned fun tidbits about classmates, renewed
connections and made new ones.
At the Thursday night jam session I found
out that Coe Bancroft is a drummer, and he was
thrilled when Colin Mahoney graciously ceded
the seat behind the drums to him. After reminiscing with Nancy Lomazzo about spending our
sophomore fall still stuck in the River Cluster,
she immediately put me in touch via text with
my French roommate Connie “Pete” Lapite. Pete
continues to enjoy outdoor adventures, including a sea kayaking trip in Canada amidst beluga
whales. Until he tapped me on the shoulder, Rob
Mazzarese and I had not seen each other since we
took the New York state bar exam together in
1992. He is now an intellectual property attorney
in Newton, Massachusetts. I also finally met the
man who gave Randy “H” Morgan his nickname:
H’s freshmen roommate Tom McCallister. A fellow
Bay Area resident, Tom promised me he would
come to the next San Francisco mini-reunion.
Someone I should have met during reunion
was Andrew McAllister, but I was fortunate to
connect with him afterwards. Andrew and I
work at sister state agencies: He is a commissioner at the California Energy Commission
and I am an assistant general counsel at the
California Public Utilities Commission. After
the Peace Corps in Costa Rica, graduate school
at the University of California, Berkeley, and
work on clean energy issues at the nonprofit
Center for Sustainable Energy, Andrew became
a commissioner in 2012. Andrew explained how
California’s leadership role in energy policy has
grown since the federal government pulled back:
“It is a pathbreaking and very heady moment to
be in California, where we are at the epicenter of
the transformation of our energy systems from
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extractive to sustainable. The sense of mission
here is palpable!” Andrew, his wife and their
two children are building an energy- and waterefficient home in Davis, California, complete
with chickens and honeybees.
Speaking of leadership, and in case you
missed the great news in the August class newsletter, 39 percent of us participated in the 2017
Dartmouth College Fund and donated nearly
$5.4 million, the second highest dollar amount
of any class in 2017 and a record gift by the class
of ’87. Thanks to all who gave!
Finally, on a fun programming note, the
Dartmouth football team plays Brown at Fenway Park in Boston at 8 p.m. on November 10 in
a nationally televised game. Buy tickets at www.
redsox.com/gridiron.
—Laura Gasser, 746 17th Ave., San Francisco, CA
94121; marcklaurag@aol.com
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This will be the first of a series focusing on our first-year dorms, beginning with some of my Russell Sage
dorm mates.
Karen Redding Morton, Lynda Jones Maitland
and Cyndi Brandenburg lived in Room 404. Karen
and her husband, Craig Morton ’89, have lived
in the Upper Valley since graduation and have
raised their four children there. Karen and Craig
actually got married the day before Craig graduated, so that his Dartmouth football friends
could attend. Three of their children attended
and played sports at University of Richmond;
their youngest is a sophomore and plays football there now. Their other daughter, Moriah,
graduated from Dartmouth in 2017 and was on
the track and field team; she was the 2017 New
England women’s javelin champion. Karen is
the executive director of Good Beginnings, a
nonprofit servicing the families of new babies,
and still enjoys running the trails of Hanover and
Lebanon, New Hampshire. Craig, after 20 years
in IT at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Hospital, is now
a pastor of a church near campus.
Lynda lives near Burlington, Vermont, with
her husband, John Maitland, and has three children: a recent college graduate, a college student
and a senior in high school. “I have loved living
in Vermont. We have hiked, biked, skied and
skated right outside our back door. I have had the
privilege of teaching children in Vermont public
elementary schools ever since graduation. It’s
hard to believe we’re all 50-plus. My youngest
child is a senior in high school, yet I feel like it
was yesterday that I was getting ready to go to
Dartmouth.”
Cyndi lives in Jericho, Vermont, with her
partner, Bill Vespa. Cyndi and Bill have three
children: Joey, a junior in high school; and
Sarah and Maria, both sophomores at Smith
College. Rounding out the family is a shih tzu
named Mojo who “suffers from an extreme case
of mistaken identity, thinking he’s a really big
badass dog when he is actually quite the opposite.” Cyndi is a professor at Champlain College,
teaching interdisciplinary courses (with themes
such as food and community or evolution, adaptation and extinction or healthcare as a global
human right) and often travels with students

to unpredictable places like Morocco, Jordan,
India and Sri Lanka. “The fourth floor of Russell Sage was a place to expect the unexpected. I
loved my roommates to pieces and I also adored
the guys down the hall (Scott Sabol, Justin Hlavin
and Mark Kelsey), even though I came back one
night to find all my furniture in the hallway and
once got out of the shower to discover that my
bath towel had been replaced with a washcloth.”
Ken Leonetti, Room 307, now lives in Newton
Highlands, Massachusetts, and is the co-managing partner of Foley Hoag LLP in Boston, where
he has practiced bankruptcy law since 1995. Ken
and his wife, Susan Amster, have two kids, Chuck
(17) and Isabel (15), both of whom are ski racers. The family loves to ski and travel together,
spending almost every winter weekend, and a
good portion of each summer, in New Hampshire. Ken and Susan also do a yearly 100-mile
fundraising bike ride for the Dana Farber Cancer
Center in Boston. Ken keeps up with Sigma Nu
brothers Jay Fogarty, Brent Forester, Jevin Eagle,
Larry Spiegelman, Jeff Carton and Bill Bundy, many
of whom meet up for an annual weekend hike
in the White Mountains. “Funny, but for a guy
who grew up in the strip-mall suburbs of Long
Island, I spend a lot of my free time outdoors in
New Hampshire. Clearly, Dartmouth was a good
influence on me.”
Hope to see you in Hanover for our 30th—
June 14-17, 2018.
—Jere Mancini, 34 Wearimus Road, HoHoKus, NJ
07423; d88correspondent@gmail.com
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Winter time! I was bummed hearing that the College may close the
golf course, as I remember sledding
down the hills in one of the aluminum DOC canoes. But I’m guessing that sledding on the golf
course has been gone for many years. As old
traditions fade or change, new ones get made.
Back in early January I was in Hong Kong
for work and met up with Greg Dinges on his
way back to Japan. Greg is head of international
with Cole Haan and just announced a long-term
distribution agreement with Sitoy Retailing in
China, so he’s moving back to Hong Kong in September. Here’s hoping I’ll see him and other ’89s
in Hong Kong in January.
My travels also took me to Minneapolis in
late January and I had dinner with Jody Warden,
Bridget Hust and Kathy Heafey ’90. Jody was in
ski patrol back when I was a ski instructor at
the Dartmouth Skiway; she moved back from
D.C. to Minneapolis about a year ago and is still
working for Target. Coincidentally, Bridget Hust
was on the ski team while at Dartmouth; she
now is running her own law firm. I also got to
have an early breakfast with Libby Carrier Doran.
Libby is principal at LymanDoran, an executive
search and consulting firm. Great catching up
in Minnesota!
As part of clearing out my parents’ house
of clutter, I sent three Winter Carnival posters
(1973, 1985, 1990) to Catherine Baggia Duwan,
who will be adding them to the Dartmouth bar in
her home, which has a “great collection of Dartmouth glassware and a vintage tin and lightbulb
Dartmouth sign, which remains lit during the

Ohana Family Camp
Create lifetime memories
for your family this summer
on peaceful Lake Fairlee in
Vermont. Cozy cabins with
fireplaces. Farm-fresh meals.
Swimming, sailing, canoeing,
kayaking, fishing, hiking,
biking, tennis, crafts, and
more. Delighting generations
of families since 1905.
Imagine your family right here.
www.OhanaCamp.org

Handcrafted
Excellence
A gift as unique as your
Dartmouth experience
Order your personalized gifts

simonpearce.com | 800 774 5277
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countless pool games and pong matches on my
8-foot handmade pong table.”
Catherine writes: “This past year my family and I were lucky enough to spend a month
in Italy touring around the northern half of the
country, staying in various Airbnb apartments
for a few days at a time each. The incredible
journey culminated in a stay on the north coast
of Lago di Garda, where we went sailing in a boat
skippered by my teenaged son, Christopher. We
made a very special visit to Carisolo, a ski-resort
town at the foot of the Dolomite mountains and
the hometown of my beloved late grandparents,
Caterina and Rocco Baggia, who were born two
days apart a few blocks away from each other
back in 1897. I took countless photos sporting
the Dartmouth swag at every photo-op locale. It
was fantastic to spend so much time in off-thebeaten path places where my older son, Connor,
and I spoke nothing but Italian since nobody
understood English.
“Back in Connecticut I recently enjoyed
a visit from my dearest roommate, Dr. Carolyn
Gardella, a professor of medicine at the University of Washington in Seattle who also runs a clinic
at the Puget Sound Veterans Affairs division. We
got together with my neighbor Mike Conroy, who
described ‘getting the posse back together’ as a
too-infrequent event, much to the equanimity
of local law enforcement. I continue my work
as an admissions ambassador and as a board
member of the Dartmouth Club of Hartford and
recently joined the Bartlett Tower Society. After
all that, work as a corporate lawyer is too boring
to talk about!”
So what Dartmouth traditions do you miss
or are glad are no longer there? What traditions are you keeping or creating with family
and friends? I want to hear your thoughts on
this, what you’re up to and I hope if I’m in your
town, we can catch up in person!
—Ned Ward, 2104 Graham Ave., #B, Redondo
Beach, CA 90278; ned@nedorama.com
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Here is part two of your answers to
my question, “What is your favorite memory related to EBAs?” John
Aguilar: “My favorite memory, meaning my least
favorite, was as a delivery guy for EBAs in late
1990 or early 1991. I left the keys in the ignition
on a delivery and some jerkoff drove the delivery
car headfirst into Occom Pond. It was one of
their crappy Chevettes. I was promptly fired but
not before being asked to finish out my shift by
washing pots and pans ’til 2 a.m. Still, I loved
those chicken sandwiches. Their pizza kinda
blew, though. C&A had better ’za.” Tom Thompson:
“My favorite EBA’s memory is also one of my top
Dartmouth memories: Jane Blum, Karen Behling
and I had what I remember as a series of dinners there together. It felt fancy, fun and weirdly
decadent and it saved my wobbly soul. Whether
it was actually just three dinners over four years
or a streak of once-a-months senior spring is
lost to the mists of time. But I remember it as a
regular thing and it was the best.”
John McBride: “Freshman year I learned
about the local pizza options from my undergraduate advisor, Jeff Lazarus ’87. He accurately
88
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described EBAs pizza by quoting Steve Martin’s
character in The Jerk: ‘This is the best pizza in
a cup.’ I have thought about that many times
over the years when I get served a soggy pizza.”
Andy Affleck: “Convincing a friend who was a
delivery person to bring us pizza despite the
fact that we were outside the delivery radius
(on the Vermont side of the river somewhere)
because we were unable to drive, it was snowing
and we were starving.” Carol Ann Ling: “I didn’t
go to EBAs very often with anyone, primarily
because I didn’t like trudging through the tall
snowbanks from the River Cluster. So I called
for the poor delivery dude to deliver me EBAs
pepperoni pizzas during blizzards. Then one
night, eating secretly solo in my room lest the
frat boys next door catch a whiff of my pizza and
demand a slice, I contracted such impressive
projectile vomiting that even the exorcist would
be impressed. Thereafter, the famous chicken
sandwich was my blizzard buster of choice.” Paul
Haffner: “My dad was a gifted doctor and writer
whose lectures were filled with big words. A few
days before he passed away in December 2011,
as he was struggling for words, he was able to
get out through a few concentrated whispers the
word ‘escutcheon.’ I heard it loud and clear and
looked at my stepmom with shock. She had not
heard the story, so I recounted it for her: I was at
Dartmouth in 1988 and apparently had bounced
a $5.50 check to EBAs for a chicken sandwich.
This caused overdraft charges and embarrassment at the bank for Dad. I learned of this when
I retrieved a letter from him from my Hinman
Box and read it with George Becker as we walked
across campus. In the letter Dad explained to
me that this action was unforgivable and I had
become ‘a blemish on the family escutcheon of
financial prudence.’ Neither George nor I knew
what an escutcheon was, but Five Olde Nugget
Alley had a dictionary and I turned to the page
to read, ‘escutcheon: family shield of honor; synonym, see crest.’ You can bet I took better care
of my account statements thereafter! (And you
can bet I ordered an EBAs chicken sandwich
on that Portuguese muffin to celebrate when I
learned I was still solvent!)”
—Rob Crawford, 101 Black Oak Road, Weston, MA,
02493; crawdaddy37@gmail.com
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Happy fall, class of 1991! We have confirmation that our summer newsletter reached the mailboxes in Washington, D.C., as two classmates actually followed
the instructions on the enclosed Green Card to
“take a minute for a message” and sent me their
news via snail mail!
Laura Donohue sent back her card with some
exciting news. She recently returned from the
Sun Valley Writers’ Conference, where she gave
a talk on her most recent book, The Future of
Foreign Intelligence: Privacy and Surveillance
in a Digital Age (Oxford University Press,
2016). Her timely and relevant book won the
2016 Palmer Civil Liberties Award. Laura is
a professor at Georgetown Law teaching constitutional law and national security law. And,
she notes, she just joined Twitter. Follow her at
@Laura_K_Donohue!

Another D.C.-area resident, Priscilla Huff,
also sent a great update. “It’s been a long hot
summer for the class of ’91 journalists,” she said.
First off, the D.C. Dartmouth club kicked off the
summer with a dinner where Jake Tapper was
presented with the Noah Webster Award. In
addition, she wrote, “David Martosko [the Daily
Mail’s U.S. political editor] has been seen globally asking President Trump questions at his
rare press conferences. And, yes, I’ve really been
standing on rickety platforms filming hearings
and press conferences.” Priscilla, who studied
journalism at Columbia after Dartmouth, is a
journalist for Feature Story News and lives in
Bethesda, Maryland.
And this fantastic update came from Steve
Fried, co-head class agent: “After our stunning
performance last year the class of 1991 raised
$1.9 million from 419 classmates, a participation rate of 41 percent!” Steve noted that this
is “an amazing result, especially given that so
many of our classmates really dug deep last
year.” According to the College, our performance
this past year earned a slew of new accolades:
We now hold the new, non-reunion dollar record for a class this many years out; we won
the John H. Davis 1925 Award for the largest
non-reunion dollar total; we won the Joshua
A. Davis 1927 Award for the greatest improvement in non-reunion dollars (at 203 percent);
and we won the Andrew J. Scarlett 1910 Award
for the greatest increase in non-reunion dollars
(231 percent).
Thank you to all of the class agents and to
everyone who contributed!
Finally, here’s a friendly reminder that the
Dartmouth football team is playing Brown in
Boston at Fenway Park this fall. The game is
on November 10 and kickoff is at 8 p.m. Tickets can be purchased at redsox.com/gridiron.
If any ’91s plan to go, share your plans on our
Facebook page.
That’s it for now. I expect my next column to
have updates from Class Officers Weekend and
Homecoming! Hope to see many familiar faces
at both events. Enjoy the fall and keep sending
your news!
—Deb Karazin Owens, 166 Colonial Drive, Fairfield, CT 06824; djowens@optonline.net
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With Veterans Day approaching I
asked classmates who have served
our country: How did your time
at Dartmouth affect your experience in the
military?
Jennifer Frederick Bantner wrote: “While at
Dartmouth our professor of military science,
Major Fil, used to stand in front of us, holding
out his left hand and twisting his wedding ring,
saying that there was only one thing more important than the Army: family. As a new second
lieutenant I remember wishing that Fil shared
more practical advice, but over 25 years of service I developed a new respect for the lessons
Fil taught us. I have four daughters, three still
in high school (one is a potential ’22), and the
Army has been good to us. My battalion command ends in September. The next assignment
will be with the yellow ribbon and suicide pre-

vention programs within the Midwest region.
During the week I am an academic advisor with
a local community college.”
Alex Kugajevsky wrote: “I stayed an extra
year to complete the ROTC program and ended
up walking graduation with the ’93s. So ROTC
allowed me to get to know two Dartmouth
classes really well—the ’92s and the ’93s—for
which I am very grateful. During my military
service I encountered people from very different
backgrounds, experiences and cultures. I found
that Dartmouth had really prepared me well to
interact with and experience this diversity, and
allowed me to bring a much deeper appreciation and perspective to each interaction—all of
which led to a much richer and fulfilling military
adventure!”
David Orringer wrote: “I served as the medical director and group surgeon for the Air Force
Combat Search and Rescue Group (Special Operations command). I was active duty from 2001
to 2007 and deployed to both Afghanistan and
Iraq. Like most of our classmates my time at
Dartmouth afforded me the opportunity to grow
and mature into a leader prepared for world
service. The availability of a broadly diverse
student body, coupled with the scholarship and
teachings of our world-renowned faculty provided an excellent springboard for international
duty. Needless to say, my Dartmouth pedigree
was not unnoticed during my Air Force career;
I have no doubts that the respect the Dartmouth
degree garners led to my rapid promotion and
appointment to leadership roles. Currently, I
am in Arizona working as a physician. My oldest
son is a junior in high school and we will visit
Hanover next spring! I am still an avid cyclist,
scuba diver, swimmer and hiker. Naturally, I
continue musical pursuits and have a studio
at home.”
I’ll pass along more responses next time.
Meanwhile, here’s a request from the current president of Dartmouth College Uniformed
Service Alumni, our very own Winnie Huang:
“Please invite our entire class to our sixth annual Dartmouth veterans banquet and fifth
annual James Wright Award presentation on
Saturday, November 11, at the Langham, Boston at 6 p.m.—our first banquet ever outside of
Hanover and the day after the Dartmouth vs.
Brown football game at Fenway Park. We will be
honoring all of our veterans with a focus on our
Vietnam veterans. President Emeritus James
Wright is our keynote speaker. For more info
and to RSVP: https://tinyurl.com/VetBanq.”
Speaking of the big game, if you’re in the
Boston area please go and take some photos for
me, because I’m very sad I can’t attend. If there
are tickets left, they’d be available at redsox.
com/gridiron.
—Kelly Shriver Kolln, 3900 Cottage Grove Ave.
SE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52403; (920) 306-2192;
dartmouth92news@gmail.com
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I heard from Bo Willsey recently. We
tried to meet up when I was in Seattle in 2014, but failed. After a legal
career that took him to cities across the country
and abroad, he has relocated from San Diego to

LONE PINE
COLLECTION
LONE PINE
NECKLACE
Available in 14K
yellow gold-plated
silver or sterling
silver. 16" to 18"
adjustable cable
chain. Charm
is 25mm high x
10mm wide x 1mm
deep. Yellow gold
plated NK001YGP
or Sterling Silver
NK001SIL $49.99.

Los Angeles and is back in grad school (again)
at UCLA, pursuing a degree in landscape architecture and urban design. Since the move he has
been able to see resident conductor Erik Ochsner
at the Hollywood Bowl, where he was kicking off
the world tour of the La La Land musical film
tour. Bo would love to hear from any other ’93s
about favorite spots and hidden gems in the area.
Please keep the updates coming!
—Suzanne Spencer Rendahl, 224 Route 120, Plainfield, NH 03781; suzandj@comcast.net
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Welcome winter solstice and all
that goes with it! Darker nights and
slushy streets seem like a small price
to pay for cozy sweaters, skiing and a new year.
Here’s to happy and healthy holidays.
This issue of updates is a bit thin, but it’s still
worth the quick read! I hear the news through a
mutual friend that Steve Rebel welcomed a son to
the family in the past several months. Congratulations and enjoy the little bugaboo!
I wanted to direct you to a “newish” initiative at Dartmouth called the Dartmouth Founders Project. The concept is simple: Entrepreneurs can plan to support the College through
their future successes. In an era of technologydriven innovation, many of us are making a mark
on the world through entrepreneurship and now
our business determinations and prospective accomplishments can benefit the College we love.
Some of our classmates have been instrumental in the formation and growth of the Dartmouth Founders Project, and they are “founders”
themselves—Matt Niehaus, Steve Norall, Alison
Andrews Reyes and Jeff Yasuda. If you have questions about the initiative, these are some of the
folks to ask.
And at the mention of Jeff Yasuda, you (and
your teenage children) will find it interesting
to learn that his company, Feed.fm, is making
(sound) waves in the digital music market. In
a recent Forbes article, his company is commended for finding a niche in promoting and
marketing sales for both musicians and retailers
through targeted playlists to match the retailers’
images. Have you ever been shopping with your
teen at American Eagle? I have. And let me tell
you, the music makes your children linger and,
not surprisingly, you buy more the longer you
are there. While Jeff ’s ingenuity and analysis
is much more complex and intentional, I can
vouch for its effectiveness.
While our 25th reunion is still more than
a year away, it’s not too early to mark the dates
on your calendar: June 13-16, 2019. Plan to be
there. Our class president Deme Navab Taleghani
writes, “It’s just us, like Sophomore Summer,
but better. No classes just pure fun. Start saving
your air miles and plan. We are also looking for
classmates to help out on the reunion committee.” Jeff, would you consider stepping in as our
reunion DJ, mixing nostalgia with your savvy?
Other interested classmates can contact Deme
or me, and we’ll get the ball rolling.
Please send along news you have, and I’ll
share it in the next issue. Thanks!
—Laura Hardegree Davis, 1664 Cambridge Court,
Bethlehem, PA, 18015; lauradavis723@mac.com

LONE PINE
ADJUSTABLE
RING Available
in sterling silver or
14K yellow goldplated silver. Lone
Pine: 9mm height
x 5mm width x
1.5mm depth.
SILADJ $48.99

LONE PINE CHAIN BRACELET
Bracelet length: 7" to 7.5" Silver: sterling
silver charm with adjustable sterling
silver cable chain Gold: 14K yellow
gold-plated silver charm with adjustable
gold-filled chain. Charm is 25mm high
x 10mm wide x 1mm deep. Yellow
gold-plated BR001YGP or Sterling Silver
BR001SIL $49.99

LONE PINE STUD EARRINGS
Available in sterling silver, 14K yellow
gold-plated silver, 14K rose goldplated
silver. Posts and clutches are sterling
silver. Studs: 9mm height x 5mm width
x 1.5mm depth. DAR001STUD $34.99
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Did you see the eclipse? Matthew
Riley, a pediatric gastroenterologist
in Oregon, watched from the roof of
his building in downtown Portland, where he
saw the sky dim over Mount St. Helens and the
freeways empty as the city stopped to stare at the
sky. Mariann McKeever stepped out of her Chicago
office to watch with her colleagues as the city
experienced 89-percent coverage.
Kevin Fleming spent the eclipse day (a.k.a.
his 45th birthday) with Guy Dixon, searching the
bottom of a lake for his wedding ring, which he
had lost while swimming. Guy and his wife, Julie
Kline ’96, hosted a group of Dartmouth alumni
spanning classes from ’86 to ’97 at their Virginia
home to celebrate Vuyi Radebe and his family
visiting from South Africa. Among the group
was Ray Wadlow, visiting from D.C. “We never
did find the ring, but we did catch a glimpse of
the eclipse and I’m determined to visit again to
find it. In the meantime, Guy is investing in an
underwater metal detector.”
Rob McLennan recently moved to the Boulder, Colorado, area, where he is CFO of the Pro’s
Closet, the world’s largest online used bicycles
dealer. The night before the eclipse his family drove to Medicine Bow National Forest in
southeast Wyoming, where you can pull off the
road and camp anywhere in the forest. They
watched from a clearing with wide-open views
of the mountains to the west and a valley to the
east. “My wife was the most excited of any of us,
but our three girls enjoyed watching the moon
eat the sun. The light began to change to an eerie
dusk-like hue and it got noticeably cooler. At
the moment of totality we took off our glasses
and looked at the otherworldly black hole in the
sky, with the sun’s corona clearly visible around
the edges. I felt like I was standing on another
planet—one of the most amazing things I’ve ever
seen. Worth every minute of the seven-hour
traffic jam we suffered through to drive home
that afternoon….”
Peter Ellman drove from Pinehurst, North
Carolina, to Murrells Inlet, South Carolina, with
his wife, Sarah, and their twin 14-year-old boys,
Will and James. “Immediately it got dark and
cool. Hundreds of people started yelling and
cheering. The glasses came off and to be honest,
I was not really prepared for what I saw. It was
truly one of the most surreal, soul-stirring and
spectacular, if not the most spectacular, things
I have ever seen. Where the sun used to be was
a black spot in the sky with a white halo (the
sun’s corona) clearly visible around it. I have not
yet seen a picture that does it justice because it
looks alive. I took my eyes off the eclipse just for
a moment to look around and all around us the
sky was a dark pink. You could see stars. There
was a slight breeze and pretty much all the hairs
stood up on my body from the electricity of the
moment. And then the diamond ring (the bright
spot of the sun blasting out from around the
moon as it continues its celestial course) and it
was over. All I can say is it is really something
that should be experienced at least once in your
life—even worth traveling very far for. I felt very
blessed and lucky to be able to make the time to
see it and to see it with my family.”
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2024 Montreal eclipse mini-reunion perhaps? In the meantime, keep your news coming!
—Kaja (Schuppert) Fickes, 2 Bishops Lane, Hingham, MA 02043; kaja.k.fickes.95@dartmouth.edu
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As I write this, the worst earthquake in a century has destroyed
parts of Mexico. Hurricane Irma
has wreaked havoc in the Caribbean and made
landfall in the Florida Keys.
And Hurricane Harvey’s devastation to my
beloved city of Houston is unimaginable. Unlike previous floods, for the first time our family
and many friends and neighbors were personally affected. Our home was badly damaged, my
car totaled and much of our personal property
destroyed. Our children’s schools sustained
significant structural harm and thousands of
library books, classroom supplies, educational
toys and musical instruments were lost. But,
most importantly, we are all safe.
In the aftermath of what may total upwards
of $180 billion in damages to a vital engine in the
country’s economy, the stories of personal risk
and sacrifice to save family, friends and strangers are countless. A neighbor college professor
braved the raging flood waters in a kayak to bring
38 people and eight dogs to safety on the second
floor of her home. A local homebuilder rescued
old and young alike on his wave runner. I have
seen firsthand people with diametrically opposed world views put aside their differences
to assist those in need. I know this period of
unity is not permanent, but I will take comfort
in it while it lasts.
Even though I may not feel it right now, we
are the lucky ones. We are safe, properly insured
and have the support of a large network of family
and friends. Our kids have returned to schools
in temporary locations and we will rebuild and
move on.
Not everyone is so fortunate. Many are underinsured or uninsured and face a tough road
ahead. Please consider supporting in whatever
way you see fit those within and outside the
Dartmouth community affected by Hurricanes
Harvey and Irma and the earthquake in Mexico.
—Jason Casell, 10106 Balmforth Lane, Houston,
TX 77096; jhcasell@gmail.com
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Hey, ’98s! No classmate news lately
so I’ll just make a pitch that if you’d
like to help with our 20th-year reunion, please reach out to reunion chair Kate
Gold—your help will be greatly appreciated!
—Jeffrey Beyer, 25 Aspen Way, Morristown, NJ
07960; jeffrey.beyer@gmail.com
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Hello, ’99s!
Another year is coming to
an end as the holiday season approaches. The year 2017 has certainly been a
memorable one for many of us (especially in
politics), and I for one have found connections
with friends and family a welcome relief from
the wider stresses of world events. On that note,
I have great updates to share.
First, Cynthia (Andersen) Hansen writes that
she and Patrick Hansen welcomed their second

child into their family. Annika Dee Hansen
was born at home on June 30, weighing in at
7 pounds, 6 ounces. All are well and happy. Big
sister Elisa loves her new role and dotes on
her every chance she gets. Cynthia has taught
linguistics as a professor at Grinnell College
in Iowa for six years and is responsible for
designing the linguistics curriculum at the
school.
In other news, Sara Zrike met up with Catherine Maxson Pieroni, Debbie Bender Llewelyn,
Cassie Miller Birtwistle, Heather Harnnett Ross and
Elizabeth Tripoli Laughlin in Nashville, Tennessee, last August for a mini-reunion they’ll never
forget. Sara writes: “Unbeknownst to us when
we booked the trip, Nashville was in the path
of totality for the August 21 eclipse. We had a
chance to eat, drink, laugh, catch up, listen to
lots of live music, run into a Dartmouth ’91 in
the street, dance, shop and watch the eclipse
together!”
That’s all the news for now. I hope the holiday season provides you all with a chance to
rest and spend time with family and friends.
I look forward to sharing more updates with
you in 2018!
—Tony Perry , 24 Purssell Close, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 3XU, United Kingdom;
tony.j.perry@gmail.com
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Hello, ’00s! I saw some fun photos
from our 200th-day mini-reunions
in July. Gatherings were reported
in Grove City, Pennsylvania, Hanover and San
Francisco, where I had dinner with Christina
Dam, Kate (Christiaanse) Fenwick and Lucy (Buford) Ricca. If you aren’t already a member, join
the Dartmouth class of 2000 Facebook page to
stay up-to-date on mini-reunions and other
class news.
Baby news: Kristin Veley Markovich and her
husband, Mike, welcomed a daughter, Madeleine, in July. She joins big brother Gavin, 2. In
August Caroline Hribar and her husband, Mallon
Fitzpatrick, welcomed son Mallon Renton, who
goes by Ren. He joins big sister Dylan, 2, and
dog Goose, 11.
Just weeks before Ren was born, Caroline hosted
a mini-reunion in Sag Harbor, New York, for a
number of ’00s, including Cabray Haines, Charlotte
(Zukowski) Sullivan, Debbie (Godsoe) Rand, Kate
Fenwick, Jessica (Margolin) Fenton, Brook Cosby,
Meaghan (Fanning) Karczewski, Whitney (Hale)
Gardiner and myself. My summer tour also included a stop in Washington, D.C., where Cabray
rounded up Linda (Aucoin) Green, Jacque (Weitzel)
Stahl, Catherine (Kahl) Miliaris, Jen Burka ’01 and
significant others for an evening. I’m sure I’m
not the only one who had a busy summer—let
me know where you traveled and with whom!
The Dartmouth football team plays Brown
at Fenway Park on Friday, November 10, in a
nationally televised game. This is my last chance
to remind you to get tickets if you’ll be in the
area—they are available at redsox.com.
Finally, I wanted to highlight a new(ish) college initiative, the Women of Dartmouth (WoD)
regional alumnae communities. I’ve had a wonderful time with my local WoD dinner group and
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enjoyed the opportunity to get to know alumnae
of all ages. We have been meeting for dinner
every two months and recently launched theme
nights, starting with a tiki party at the home of
Su-Moon Paik ’81. I encourage all of you to get
involved with your local WoD group or start one
in your area. Reach out to me if you would like
more information or contacts.
—Kate Ryan Stowe, 849 26th Ave., San Francisco,
CA 94121; dartmouth2000secretary@gmail.com

A little of Austria...
A lot of Vermont
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Happy fall, ’01s! We have a lot of ’01s
on the move in various ways.
Andrea Glover recently moved to
Port St. Lucie, Florida, where she teaches high
school history. She also recently got engaged
to Jason Paez on the 86th floor of the Empire
State Building.
Evelyn Chen went in a new direction in becoming the Director of Development for Equality Now, an international nonprofit defending
the human rights of women and girls through
legal action. Still committed to environmental
causes, she also recently joined the Board of
Directors of the Lower East Side Ecology Center
in New York City.
In the moving forward together category, we
have some Dartmouth-laden weddings to report.
Molly Feltner wrote, “I got married in June to
Brad Costello (Ohio University ’00) with many
Dartmouth alums in attendance. I was walked
down the aisle by my father, Jonathan Feltner
’67, sister Jennifer Feltner served as the maid
of honor and pastor Anna Rudberg Speiser presided over the ceremony. Also in attendance
were Andrew and Karilyn Heisen, Mike Bern and
Rachel Roth ’02, Andy Pease, Emmett Hogan, Annie Norman ’02 and Dave Norman, MALS’06,
Colin McGlynn ’03 and Anna Serotta ’03, Julie
Sleison Choiniere ’03, and Roland ’78 and Mary
Walter Feltner ’78.
“In other news, I’m currently in the midst
of a major career change. After nearly 16 years
working in journalism and nonprofit communications, I’m going back to school to become a
physician assistant.” Boulat Bash also wrote in
with news of his recent wedding to Gail Sweeney ’03 at Occom Pond and the DOC House in
July. Boulat said the wedding was “officiated
by our mutual friend Andrew Heisen and Elliot
Olshansky ’04 and Jesse Roisin ’05 were among
my groomsmen. Many of our Dartmouth friends
celebrated with us, including Karilyn Heisen,
Eric Shoemaker, Kathryn Shoemaker ’04, Jeremy
Fineman, Elizabeth Terry ’07, Dan Maxell Crosby
’02, Sarah Maxell Crosby ’04 and Laura Quayle
’06. Additionally, Rob Strong ’04 did a great job
photographing our special event.”
And it looks like Katie Miller is moving mountains, or at least moving across a whole bunch of
them. Katie recently returned from hiking the
GR20 across the length of Corsica. Apparently
this trek is considered the toughest long distance
trail in Europe. Katie spent 13 full days channeling her inner Napoleon while hiking up and over
these mountains from north to south—and has
the bug bites to prove it.
See you all in 2018!
—Rachel Milstein Sondheimer, 143 Branchville

Austrian Inspired Lodging
Cross-Country & Snowshoe Trails
Nearby Downhill Skiing & Snowboarding
Fitness Center with Indoor Pool
Yoga & Massage Sanctuary
von Trapp Brewing & Bierhall
Johannes von Trapp, Class of 1963. Sam von Trapp, Class of 1994.

Stowe, Vermont | 800-826-7000 | www..trappfamily.com

A family operated all-season,
20 room Bed & Breakfast,
Tavern & Event Center

Just 8 miles North of Hanover

/AlumniMag for 1/2 off appetizers!
Visit lathamhousetavern.com

Our Offerings
~ 20 cozy rooms with private baths
~ Full country breakfast
~ Afternoon tea with homemade scones
~ 80 seat tavern
~ 18 craft beers on draft
~ Full tavern menu
~ Warm country setting for meetings, weddings,
reunions & receptions of all kinds
~ Personalized event & catering services
~ 150 seat banquet room

Free WiFi & Telephone

www.dowdscountryinn.com

800-482-4712

www.lathamhousetavern.com
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W H E R E T O S T AY
THE TRUMBULL HOUSE
BED & BREAKFAST

Hanover’s first and finest B&B, just four miles east
of campus. Luxurious country lodgings with six
spacious rooms and sumptuous breakfasts. Free
high-speed wireless Internet plus a business center.
Sixteen acres with swimming pond, trails and
gardens. 40 Etna Road, Hanover, NH 03755.
(603) 643-2370; (800) 651-5141;
trumbullhouse@gmail.com;
www.trumbullhouse.com.
BREAKFAST ON THE CONNECTICUT

Sits on 23 acres in Lyme, just 12 miles from
Dartmouth and overlooking the tranquil Connecticut
River. Completed in 1997, we have 15 spacious bedrooms replete with amenities, each with private bath,
TV/VCR and thoughtfully appointed. Some bedrooms
have gas fireplaces, skylights, romantic Jacuzzi tubs
and a stunning view of the river. Bicycles, canoes and
kayaks are complimentary, as is the 8-person Jacuzzi
spa. Open year-round. For a virtual tour, see our website. Our gracious B&B is the perfect place to escape
for a weekend, a vacation, a retreat or reunion. A
hearty New England breakfast with house specialties
and real maple syrup makes getting up each morning a treat. 651 River Road, Lyme, NH 03768;
(603) 353-4444; (888) 353-4440;
www.breakfastonthect.com.
THE NORWICH INN

Experience historic New England charm just
1.5 miles across the river from Dartmouth.
The Inn features 40 rooms and Jasper Murdock’s
Alehouse Restaurant & Microbrewery offering a
variety of ales, hand-crafted on site. All free:
Parking, Wi-Fi and Fitness Center.
325 Main Street, Norwich, VT 05055;
(802) 649-1143;
www.norwichinn.com.
THE QUALITY INN AT QUECHEE GORGE

Minutes from the Junction of I-89 and I-91, and 12
minutes from Dartmouth. Spacious guest rooms
and suites. Full service restaurant on premises. Hot
breakfast, indoor pool, fitness room. Pet friendly.
Wireless Internet. Exit 1 off I-89 in VT three miles
on Route 4 West. (800) 732-4376;
www.qualityinnquechee.com.

Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877; (203) 645-693;
rachel.sondheimer@gmail.com
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Hello, ’02s. I have lots of happy news
to report.
On the afternoon of March 24
in New York City Melinda Moore and Andrew Langworthy welcomed Carlos Baxter “Arlo” Langworthy into their family, which also includes
Gus and Violet, their beloved puppies. He is a
lovely baby, chubby and jolly, enjoys hollering
and regarding himself in the mirror.
Jocelyn Leavitt ’01 had the good sense to
send Mary Anne Mendenhall on a blind date with
her friend Gordon Watson in the fall of 2015.
On May 20, surrounded by their friends and
92
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THE NEW LONDON INN

Historic Main Street charm in the beautiful
Dartmouth Lake Sunapee region, we capture the
spirit of yesterday with the luxuries of today. Our
inn-house fine dining restaurant, The Coach
House, along with our beautifully renovated tavern
and charming 23 guest rooms are minutes from
year-round events and venues. Complimentary
breakfast, flat-screens, wi-fi, pet-friendly rooms,
private parking lot, Jacuzzi suites.
(603) 526-2791; thenewlondoninn.com.
THE JACKSON HOUSE INN

Peaceful blend of casual elegance and comfort on 3
acres just beyond Woodstock. Suites with fireplaces,
massage tubs. Unforgettable breakfast featuring
local organics. Easy access to Dartmouth, skiing,
attractions. 43 Senior Lane, Woodstock, VT 05091;
(800) 448-1890; www.jacksonhouse.com.
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THE LYME INN

The Lyme Inn has welcomed travelers to the
Upper Valley for over 200 years. Just minutes from
Dartmouth College, our 9 guest rooms and 5 suites
reflect a careful harmony between historic elegance
and contemporary luxury. Our restaurant tantalizes
your palate, while our warmth and hospitality
invite you to return. 1 Market Street, Lyme NH;
(603) 795-4824; www.thelymeinn.com.
506 ON THE RIVER INN

Minutes from Woodstock Village, this awardwinning boutique is recognized for its beautiful
balance of casual elegance and rustic charm. The
45-room & suite hotel offers a country breakfast,
indoor pool, hot tub & sauna, game rooms, spacious grounds, as well as the 506 Bistro & Bar,
serving a locally inspired & seasonal menu, and
selection of microbrews and crafted cocktails.
1653 West Woodstock Road, Woodstock, VT;
(802) 457-5000; www.ontheriverwoodstock.com.

THE SUNSET MOTOR INN

Serene. Most rooms have river view. Cable, Wi-Fi,
a/c, free local calls, continental breakfast. AAA.
Two miles south on Main Street (Route 10);
(603) 298-8721.
RESIDENCE INN BY MARRIOTT

The preferred all-suite hotel in the Upper
Valley. Easy access off I-89 and just 3 miles from
Dartmouth College with shuttle service to campus.
Complimentary breakfast buffet. Guest access to the
River Valley Club and a pet-friendly hotel.
(603) 643-4511; www.residenceinn.com/lebri.
DOWD’S COUNTRY INN

Historic Inn with all the modern comforts. Just 8
miles from campus. New Latham House Tavern onsite. Full country breakfast with every stay!
9 Main Street, Lyme, NH;
(603) 795-4712; www.dowdscountryinn.com.
ELEMENT HANOVER-LEBANON

Discover the Upper Valley from the comfort of
Element Hanover-Lebanon. Our open-flow guest
rooms meet all your needs with the signature
Heavenly Bed and fully equipped kitchens.
State-of-the-art fitness center and healthy food
options help you be at your best.
260 Route 120, Lebanon, NH 03766.
(603) 448-5000; www.elementhanoverlebanon.com.

family, they got married in Brooklyn. When the
city’s department of buildings shut their venue
down two weeks before the wedding, it was hard
to imagine there would be any wedding at all.
But when the big day came, rugs were cut and
everyone was overserved!
In attendance were Nigel D’Souza, Tom Allason, Daniele Genadry, Melinda Moore, Andrew
Langworthy, Hillary Schrenell, Matt Ippolito, Lonnie
Threatte, Andrea Haffty, Danny Markman, Stevie
Nichols and, of course, Jocelyn. Leah (Threatte)
Bojnowski ’01, Gunther Hamm, Kristin (Shigley)
Livingston and Lisa Salzer-Wiles ’04 promised
they were partying via FaceTime. Buy wedding
insurance, okay?
Charlie Trumbull and his wife, Hannah, are

HOTEL COOLIDGE

Vintage railroad hotel with country inn ambiance
in the heart of revitalized White River, five miles
from campus. Excellent value; full service for
reunions, luncheons and parties.
(800) 622-1124; www.hotelcoolidge.com.
WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Located in idyllic Woodstock, Vermont, the
Woodstock Inn & Resort defines country sophistication in one of New England’s most charming and
popular year-round vacation destinations. The
142-room, AAA Four Diamond Resort and member
of Preferred Hotels & Resorts, offers award-winning
dining in two restaurants, a Robert Trent Jones Sr.
18-hole golf course, Suicide Six Family Ski Resort,
Athletic Club and a LEED-certified Spa, creating a
luxury resort getaway.
(844) 545-4178; www.woodstockinn.com.
COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT
HANOVER/LEBANON

Located just minutes from Dartmouth College.
Shuttle service, high-speed Internet, fitness center,
breakfast café and dinner menu.
10 Morgan Drive, Lebanon, NH;
(603) 643-5600;
www.courtyard-hanoverlebanon.com.

thrilled to announce the arrival of their first
child, Havana Josephine Trumbull, this past
August.
Hope you all are having a splendid fall! Keep
sending your updates.
—Anne Cloudman, 315 West 99th St., Apt. 2D, New
York, NY 10025; acloudman@gmail.com
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Hello all and happy start of fall, a.k.a.
pumpkin spice season. Seriously,
that stuff is everywhere! Hope the
summer treated you all well and you’re embracing the cooler temperatures (or warmer
depending on what part of the world you’re in).
I received the following updates this summer
which made me smile.

Maureen Ellinwood married Mathieu
Pluvinage, Tu’13, on May 20 in Biarritz, France
(on the Atlantic coast, 30 miles north of San
Sebastián, Spain). Mathieu, a French citizen,
traded Paris for Hanover in 2011 to attend Tuck,
and the couple met at a Tuck European alumni
ski weekend (to which Europe-based Dartmouth
alums were also invited) in Verbier, Switzerland,
in March 2014. They ended up skiing together all
weekend and soon started dating long-distance,
with Maureen living in London after having completed her M.B.A. at Trinity College Dublin in
2011 and Mathieu based in Zurich, Switzerland.
Their green ties remained strong even abroad,
and they were incredibly touched to have 25.5
people in the Dartmouth and Tuck alums plus
partners wedding photo, most of whom flew over
from the United States to attend their special
day. (Maureen’s close London friend and former
Choates floormate Levi Hensel couldn’t attend
at the last minute but his daughter, Pia, made
the photo, hence the .5!) Maureen was especially touched to have 36 Leb housemates Jilian
Sacks, Lauren (Welsh) Sparrow and Kala ShermanPresser with her, along with Mia (Yocco) Coffing,
who was her swimming teammate from age 9
through their senior year. Maureen moved to
Zurich after the wedding and is getting used to
Swiss life, made more fun by the presence of Liz
Yepsen ’07, Tu’13, Kristen LeFevre ’02 and Kelly
Cockerill ’08. But she is happy they can get back
to London easily to catch up with the Hensels,
Kate Van Brunt ’07 and others. They’d be happy
to hear from any Dartmouth or Tuck alums passing through Zurich for business or pleasure or
any alums or friends of alums living abroad in
Switzerland! (Editor’s Note: As we go to press,
we have learned that Maureen died September
25 from injuries sustained in a cycling accident.
More details in the next issue.)
Gail Sweeney wrote in with the following
update, “I married Boulat Bash ’01 on July 15. We
met at Dartmouth and got engaged at Dartmouth
(while cross-country skiing at Garipay Field), so
we decided to get married at Dartmouth at the
DOC House on Occom Pond. The ceremony was
officiated by Andrew Heisen ’01. We had beautiful weather for the ceremony and the photos,
which were taken by Rob Strong ’04. The reception was, thankfully, inside the DOC House, as
it did rain for good luck. Elliot Olshansky ’04
and Jesse Roisin ’05 served as groomsmen. And
many of our Dartmouth friends celebrated with
us, including Karilyn Heisen ’01, Eric Shoemaker
’01, Kathryn Shoemaker ’04, Jeremy Fineman
’01, Elizabeth Terry ’07, Dan Maxell Crosby ’02,
Sarah Maxell Crosby ’04 and Laura Quayle ’06.
Congratulations to both Maureen and Gail!
—Kellee (Harper) Hanigan, 4347 Golf Bag Lane,
Terre Haute, IN 47802; dartmouth2003notes@
gmail.com
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I hope the fall is treating everyone
well! Let’s jump right in!
Yan Samoza continues work at
Borrego Health in Palm Springs, California. Yan
was recently promoted to director of lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender (LGBT) behavioral
health and will be working out of the new Stone-
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wall clinic, named in honor of the historically
significant riots in New York. Yan will continue
to provide treatment and clinical services, but
will also serve as an advocate for the LGBT community within the healthcare network.
Valerie (Silverman) Gottlieb and husband Zach
’10 had a baby girl, Remi Elizabeth, in March, and
are living in Carroll Gardens, Brooklyn. Valerie
currently works at JPMorgan Chase on the global
financial crimes legal team.
Rolaine Ossman has been hanging out with a
lot of babies. Most recently she saw baby Hugo,
whose parents are Liz Nehdi and Karim Nehdi
’05, and baby John, whose parents are Zandria
and Christian Haines ’01. The rest of her time
she’s working as a photo editor for the Nature
Conservancy, where she’s delighted to work with
the hilarious and talented Danielle Furlich ’91.
Elliot Olshansky writes, “I’ve had the immense
privilege during the last few months of working
with the Jewish a cappella group Six13, writing lyrics for two of their holiday-themed song
parodies. The first one we worked on together,
‘A Hamilton Chanukah,’ was performed for the
Obamas at their final White House Chanukah
party last December. Both ‘A Hamilton Chanukah’ and the Ed Sheeran parody ‘Seder Crew’ are
available on Six13’s latest album, Vol. 7: Blessings/Brachot, which is available from iTunes,
YouTube and Google Play and at Judaica shops
around the country. Also, Fred Hurley ’01 and I
launched our podcast, Practical Questions. We
have a bunch of great guests committed to appear,
so look for it wherever you listen to podcasts.”
Josh Pence writes, “I’m returning to Amazon’s The Man in the High Castle for season
three, where I play a character named Hans from
season two—a Nazi, shocking! In the late fall or
winter I’ll be filming Pieces, costarring alongside
Taylor Kitsch in his directorial debut (we made
this as a short film a few years ago). I’m writing
and producing as well. Look for the short feature Winter Light on Vimeo, which I produced
and costarred in. I’m proud to say that we were
officially shortlisted for an Oscar, down to the
final 10, myself as producer, alongside Hanover
native Julian Higgins (his mother is a Dartmouth
professor and we just happened to meet in Los
Angeles years ago). So what I’m really saying is,
if anyone has a damn good story, please reach
out, take my hand and Hollywood will exploit
us together.”
Rachel (Ringel) Lukoff and husband Ari welcomed baby Eli Harris Lukoff on May 6! Rachel is
still living in Minnesota and enjoyed the summer
on maternity leave.
Keep the updates coming!
—Cliff Campbell, 203 Baltic St., Apt. D1, Brooklyn, NY 11201; (917) 345-6494; cliff.campbell@
gmail.com
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Happy holidays everyone, hope all
is well. I skipped the fall submission, so there is quite a bit to catch
everyone up on.
First, the class of 2005 unfortunately lost
two beloved members of our class, Luke Gilroy
and Joe Rago, this summer.
Luke Gilroy passed away on June 24 after

a lengthy battle with cancer. For those who did
not know him, Luke graduated magna cum laude
and Phi Beta Kappa and was an Academic All-Ivy
rower while at Dartmouth. He joined Fidelity’s
fixed income division post-graduation, where
he worked for eight years and became one of
the youngest research analysts in the division’s
history. Luke received his M.P.P. from Harvard’s
Kennedy School of Public Policy in 2016 and
hoped to pursue a path in public policy. Luke is
survived by his wife, Meredith, parents, family
and friends. A website, thelukelegacy.org, has
been created in his memory and his family and
friends encourage all who knew him to visit the
site and share their remembrances of Luke.
Joe Rago passed away on July 20. While at
Dartmouth Joe was a proud member of Phi Delta
Alpha and served as editor of The Dartmouth
Review. Post-Dartmouth Joe began his career
as an intern for The Wall Street Journal in 2005
and became an editorial board member in less
than 10 years. Considered a prolific journalist
and generational talent, Joe covered a wide range
of topics, becoming best known for his expertise
on healthcare reform. His exceptional work in
journalism would go on to earn him a Pulitzer
Prize for Editorial Writing in 2011. The Dartmouth family and world of journalism will miss
Joe, and his gift of writing, dearly. We will keep
the class informed on the many gatherings and
tributes planned in Joe’s memory.
In happier news, there were several weddings to report on the last several months. Adam
Cohen married Ryan in May. Pete Simpson married Alice Dickinson, also in May. Lastly, Brian
Zurhellen rounded out the month of May, marrying Elizabeth. In June Parker Lewis married
Allison in Big Sky, Montana. Rob Freiman married
Ashley Slobodkin in July. Lastly, Vanessa Green
married husband, Keith, in Nantucket, Massachusetts, in August. All weddings were attended
by too many classmates and other Dartmouth
alums to name.
We also had some new additions to the ’05
family these past few months. Tim Sullivan and
wife Kim (Rosensteel), along with daughter Hannah (2), welcomed Mary Erin Sullivan to their
family in March. Lucas Nikkel and wife Julie recently welcomed a daughter, Maren, to their family. Lucas also completed his orthopedic surgery
residency at the University of Rochester and
this summer moved to Durham, North Carolina,
where he will be completing a fellowship in hip
and knee replacement at Duke University.
Anne Marbarger and husband Scott welcomed daughter Quinn in June. Ben Grinnell and
wife Courtney welcomed a second son, Oliver,
in June shortly thereafter. Ollie waited a little
over a month to be joined by future teammate
Leo White, son of Adam White and his wife, Erin.
Steve Daley and wife Leah weren’t too far behind
in the month of August with their third child, a
girl, Linden Johanna. Julia (Hildreth) Pothen and
husband Randy also welcomed a third child,
daughter Priya, to their family in August. Congratulations to all the new and repeat parents!
Finally, Elisabeth (Kreter) McKibben wrote in
to let us know she moved to Dallas in June for
one year with her husband, Max, and their three
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small humans, Cordelia (5), Daphne (3), and
Reeve (1). Max will be completing his final year
of urologic training and Elisabeth will continue
to work in biotech.
—Matt Nicholson, 79 Potomac Ave., SE, #345,
Washington, DC 20003; mtnicholson3@gmail.
com
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Hello, ’06s!
Though you will be reading this
in late fall, I write my first column
as class secretary fresh off our reunion in June.
It was great to be back on campus, especially
during summer, and catch up with everyone.
Reunion felt a lot like being right back in our
college days, and it was nice to welcome spouses
and babies to our world at Dartmouth as well.
Since seeing you all this summer there are a
few updates to share below. I also wanted to let
you know that Class Notes are now published on
our class website and include photos! You just
have to visit our website at 2006.dartmouth.org
and click “Class Notes” in the top navigation.
Our first update comes from Katherine (Lawson) Trier, who sends in some baby news and a
photo from reunion. Katherine and Henry Trier
welcomed their second baby boy, Dylan Michael,
on May 3. Dylan joins big brother Liam, who was
born in 2015. Dylan was happy to attend his first
Dartmouth reunion at just 6 weeks old in June!
Alex Payne also sent in a photo from reunion,
where he introduced his son, Bennett, born in
December, to the Dartmouth campus via a Theta
Delta pig roast.
Nkosi Harvey recently graduated with an
M.B.A. from the University of Washington (Foster) in Seattle. She graduated with Lydia Islan
’08 and Nick Smith ’09, so their mini-reunion
lasted for two years. They had just enough people to play a decent game of pong when Emily
Eberle-Levine ’09 joined a year after. Nkosi is
currently freezing in San Francisco and missing the more temperate weather of Seattle and
Chicago.
Also in academic news, earlier this spring
Ali Krzton received the $1,000 Jesse H. Shera
Memorial Scholarship from Kent State University’s School of Library and Information Science
in Kent, Ohio. The scholarship is awarded to
students based on an excellent academic record
and potential for future scholarly research and
publication. Ali has her master’s in anthropology from Texas A&M University and has just
earned her master’s in library and information
science with a specialization in research data
management at Kent State.
And finally, I would be remiss not to include
this update from Dan Kovler as a testament that
memories of the best pong victories are sweet
and long-lasting: At reunion Dan Kovler teamed
up with a combination of Sarah Emel and Cindy
Tsai and beat Terry Cunningham and Ryan Fuselier
in a game of tree in the Gamma Delta Chi pit. We
would like to wish Terry’s and Ryan’s formerly
inflated egos a speedy recovery.
Better luck next time, boys! And until next
time, wishing you all a happy fall.
—Cindy Tsai, c/o DAM, 7 Allen St., Suite 201, Hanover, NH 03755; cindaaay@gmail.com
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Hello, hello, ’07s! I hope you all had a
fabulous time at our 10-year reunion
reconnecting with your friends and
classmates, meeting swaddled members of future Dartmouth classes of unmentionable years
(2035 what?!) and, of course, lamenting the loss
of the formerly ubiquitous BlitzMail. More than
500 of you descended upon campus to (let’s be
honest) take way too many selfies with Baker
Tower, yet somehow our class still found time to
absolutely smash participation and fundraising
records. So, it’s official: best class ever!
For those of you who couldn’t make it, go
touch the fire. (Kidding. Kind of.) We’re looking
forward to seeing you at the 15-year reunion, at
a mini-reunion near you, on our Facebook and
Instagram pages, and hearing all of your exciting
new developments here.
Please join me in recognizing and thanking
our outgoing class officers, 10-year reunion planning committee, and Dartmouth College Fund
volunteers for their hard work. As we move forward through the next five years, we’ll be guided
by Lorraine Buhannic as our president, Nicole Cannizaro as our vice president, Ariel Eckstein as our
treasurer and yours truly as your secretary.
—Jaime Padgett, 1837 W Patterson Ave, #109,
Chicago, IL 60613; jaime.padgett@gmail.com
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Thanks to those of you who sent in
updates for this, my inaugural Class
Notes. It was great to hear from all
of you, and I hope to be an acceptable heir to the
Jon Hopper throne.
First up, a few new additions to the families
of the class of 2008. On August 8 Neil Willis and
his wife, Lilly, welcomed their second child, Ava
Grace Willis.
Three days later Megan (Strout) Maher and
her husband, Ryan, welcomed their first child,
Beverly “Bizzy” Anne Maher. Bizzy clocked in
at an ounce under eight pounds, and Megan is
already penciling her in for the class of 2039.
Jon Simpson and his wife Abby welcomed
their first child Melody Rebel Emerson-Simpson on July 19th. Everyone is doing great, and
Melody is reportedly snoozin’ only at the most
inopportune of times.
Congratulations are also in order for Meredith (Druss) Lesser, who married Jon Lesser
in May. The long list of Dartmouth attendees
included Kelsey Blodget, Victoria Fener, Julia
Schwartz, Leslie Shribman, Elise Waxenberg, Ling
Guo, Tess Hales, Elizabeth Healy, Tom Healy, Steve
Lonegan, Jess Kahn Marks, Rebekah Rombom and
Dana Silberstein, among others. They dusted off
“Blame it on the Boogie” and still remembered
the moves 13 years after first learning them on
trips. Good times!
If you’re roaming around the girdled earth,
odds are you’ll bump into a classmate. In northern California you may run across Simon Trabelsi,
hanging out at his brother and sister’s vegan
butcher shop in Berkeley or in any random recording studio in Oakland. If he’s not in California, he’s probably in Sweden spending time
with family and working on music.
And if your roamings take you east, Kiersten
Hallquist and her husband recently closed on

their first house in the New North End of Burlington, Vermont. The house comes complete
with a guest room, so look them up if you’re ever
in town!
Academically and beyond, ’08s continue
to excel. Daewoong “Dillon” Lee is in Boston, enjoying an anesthesia residency at Massachusetts General Hospital. And Ani Liu graduated
from MIT Media Lab with a master’s in science
earlier this year. In her thesis, she developed
an interface by which women can control the
movement of sperm with their mind as an act
of feminist protest. Since then, she’s been busy,
moving back to New York to pursue a career
as an artist, working on a project about labor,
mechanical production and the psyche in China
on a hacking manufacturing grant and opening
a solo art show at the Boston Center for the Arts
in October. (Read more about her on page 63.)
Matthew Siegfried is doing well and keeping
details close to the chest.
That’s it for this round, friends. Stay in
touch and keep doing interesting things!
—Chris Barth, 315 14th Ave. NE, Minneapolis, MN
55413; (609) 405-9153; cbarthrun@gmail.com
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As the leaves are changing in Hanover, our classmates have updates
from all over the country and across

the world.
In June Anne (Megargel) Arnold moved back
to Annapolis, Maryland. She will be teaching
fourth grade at an elementary school a quarter
mile from her house and hopefully doing lots of
sailing this school year. On July 15 she married
her boyfriend of four years, Matthew Arnold. He
is from that area and they did the ceremony right
on the water in Annapolis. Their first dance was
not a Kenny song but the band did learn one for
the reception. She wrote, “It was the most amazing day I ever could have imagined, in no small
part due to the presence of so many Dartmouth
friends and teammates.”
Ryan Church graduated from his dermatology
residency this summer and accepted a position
as staff dermatologist with Kaiser Permanente
in L.A., where he began in September. Brittany
Crosby recently moved to Austin, Texas, for a new
job at a chat-bot startup. If anyone is passing
through Texas (or needs a place to crash during
South by Southwest or Austin City Limits), her
guest room is available! Amy Davis was married
on May 6 to Oliver Roberts in Borough Market
in London. In attendance were Kathleen Carmody
and Shelley Miles Spillers. Katie Dutko is working as the education program manager for CRS
in Pakistan, based remotely in Nairobi for as
long as her work visas remain in limbo. If you
are in Kenya in the coming months, give her
a holler! Ibrahim Elshamy is leaving Palo Alto,
California, and moving to San Diego because
his wife, Nawal Siddiqui, is starting medical
school at University of California, San Diego.
He is continuing to serve as counsel to startups
and venture capitalists with his same law firm
Gunderson Dettmer in its southern California
office and then popping up to Silicon Valley every
month for a few days. Alex Guyton and his wife,
Helen, welcomed their first child, Louis Pierce

Guyton, into their family on August 17. Both
Helen and Louie are healthy and happy. Johanna
Hauer is living in Hartford, Connecticut, and is in
medical school at the University of Connecticut.
She would love to reconnect with any ’09s in
the area! This fall Tom Kern will be working as
a visiting assistant professor in mathematics
at the State University of New York, Oswego.
Dylan Kane shared that he “got a permanent job
as a helicopter rappeller with the U.S. Forest
Service in Prineville, Oregon. We’re trying to
boost our social media presence, follow us on
Instagram @centraloregonrappellers!” Johannes
Lohmann graduated from the Harvard Kennedy
School in May and joined the Behavioral Insights
Team, a British unit that offers advisory services
at the intersection of psychology and economics to governmental clients. He’ll be working
in its New York office and hopes to catch up
with some ’09s. During Labor Day weekend
Nate Mazonson married Carolyn McVeigh, the
sister of Brendan McVeigh ’10. On the professional front, he cofounded a vertical farming
company in San Francisco called Plenty. They
are looking for talented Dartmouth engineers,
computer scientists, plant scientists and business strategists to join their team! Asafu Suzuki
recently started a new job as an associate at the
Columbus, Ohio, office of a Cleveland-based immigration law firm.
—Liz (Doolittle) Kahane, 7 Chatmoss Road,
Henderson, NV 89052; (617) 909-7669;
elizabeth.d.kahane@gmail.com
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Blair Sullivan and Bret Vallacher got

married on July 22 in Gladstone,
New Jersey. Wedding party
members included Adi Sivaraman, David Leimbach,
and Jilian Hammock ’09. Many other Dartmouth
alumni were in attendance.
Michael Zirngibl married Keira Grimes ’12
on August 20 outside of Philadelphia, where
Keira’s family is from.
Ben Gifford and Sydney Thomashow ’11 quietly married in Marfa, Texas, in March and had
their wedding celebration in August in Norwich,
Vermont, across the river from where they first
met. Ashley Mitchell ’11 and Nora Niebrugge
’11 were bridesmaids, with other Dartmouth
friends in attendance. Sydney and Ben now
live in Brooklyn with their corgi, Louie. Sydney
leads marketing for Android’s emerging markets
products at Google and Ben just graduated from
Harvard Law School.
Sarah Badami married Dr. Tyler Welch on
September 23 in York, Maine. Sarah’s wedding party included man of honor, Jon Carty,
and bridesmaids Rufaro Makanda, Karen Sen and
Eleni Stavrou.
Francesca Bochner married Timothy Brown
in July in Southold, New York. Francesca then
started a clerkship in the eastern district of
New York.
Congrats to Phil Aubart, who welcomed baby
Adeline Claudette on June 21. Baby and mother
are well.
Anna Nearburg writes: “I am living in San
Francisco and running an art gallery out of my
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WHERE TO
DINE
THE WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Farm-fresh cuisine, carefully harvested ingredients and regional recipes inspire the seasonal
menus at the Woodstock Inn & Resort’s distinct
restaurants. The talented culinary team prepares
creative entrées and innovative cocktails, resulting
in exceptional Northeastern cuisine that showcases
the essence of Vermont. Call (844) 545-4178
or visit www.woodstockinn.com.
LATHAM HOUSE TAVERN AT DOWD’S
COUNTRY INN

Good food. Good beer. Good times.
Full menu for lunch and dinner with 18 draft beers.
A great location for class reunions, weddings
and gatherings of all sizes.
9 Main Street, Lyme, NH;
(603) 795-4712;
www.dowdscountryinn.com;
www.lathamhousetavern.com.
RAMUNTO’S BRICK & BREW

Hanover’s only real New York pizza, featuring
traditional, Sicilian and brick-oven specialty
pizzas, salads, subs, calzones, the biggest
beer in town and much more.
Casual atmosphere, deliveries.
Open ’til midnight 7 days.
9 East South Street, Hanover;
(603) 643-9500.
THE CANOE CLUB

An inventive menu featuring local produce, farmstead cheeses and organic meats. A rustic yet stylish
dining room with unusual Dartmouth ephemera.
24 draft beers on tap, plus 187 wines and 28 single
malts. Open for Lunch, Dinner, Late Night Menu
and Live Accoustic Music Entertainment–360 days/
year. 27 S. Main St. between the Dartmouth Co-op
& Bookstore. (603) 643-9660;
www.canoeclub.us.
THE LYME INN

Just minutes from Hanover, the Lyme Inn Tavern
and Garden Room offer tantalizing culinary
creations. With several function rooms available,
The Lyme Inn is the ideal place for your next mini
reunion, meeting or rehearsal dinner. Visit us and
view our menu online. Dinners Wednesday thru
Sunday from 5 to 9 p.m.
www.thelymeinn.com or call for a reservation at
(603) 795-4824.
SIMON PEARCE RESTAURANT & NEW
BAR

Award-winning, farm-to-table restaurant
overlooking the Ottauquechee River. Sip a handcrafted cocktail, watch our master glassblowers
and find the perfect gift. Open daily.
(802) 295-1470; SimonPearce.com.
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WHERE TO
SHOP
LEAGUE OF NH CRAFTSMEN GALLERY

Gifts that inspire and delight. Jewelry, pottery,
glass, home décor, prints, something for
everyone. Classes for adults, teens and
children in clay, metal and mixed media.
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
13 Lebanon St., Hanover, NH;
(603) 643-5050, gallery shop;
(603) 643-5384, classes. www.hanoverleague.org.
ROBERT JAMES WALSH & COMPANY

Antiques, Art, Modernism, Appraisals.
Across from Simon Pearce Glass, Quechee, VT.
(802) 356-7112; RobertJamesWalsh.com.
HANOVER COUNTRY CLUB PRO SHOP

Get your golfing gear with the Dartmouth
College logo. The Pro Shop has a wide variety of
shirts, jackets, umbrellas and golfing equipment.
Need something special? We do special orders!
(603) 646-2000; www.golf.Dartmouth.edu.
COGWORKS

Wooden cutting boards, Lazy Susans, home
accents, bookmarks and fine Dartmouth gifts.
Antrim, NH; (603) 588-3333; www.cogworks.com.

You can find
DAM online
and on Facebook!
www.DartmouthAlumni
Magazine.com
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apartment (shared with Jamie Connolly) called
Some Time Salon. I would love to have alums
by for a glass of wine anytime! I also make jewelry under the moniker Stone Everett and am
working on building my first full collection of
rings, necklaces and bolo ties. I hand-make each
piece in my studio in the Mission and am taking
commissions.”
Lucretia Witte is also living in San Francisco,
working as the executive director of expeditionary learning at Summit Public Schools. She loved
getting back to Hanover for Camp Granite last
year and visiting again this summer for a few
days after being a bridesmaid in Paula Sen and
Chris Root’s Maine wedding. Karen Sen, Megan McGregor, Eleni Stavrou and Jane Kurtzman were also
bridesmaids and Sarah Parsons Wolter officiated.
Samantha Parsons just graduated from Boston University’s physician assistant program,
passed her certification exam and accepted a
position in cardiac surgery at a hospital in the
Boston area.
Ned Kenney founded a comedy-technology
startup called Laughable; anyone who likes podcasts or comedy should check out the Laughable
iPhone app. Investors include Justin Amirian, Ben
Arad, Kelsey Byrne, Zach Farmer, Tom Hadley, Stephen Modelfino, Cary Stathopoulos, Frances Vernon,
Matt Walker and Rob Zbeda. Paul Glenn, Allie Miller,
Doug Nelson, Max Pollack and Jo Schneider have
also pitched in with lots of good advice and Zoë
Gottlieb came up with the Laughable name. A

true oh-ten group effort!
Lyle Baker reported that he and his wife,
Steffin, were visited by Dan Volgenau in August at
their new house in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Dan drove
from Texas to Kansas to see the solar eclipse.
Nathan Bruschi and Roanna Wang ’13 finished their summer internships as marketing
managers for General Mills in Minneapolis
and have returned to Harvard Business School,
where they are in their final year. They celebrated their one-year anniversary of marriage
in September and are looking forward to seeing
friends and classmates at the 6th annual Dartmouth Veterans Day banquet.
Be well!
—Jennifer Chong, Carrer d’Aragó, 266, 3o 2a,
Barcelona 08007 Spain; jenniferashleychong@
gmail.com
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A couple of updates this time! Courtney Gerwin and Brandon Parks got married on September 3 on campus at St.
Thomas Church with the reception at the DOC
House. They met on campus their senior year
at the Daniel Webster reception and were both
elated to head back to campus to tie the knot.
In May Claire Scott received her Ph.D. from
the Carolina-Duke graduate program in German
studies, also completing a certificate in feminist
studies at Duke University. This fall she begins a
position as a lecturer in the department of Germanic and Slavic languages and literatures at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
From Justin Varilek: “Hey from across the
pond! So I just did a slight jaunt throughout the
United States and saw some amazing Dartmouth
people whom I hadn’t seen for about two to three
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years. Shout out to Anise Vance, Suz Parker, Vera
Bergengruen, Myra Altman, Antonio Brown, Elizabeth Shribman ’10, Jake Sotak ’13 and Jason
Klein ’82! Apologies to everyone else I didn’t
get to see. Time is not on my side.
“But the trip made me realize how long I’ve
been out of it. I even missed the whole Trumpa-thon. So when our class secretary reached
out, I figured I should make sure people hadn’t
forgotten about my existence.
“After about five years in Russia I’m hoping
to call Berlin home for the next two years. Don’t
get me wrong, it’s not that I got my fill in Russia
of running from a few riot police with a journalist or cozying up to an oligarch or two while
helping MIT found a university there. It’s really
just that my startup, HackPack.press, makes the
decisions in my life and has banished me to a
rave- and history-filled Berlin. To be honest, the
startup is worse than twins as it gives me no rest
and hasn’t let me stay in one country for more
than a month for the entire past year.
“But the good news is that the child is growing into the toddler stage and I’m getting a better
grip on the reins. Essentially my team and I are
building a global network for the media industry
that helps publications and marketers find and
hire journalists to tell the stories that matter
from around the world. Basically, think of Uber,
but hiring photographers, videographers and
journalists instead of drivers. After launching
in Moscow, then Berlin, we’ve grown to more
than 10,000 members in 150 countries, and we
are planning to focus on the United States after
presenting the startup at a yearly journalism
conference this October in D.C.
“Otherwise, if you happen to be traveling
through Berlin and looking for a place to stay or
someone to grab a bier und currywurst with, then
hit me up. Best option is via Facebook—I should
be the Justin right above Bieber in the search.”
—Hillary S. Cheng, 16013 Legacy Road #304, Tustin, CA 92782; (603) 546-8452; hillary.s.cheng@
dartmouth.edu
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Friends, I couldn’t be more excited
to take over the reins for this space
from the inimitable Kelley Crisp. She’s
set pretty high expectations for the quality (and
pun-density) of our class notes column during
the past five years, and I’m lucky to have been
able to pick her brain for suggestions. All I can
say is that I and the rest of your new class officers—president Tim Koeth, VP Jamila Ma and
treasurer Ray Li—are thrilled to have the opportunity to work with you guys until our next
reunion. Reach out with your thoughts, ideas and
concerns and keep your eyes peeled for some fun
new things we’ve got up our sleeves.
Now, the notes.
In case you missed it, Nina Skagerlind had a
great (the best) excuse for missing reunion: She
and Max Geld ’11 welcomed their first child, a
beautiful and healthy baby girl named Mira,
in late May. The couple also relocated to Newport Beach, California. After moving all over the
world, they’re looking forward to connecting
with Dartmouth alumni in southern California.
Summer wedding season is behind us and

with it lots of new marriages to announce. Keira Grimes and Mike Zirngibl ’10 tied the knot
this summer, as did Mike Dimitrief and Leslie
Herscher and Ray Li and Maddie Steiner ’11.
Eleni Marmarelis (now McGeehin), who graduated from Geisel last spring, married Brendan
McGeehin ’09, Tu’15, this summer—and they’re
expecting their first child in 2018. And in the
world of future weddings, Bianca Zlatea and
Donnie Surdoval ’10 got engaged this summer.
Cheers to all of the happy couples!
They’re not the only ones on the move. AnnaKay Thomas made the leap to Los Angeles to continue chasing her entertainment host dreams.
Hard-working boss lady that she is, A.K. already
has her foot in the door with a job on NBC’s Steve.
Chloe Greenbaum, Ph.D. candidate in clinical
psychology at New York University, is doing big
things in Boston as a clinical fellow at Harvard
Medical School. Caitlin Nicholson just finished up
medical school at SUNY Upstate. Now in Philadelphia, she’s an intern in family medicine at
the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.
A bit further south Lauren Pace has just kicked
off her first year at the University of Maryland
School of Medicine.
Sarah Tanaka Glass has gone west to Portland, Oregon, for her ophthalmology residency
at Oregon Health Sciences University. And
scholar extraordinaire Liz Doe Stone, a doctoral
candidate in art history at the University of Virginia, just moved to Sweden to conduct archival
research on the artist Anders Zorn. Wish all of
these ladies luck!
Back in the Upper Valley Bekey Lee Kettering
will be attending Tuck in the fall. And between
golf tournaments Peter Williamson organized a
fundraiser called Capture the Flags this September. Held at Hanover Country Club, the event
raised money for the Hanover-based nonprofit
Positive Tracks, which empowers kids through
a combination of getting active and giving back.
That’s all I’ve got! As the holiday season
approaches, share your news with me so I can
share it with the class—we can’t wait to hear
what you’re up to.
—Liz Sullivan, 1444 Rhode Island Ave. NW, #603,
Washington, DC 20005; elizabeth.a.sullivan.12@
dartmouth.edu
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Thank you to everyone who sent in
Class Notes! It’s always such a pleasure to hear what you all have been
up to lately, and the breadth and diversity of our
class’ accomplishments never ceases to amaze
me. See you all back in Hanover for reunions in
six or seven months!
Warmest congratulations to Melanie (Parnon) Guyer and Martin Guyer on the June 8 birth
of their third son, Everett Walt Guyer.
This summer Ben Southworth married Laura
Spector ’10 in the mountains in southwest Colorado before moving out to the Bay Area in the
fall. Congratulations, Ben and Laura!
Best wishes to Andy Zureick and Angela
Gauthier on their wedding in June.
Jose Miguel Ordonez writes in, “I moved to
Mexico City about a year ago and am currently
working for J.P. Morgan. I recently renewed my

contract so I’ll be staying here a while longer. If
you’re ever in the area, let me know!”
A large contingent of our classmates is
headed back to school this year! Congratulations to all on your exciting next steps.
John Hanna recently started his first year of
medical school at Tufts University in Boston.
Anneliesse Duncan is in medical school at
University of North Carolina. Meeta Prakash is in
her first year of medical school at Virginia Tech.
Chloe Teeter is in her first year of law school
at the University of Texas; if anyone is in Austin,
let her know!
Ben Feeser started the M.B.A. program at
MIT Sloan this fall.
Heather Beatty started her M.B.A. at the Rotman School of Management at the University of
Toronto this fall.
Ali Essey and Isabel Hines recently started
the M.B.A. program at Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management and Amelia
Raether started law school at Northwestern’s
Pritzker School of Law this fall.
Sara Marcus, Katherine Shu, Ginny Miller and
Misha Gordon Rowe recently began their first year
at Harvard Business School.
Tim Connor is pursuing his M.B.A. at
the Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania.
—Emily Fletcher, 822 South Main St. #4, Ann
Arbor, MI 48104; emilyefletcher@gmail.com
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Hello, ’14s! I hope you are enjoying the
fall. This is my first fall in New Jersey,
and while I am enjoying the season
here, I must say, it just doesn’t compare to the
beauty of the fall in Hanover. I miss the crispness
of the air, the hot apple cider and donuts outside
of Collis and seeing those gorgeous red trees on
the south side of the Green. My nostalgia got me
thinking; we’ve been out of school for a pretty
decent bit of time—over three years! In the spirit
of my reminiscing, I’d love to receive updates
from you all about your lives of course, along
with the things you find yourself still missing
about the College. Anyway, I’m done going on
and on; to the news!
Anna Bladey and Patrick Yukman are still
hanging out in Chicago. Anna spent last year
taking postbaccalaureate classes in math and
statistics at the University of Chicago and has
just started a master’s in data analytics there
this fall. She spent the summer interning on the
analytics team at a tech company. Patrick has
switched jobs and is now working as a software
developer at a proprietary financial trading firm.
He’s also started a master’s in computer science
part-time at the University of Chicago. This past
June Anna and Patrick went to Bonnaroo Music
Festival in Tennessee and just so happened to
set up camp right next to three other Dartmouth
’14s! They spent a fantastic week with Carinna
Arvizo, Iris Yu and Ruosi Zhou.
Emily Jordan writes in, “Having just completed my 50th road race of the year, I am wrapping up my 2017 season. This was my first full
season racing at the pro level (and only my second full season ever), and with a really flexible
job I was fortunate enough to be able to travel
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and race all over the country against some of the
best professional female cyclists. I am looking
forward to a bit of down time, then gearing up
for next season!”
Chelsea Estevez spent two life-changing
years after graduation in Cairo, Egypt, conducting sustainable development work through the
American University in Cairo and gaining fluency in Egyptian Arabic. Since returning to the
United States she has been working at a nonprofit that leads in providing civic education to
the New York City school system. She recently
started her master’s at the Columbia School of
International and Public Affairs this fall.
On July 18 Max Kingsley graduated from the
U.S. Army officer candidate school at Fort Benning, Georgia. Second Lt. Kingsley received the
Distinguished Honor Graduate Award as the
top graduate in his class of 115 newly commissioned U.S. Army officers, as well as the Academic Achievement Award for the highest GPA
in his class. Max is an infantry officer and will
continue his training at Fort Benning.
Autumn White Eyes emailed in, “This past
May I graduated with my master’s in education
from Harvard’s graduate school of education,
where I studied arts education. I am now the
executive director of Lakota’s Children’s Enrichment Inc., a nonprofit doing youth work on my
reservation in Pine Ridge, South Dakota. Feel free
to contact me if you’d like to get involved or support! My email is autumn@lakotachildren.org.”
After three years in New York Carly Emmer
moved to San Francisco. She recently joined the
team at Coinbase, an online platform for bitcoin
and other digital cryptocurrency transactions,
as a business operations associate.
Thank you to those of you who shared updates! Enjoy the holidays; I look forward to hearing more news (and memories!) in the new year.
—Jessica Womack, 8 Spring St., Princeton, NJ,
08542; jrwomack1991@gmail.com
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Last week I was hiking in the White
Mountains with two other alums and
when we met up in the morning we
realized that we had unintentionally all worn
Dartmouth gear for the hike. Later in the day,
when a large group stepped aside to let us pass
on a tricky downhill, a man in the group turned
and said, “This is the only time I’ve seen Dartmouth pass Princeton.” Comments such as these
always strike me as hilarious and unnecessary.
Since the day I went to Bed Bath & Beyond for
dorm supplies six years ago, when I responded
to the “So where do you go to school?” question
with “Dartmouth,” I’m met with things such as,
“That’s in Colorado right?” or the crowd favorite,
“But it’s so cold there!” This phenomenon has
come up in discussions with classmates and I
wanted to use a bit of this space to provide some
comic relief. Below are some of the responses
we’ve gotten since we first decided that Hanover
would be our home for four years.
“Where?”
“UMass Dartmouth?”
“Is that an Ivy?”
“I’ve heard of it.”
“That’s in Hanover right? Or should I say

20 1 5 - 20 17

Hangover?”
“Bet you scored over 34 on your ACT.”
“That’s where Nate Archibald’s dad went!”
“Like Meredith Grey!”
“Is it really like Animal House?”
In College news, Big Green football will play
Brown at Fenway Park in Boston on November
10. It is the first time the teams have played a
football game against each other outside of their
home fields since 1923. In classmate news, check
out some updates from ’15s below!
Lindsay Ellis writes, “After a fellowship, I’ve
accepted a permanent position at the Houston
Chronicle covering higher education in Texas. I’d
love to connect with alums in the area.”
Lily Albrecht writes, “I wanted to tell other
’15s that I’m living in Seattle, working for a tech
startup called Igneous Systems and that we’re
hiring and that I’m getting married this fall to
Jonathan Bowdler, a non-Dartmouth grad who is
working on a dissertation in American history.”
Alex Stockton writes, “I remember the first
time I received the Dartmouth Alumni Magazine. It was just after I’d been accepted to Dartmouth. In it there was an article about Rashaad
Ernesto Green, a Dartmouth alum who directed
a feature film that had just played at Sundance.
I cut out that article and pasted it into my film
journal. A lot of my friends were going to film
school. I was nervous about going to a liberal
arts school. This article inspired me and made
me feel like I was making the right choice. Later
on I met Rashaad and he became a mentor to me.
And that film of his that the magazine profiled,
when I watched it, it changed my life. I recently
wrote and directed an independent feature film
titled Transient, about an undocumented immigrant, deported from the only home he’s ever
known, who risks everything to make it back
over the border.”
Kimberly Strauch and Philip Larie traveled
to Madras, Oregon, in August to view the total
solar eclipse. Philip proposed under the shadow
of the moon and Kimberly said yes before he
could finish asking. The two are living together
in San Francisco and are looking forward to the
next big adventure.
—Samantha Webster, 665 Washington St., Apt.
711, Boston, MA 02111; (484) 356-3678; samwweb15@gmail.com

Stephanie Alden has moved to Boston for
her first year at Harvard Medical School. This
past year she was conducting chemical biology
research in Dr. John Schneekloth Jr.’s lab at the
National Cancer Institute.
Jake Gaba has started working in London at
WPP, a holding group of marketing, advertising,
PR and media agencies. He’s a WPP fellow and
he’ll spend the next three years in a rotational
program working for a different WPP company
on a different continent.
Annelise Sauter has moved to Edinburgh,
Scotland, where she will be telecommuting and
working with two Costa Rican organizations to
combat poverty as she applies for jobs based in
Edinburgh.
Earlier in July a group of ’16s got together
to participate in the annual Trans Tahoe Relay,
an 11-mile swim across Lake Tahoe, California.
The race was swum in coed teams of six and
took about four and a half hours to complete.
The ’16s who competed in or were present at
the relay included Charlotte Kamai, Maddie Wall,
Laura McCulloch, Laura Hayes, Joe Kind, Aaron Athanas, James Verhagen, Katie Papa, Olivia Samson,
Bri Williams and Kelly Leonard. The ’16s enjoyed
running into so many other Dartmouth alums
at the relay and staying with their teammate
from Dartmouth swim team, Hayley Winter ’18.
George Boateng has been working on a sci-

ence, technology, engineering and math program
in Ghana this summer called Project iSWEST
(Innovating Solutions with Engineering, Science & Technology). The program, modeled after
Dartmouth’s introductory engineering class, is
a three-week, intensive innovation boot camp
for high school students in Ghana. This year’s
program is the fourth annual edition. This past
summer iSWEST has been training 27 students
in computer programming, Arduino, innovation
and entrepreneurship, while mentoring them to
develop solutions to real-life problems in critical areas in Africa such as agriculture. You can
learn more about iSWEST at facebook.com/
project.iSWEST.
Thanks for reading! Feel free to send any
news and updates to me—I love hearing from
you all!
—Feyaad Allie, 202 Running Farm Lane, Apt. 201,
Stanford, CA 94305; feyaad.allie@gmail.com
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Hello, class of 2017! Another congratulations on your graduation. In a few
weeks we will have been college graduates for half a year. Not surprisingly, many of our
classmates have been doing some magnificent
things since June 11.
Jorge Siwady Kattan spent his summer in
Montevideo, Uruguay, before returning on campus to finish his B.E. He worked as a consul-
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Hi, ’16s!
At the time that I’m writing this
I have left my job in management
consulting and I’m getting ready to move out to
Palo Alto, California, to start a Ph.D. program
in political science at Stanford. As I make this
transition, other ’16s are also up to exciting new
adventures.
Brittany Toffey got married to Ethan Fleming
this past June. Since graduating she has been
studying at Rutgers New Jersey Medical School,
where she completed her M.P.H. and first year
of medical school.
Bryan Thompson starts his first year at Stanford Law School after spending a year with the
Santa Fe Dreamers Project as a legal fellow.
Latrell Williams starts his first year at the
University of Virginia School of Law.

tant that enhances building designs to make
them more sustainable. He found this company
through his own research of companies in South
America since he feels at home in the region.
For work he had the opportunity to travel to
Buenos Aires, Argentina, but once his meetings ended, he went to the local beaches. In his
time away from the office Jorge visited colonial
towns outside of the capital city and searched
for the best local cafes and restaurants, mostly
revolving around his admiration for steak and
Italian cuisine.
This July Kira Farris began work at State
Street in Boston, where she is in the professional
development program alongside Paul Ghazal,
Kyle Nickerson and 50 other recent grads. Kira is
currently in her first rotation in fund accounting
and loves her coworkers. She recently moved to
the North End with her Chi Delta sisters Sara
Winfree and Alyssa Gonzalez and they had their
first roommate dinner, where they prepared
truffle risotto and garlic tilapia. As a New Jersey
native Kira has done a great job acclimating to
the Boston lifestyle. She won company box seats
for a Red Sox game through State Street’s raffle.
Luckily, she received a complimentary hat with
the tickets because she’s a die-hard Yankees fan.
In her free time she has been training for the
CHaD Hero half marathon with Alison Wolf ’15.
Another ’17 who has been spending ample
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time with Dartmouth alums is Emily Greene. Emily started her summer visiting Japan, Cambodia, Vietnam and China with a former coworker,
her family, Ally Benedict and Becca Holland. Out of
all the places she visited, she loved Vietnam the
most because of its history. Later in the summer
she and Katy Sprout went to Memphis, Tennessee, to visit Emma Sisson and the three then drove
to the tiny town of Perryville, Missouri, to gaze
at the total eclipse. During her time at home in
Connecticut Emily studied for exams to transfer
her EMT certification to Massachusetts before
her big move to Boston with Christiana Johnson.
In Boston she’ll be working as a software development engineer for Alexa at Amazon.
Graham Rigby decided to continue his studies this summer and attended the 2017 summer
linguistics institute of the Linguistic Society
of America with numerous graduate students
pursuing Ph.D.s and writing dissertations. Each
institute is hosted by a different university and
this summer it was held at the University of Kentucky in Lexington. At the institute he took three
courses: “Directionality in Language Change,”
“Genetic Creolistics and Genetic Linguistics”
and “Structure of Hmong-Mien Languages.”
He found the program to be a worthwhile experience because he gained valuable knowledge
and met young linguists interested in topics
that overlap his own fascinations. Outside of the
classroom Graham celebrated his 23rd birthday
in Boston with some friends from high school as
well as Ben Rhutan, Sean Cann and me.
Thanks for reading and please keep me updated on your accomplishments!
—Dorian Allen, 33 Kensington Terrace, Maplewood, NJ 07040; (973) 986-5988; dorallen@
comcast.net

Grads

I would like to suggest a book from a MALS
graduate for inclusion on your holiday shopping
list. The book, Happy Pretty Messy: Cultivating
Beauty & Bravery When Life Gets Tough, was
written by Natalie Wise (MALS’10) and was published in February by Skyhorse Publishing.
As I started reading it was apparent that the
book was written by a young extrovert. By not
being in either category, I was not sure I could
really relate to it. Instead, I found it mesmerizing.
Never before had I read about that end-of-theworld feeling that one experiences in the middle
of the night, ready to collapse into bed and suddenly realizing that your freshly washed bedding
has not been magically wrestled onto your bed.
I really thought I was the only one who did that.
Since Natalie doesn’t mention it, I probably am
the only one to experience remembering that
the sheets are still wet in the dryer. Then there
is her description of the importance and even
sensual experience of a goosedown comforter
and a hotwater bottle as necessary to survive a
New England winter. To give you a better idea
of what the book contains, I will quote from the
book’s foreword.
“Ever needed a refresher course on how to
be happy in life? Or maybe just a reminder that
100 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E
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a little self-care is good for you? Happy Pretty
Messy is an inspirational guidebook for women of
all ages seeking to live with beauty and bravery in
the modern world. As a modern lifestyle philosopher, author Natalie Wise brings her trademark
poetic prose and modern-vintage aesthetic to
finding and cultivating balance, joy and depth of
self in daily life. Filled with wit and fresh insights
for the heart and home, Happy Pretty Messy
teaches readers how to: thrive through tragedy,
turn off your inner monologue and ‘get back to
brave.’ Wise also shares her secrets to enjoying
the ‘everyday arts’—such as keeping home, keeping in touch and creating memories. While other
books do exist on these topics, Wise is one of the
first to join all of them in a vintage-informed and
modern-declared lifestyle that includes far more
than just fashion and décor.”
Natalie writes that she came to the MALS
program with the intention of writing children’s
books but fell into poetry and nonfiction. She
wrote a poetry thesis, and one of her included poems was published in The New Yorker magazine!
She then received a book contract, but between
the two events her fiancé died unexpectedly of a
pulmonary embolism. Her life had changed as she
wrote Pretty Happy Messy, and this is reflected
in her book, along with her whimsical drawings
and poetry.
Natalie has two new books, which will be
published early in 2018. The first is The SelfDiscipline Handbook in January and then The
Modern Organic Home in February. Her first
book, Gifts in Jars, came out in 2016. From the
description on Amazon, I understand that can
include just about anything except moon rocks.
—Jane Welsh, 175 Greensboro Road, Hanover,
NH 03755; (603) 643-3789; m.jane.welsh.gr@
dartmouth.edu

Clubs &
Groups

In keeping with the welcoming and inclusive
Dartmouth spirit, many clubs and groups organized and held send-off events for local soon-tobe Dartmouth freshmen. These events, such as
the one hosted in August by Austin Beutner ’82
and organized by the Dartmouth Club of Los
Angeles, serve as great opportunities for local
alumni to gather and to provide words of wisdom
for new Dartmouth students (or at least opportunities to share advice on the best snow gear
to pick up for a New England winter). Thanks
to Jethro Rothe-Kushel ’03 for the news from L.A.
Recently, Dartmouth alumni in the Jackson
Hole, Wyoming, area held their annual informal
summer potluck and get-together. Alex Muromcew ’85, and his wife, Joohee, along with Liza
Millet ’92, organized the event, which was held at
Alex and Joohee’s home in Jackson. Many local
alumni attended, including Scott Lacy ’13 and
Sean Stauth ’01, as well as some alums passing
through the area, such as recent grad Zachary
Tannenbaum ’17.
This summer the Dartmouth Entrepreneur-

ial Network (DEN) of Colorado held a networking event for entrepreneurial Dartmouth alumni
in the Colorado area, focused on fostering new
venture ideas and ways to find resources. This
DEN Colorado event was organized by Gus Moore
’99 and was open to the extended Dartmouth
community.
Finally, please note this upcoming event
by the Dartmouth Uniformed Service Alumni
(DUSA). DUSA—in partnership with the College, Dartmouth student veterans organizations
and the Dartmouth Club of Greater Boston—is
holding their first banquet outside of Hanover
this coming Veterans Day weekend and hope
you can join. The event is the sixth annual Dartmouth veterans banquet and fifth annual James
Wright Award presentation at the Langham,
Boston on Saturday, November 11. The event
will honor our veterans and is open to the entire Dartmouth community. More information
can be found at http://dusa.dartmouth.org or
by contacting Winnie W. Huang ’92 at president.
dusa@dartmouth.edu.
To have your news featured, don’t forget
to send me updates about the great events that
your club, association or affiliated group have
organized! It’s a perfect opportunity to share
information about events that have been successful for your group and an easy way to spread
good news about your group outside of your local
area. Newsletters and other email updates are
welcomed.
—Stina Brock ’01, PO Box 9274, Jackson, WY
83002; stina.brock@gmail.com

Deaths

The following is a list of deaths reported to us
since the previous issue. Full obituaries, usually
written by the class secretaries, may appear on
the DAM website at dartmouthalumnimagazine.
com, where friends and classmates may post
their own remembrances of the deceased. Please
contact alumni records at (603) 646-2253 to
report alumni deaths.
Russell Dana Ireland ’34 • May 22, 2012
John Doremus Bowe ’41 • June 8
Richard Leslie Clarke ’42 • Aug. 5
Raymond John McMahon Jr. ’43 • Aug. 9
Clinton Conkling Gardner ’44 • July 28
Philip Frederick Puchner ’44 • June 21
Henry Nelson Blansfield ’45 • July 24
Benjamin Franklin Moats Jr. ’46 • May 17
Richard William Young ’46 • Aug. 4
Melvin Jerome Nelson ’47 • July 10
Wood M. DeYoe ’48 • July 5
C. James Schaefer III ’48 • July 20
Ralph Greenhouse ’49 • Feb. 20
John Phillips Stearns ’49 • Aug. 16
Gerald Donald Sarno ’50 • June 18
William H. Jameison ’51 • Feb. 28
Charles N. Blakemore ’52 • May 8
George W. Clendon Jr. ’52 • May 2
Thomas A. Garrity Sr. ’52 • July 17
Richard A. Heinlein ’52 • March 20
John Henry Hoeven Jr. ’52 • Aug. 19
Vincent Wendel Jones ’52 • June 11
David Lloyd Larson ’52 • July 26

Geoffrey C. MacGlashan ’52 • July 23
Roger S. Pierce ’52 • May 17
William Shaffer Roberts ’52 • July 26, 2013
William W. Rooke ’52 • July 31
Frederick J. England Jr. ’53 • July 4
Robert J.T. Longabaugh ’53 • July 4
Edward G. Merritt ’53 • June 4
Timothy S. Reed ’53 • Aug. 14
Tom Corcoran ’54 • June 27
Robert Kohl Gluek ’54 • June 13
Arnold Stanley Linsky ’54 • June 27
Miles Garrod ’55 • March 30
Sterling Cox Klinck ’55 • May 1
Glendon Richard Wathen ’55 • June 25
Frank Peck Strong Jr. ’56 • July 20
David Carl Hillman ’57 • April 12
Charles Wilbur King Jr. ’57 • Aug. 3
Joseph Hilliard Lane Jr. ’57 • July 20
Robert Lucien McCollum Jr. ’57 • Jan. 19
William Richard Trager ’57 • Nov. 8, 2014
Donald Robert Brenner ’58 • July 28
Walter Edwin Busker Jr. ’58 • Feb. 28
Richard Bruce Wolf ’58 • May 5
Joseph Bevan Goodwin ’59 • July 11
Herbert Arthur Grant Jr. ’59 • July 5
Frederick Edward Lockyear ’59 • July 29, 2016
James Wilson Shepard ’59 • May 28
Robert Campbell Watson Jr. ’59 • April 11
Robert Allen Farmer ’60 • July 22
Thomas Alanson Hickey Jr. ’60 • May 1
Norris Conrad Knosher ’60 • June 8
Frank Robert Budetti ’61 • April 18
Gregg Baldwin Millett ’61 • Aug. 1, 2016
Robert David Poyneer ’61 • June 17
Ed Victor ’61 • June 7
Dick Dickason ’64 • Aug. 5
Daniel Kribbs Corbett ’65 • July 31
David Gary Englebretson ’68 • July 8
Ronald Eric Perell ’70 • July 25
C. Luke O’Reilly ’71 • June 21
Nicholas Marines Nikitas ’72 • Nov. 20, 2016
Richard Michael Spaziano ’72 • April 14
William Augusta Burks ’73 • March 30
William Bowen Cater Jr. ’74 • July 6
William Joseph Deevy IV ’74 • May 9
Harold J. Washington ’75 • June 23
Rachel Krevans ’79 • July 19
Scott Stuart Davidoff ’82 • June 19
Peter Andrew Zimmerman ’82 • June 23
Todhunter Weir Bensen ’84 • Aug. 10
Nancy Ann Bronder ’86 • Aug. 7
Luke Erin Gilroy ’05 • June 24
Joseph Arthur Rago ’05 • July 20
Brian Daniel Howe ’10 • Aug. 8
Lloyd Gregory Miller ’10 • May 12
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Usually written by the class secretaries,
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where you can post a remembrance, find
relevant links and search the archive.
Please contact alumni records at
(603) 646-2253 to report a death.
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camdenwriters@gmail.com
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Buildin g on t he
Ex traordin a r y

ABIGAIL MARSH (continued from page 49)

Recently Sold | $575,000 | Norwich, VT

Your Local
Land Specialist
in the Upper
Valley Region.
Linda Mayo | Realtor
17 1/2 Lebanon Street | Hanover, NH
Linda.Mayo@FourSeasonsSIR.com | LindaMayo.com
Office: 603.643.6070 | Mobile: 802.345.5202
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Ma j est i c 20 5 Ac re Parcel
Rolling hills, water and timber. Minutes from
Hanover, NH and just over two hours from
Boston. Excellent opportunity to purchase a
unique and private piece of land.
$ 497,12 5 | P lain fie ld, NH

FourSea sonsSIR.co m
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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Marsh’s fascination with the vagaries of
human behavior was further fueled by her
acting on stage at the Hopkins Center. She
has vivid memories of running into Mikhail
Baryshnikov backstage. He was performing
in Moore Theater and she was in costume
as an old crone for a production downstairs
in the Bentley. It was not, she says with a
laugh, the best way to make an impression.
As a psychology major, she eventually
gave up acting for academics—it seemed
a more reliable path to earn a living—but
drama was good preparation for a psychology career, she says. After Dartmouth and
her Ph.D., Marsh conducted postdoctoral
research at the National Institute of Mental
Health until 2008.
At first, Marsh thought about studying heroic rescuers such as her highway
Samaritan. But heroic saviors proved difficult to recruit—they’re not exactly bonding
over their exploits on listservs. And scientifically speaking, heroic rescuers tend to
skew young and male—and physically fit
enough to rescue someone from catastrophe
on a high-speed freeway. Then, sometime
around 2010, Marsh turned her attention to
altruistic kidney donors, people who’ve donated to someone they’ve never met. Fewer
than 2,000 of them exist in the country.
Like heroic rescuers, altruistic kidney donors take on significant risks—as
well as costs—to save a stranger’s life. But
they represent a wider swath of humanity:
They can be old or young, female or male.
All that’s required to donate is good health
and a pair of functioning kidneys. And they
were easier to locate through transplant
organizations and donor listservs. Because
kidney donors have to go through a battery
of tests and screening to donate—tests that
can take months at a time—they have to be
highly motivated to save lives.
The more Marsh read up on living kidney donation, the more she became sure
that this should be her focus. Kidney disease is the ninth largest cause of death in
the United States. The waiting list for a kidney transplant has more than 95,000 people
on it. Most wait three to five years before a
suitable match is found. “The waiting list
could be eliminated if just a fraction of a
percent more people decided to donate,”
Marsh says.
Altruistic donors tend to be female
rather than male, middle-aged rather than
young, and white rather than black or
brown. (The racial makeup of altruists is
beginning to change, she says.) They hate to
be fawned over, Marsh says, and they don’t

think of themselves as special. Humility is
one of their distinguishing features. Most
don’t describe themselves as being particularly religious, she says.
Take Harold Mintz, who donated his
kidney in 2000 to a stranger, because, he
says, it was the right thing to do. Certain
life experiences, such as the death of his dad
from an incurable disease, primed him to
help. He buys Marsh’s research but bristles
at the notion that he is anything unusual.
When Marsh first scanned his brain
in 2011, Mintz says, “I kept telling her, ‘I’ll
save you time and money. I’ll tell you the
results. You’re going to find out that my
brain and your brain are the same.’ ” That
turned out not to be true: Mintz learned that
his amygdala is indeed larger. Still, he’s not
convinced. “Of course my amygdala is bigger,” he says. When you exercise a muscle,
it grows bigger. “Because I gave a kidney
doesn’t mean that I’m nicer than anybody
else. I don’t want to be the unusual guy. I
want to be normal. Normal people can do
good things.”
To understand the human capacity for
empathy, Marsh first wanted to study those
who don’t have that capacity: children and
adolescents with a history of conduct problems and very limited empathy. One subject,
a 14-year-old girl who bragged about killing
her guinea pig and had already learned to
seduce men to get what she wanted, was
incapable of understanding the havoc she
wreaked, according to Marsh. The human
tendency is to treat psychopaths as examples of moral failings, she says. “But I would
never call a child or adolescent evil. I don’t
think anyone would have chosen to be born
lacking compassion and engaging in those
behaviors,” Marsh says. “I fully believe it’s
a mental illness. It’s not that anyone wants
to be born that way.”
For her next research project, Marsh is
returning to the deep recesses of the MRI
machine. The project is in the early stages,
so she’d rather not talk details. Suffice it to
say, Marsh will be delving further into the
complexities of the amygdala, the better to
understand what makes kind people kind.
And yes, she’s scanned her own brain
with an MRI machine. She’ll be the first
to tell you that her amygdala is nothing
special. “I’m soft-hearted, but I’m not as
altruistic as the people I study,” Marsh says
with a laugh. “But I’m quite confident that
I’m not psychopathic.”
is an award-winning
journalist who lives in Washington, D.C.
TERESA WILTZ

CLASSIFIEDS
REAL ESTATE
ROGER
CLARKSON
REALTORS—For
the professional service your real estate
investment deserves. 38 S Main St., Hanover,
NH. (603) 643-6004; roger@rogerclarkson.com.
Roger Clarkson ’75.

TRULY ONE OF A KIND!

 This 226 Acre Parcel Has 360 Degrees of Spectacular
Views!  Cardigan Mtn, Ragged Mtn, the Belknap Range,
Mt. Kearsarge, Mt. Sunapee, the Windmills of Lempster,
Gray Ledges & Corbin Park  A Gradual Driveway to the Top
Allows Enjoyment of the Beautiful Vistas  The Property is in
“Current Use”  Owner is a Licensed NH Real Estate Agent

Dodge Pasture Road, Sunapee $499,000.

(603) 526-4116
P.O. Box 67
224 Main Street
New London
NH 03257

SPECTACULAR VIEW, HIGH-END VT NEIGHBORHOOD at http://tinyurl.com/rushmeadow.
Bassette Real Estate Group; (802) 238-3970 cell;
John MacGovern ’80.

PARIS, ILE SAINT-LOUIS: Elegant, spacious
top ﬂoor skylighted apartment, gorgeous
view overlooking Seine, 2 bedrooms sleep 4,
2 baths, elevator, well-appointed, full kitchen,
Wi-Fi. (678) 232-8444 or triff@mindspring.com.
PROVENCE. Delightful five-bedroom stone
farmhouse, facing Roman theater. Pool, vineyard.
(860) 672-6608, www.frenchfarmhouse.com.
LUXURY TUSCAN VILLA. Set high in the Chianti
countryside, this exquisite, recently restored villa
has 8 bedrooms and 8.5 bathrooms. Perfect
for large families or groups of friends, the
beautiful vistas, large pool and outdoor
fireplace all make for the vacation of a lifetime.
Private chef available. mahokeza@comcast.net
or (860) 651-0010. D’82.

COLLEGE APPLICATION SERVICES
FORMER ADMISSIONS OFFICERS check
your college/grad school application and
give detailed feedback BEFORE you apply.
Founded by Brown/Penn alum. (203) 762-6500
Info@AdmissionsCheckup.com.

..
Bliss...
Bliss...

Luxury
Barge Cruises
Luxury
Luxury Barge
Barge Cruises
Cruises

FOR RENT
UMBRIA, ITALY: Luxuriously restored medieval
tower with addition. Historic charm, all modern
comforts: chef’s kitchen, a/c, Wi-Fi, lap pool,
outdoor kitchen/pizza oven, gym. 3 large, ensuite bedrooms, possible 4th (4 ½ baths). Nestled
in olive grove near Spoleto, with gorgeous views.
agillenson@gmail.com.
FRANCE, PARIS-MARAIS. Exquisite, sunny, quiet
one-bedroom apartment behind Place des Vosges.
King-size bed, living/dining room, six chairs, full
kitchen, washer, dryer, weekly maid service, Wi-Fi.
$1,350 weekly; max@gwu.edu.

P.O. Box 2195, Duxbury, MA 02331
P.O.
MA-2454
02331
800Box
-2222195,
-1236Duxbury,
781-934
P.O.
MA-2454
02331
800Box
-2222195,
-1236Duxbury,
781-934
www.fcwl.com
800 -222 www.fcwl.com
-1236 781-934 -2454
www.fcwl.com

Plan Your
Winter Escape
Today
Austrian Inspired
Lodging & Dining
Endless Activities
Austrian Style Lagers
by von Trapp Brewing
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PARIS 7TH: Fifth floor, elevator, quiet. Studio
sleeps 3. Balcony. View Eiffel Tower. (207) 752-0285
www.parisgrenelle.com.
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what i’ve learned since graduation

Matt Burke ’98

44 South Main Street, Hanover, NH

On coaching in the NFL

603.643.4900 [Ofﬁce] 603.277.0067 [Cell]
linde@lindemac.com | LindeMac.com

Interview by L I S A F U R L O N G

Denise Dame, Linde K. McNamara, Barbara Heyl
“My lasting memory of Dartmouth football is having Princeton come
from behind to tie us in the last game of my sophomore year season.

Over 25 Years Experience in Real Estate Sales

That cost us a share of the Ivy title, but I believe it fueled our 10-0
season the next year. Sometimes you remember the painful moments as much as the good ones.”
“I tell our players that if we learn from them, mistakes are fine, but

repeat mistakes aren’t.”

“I’m not a yeller just to yell. I’m more of a calm, educator type, but I

am capable of throwing things or using profanity—especially on
game days, when things get ramped up.”

“There are different cultures across the NFL, which stem from own-

ers’ visions of their organizations. Roster construction reflects
values. When you look at the most successful organizations you
see that players are happy to fit into the team’s culture instead of
the other way around.”

Waterfront living at its best – inside and out! Enjoy the lake with docks
and boat lift. Dine on the spacious patio or balcony facing the water.
The interior is beautifully designed with views from most every room
including the workshop/studio. There is a master suite on each of
the two levels and room for guests, too. Gourmet kitchen with highend appliances and plenty of storage. Granite countertops in kitchen
and baths. Thoughtfully designed, built with quality, and meticulously
maintained! Enﬁeld, NH. $999,000

“I’ve been fortunate to come into organizations at different times,

whether rebuilding or well established. It’s been fascinating
to watch the different head coaches. The old-school way of
doing things is changing and [Dolphins coach] Adam Gase,
who is younger than I am, has probably the best relationships
with players I’ve seen. He’s very engaging, really involved,
very upbeat.”

Bright, sunny and peaceful describes this quality built cape on 4.6
acres of gorgeous land! The 1st ﬂoor has the dining room and living
room, as well as featuring a generous size bedroom plus an additional
room that can serve as an ofﬁce or a study, and a remodeled full bath
easily accessible to all rooms on that ﬂoor. The stunning living room
centers around a brick ﬁreplace and a formal dining room ﬂowing easily
from both the kitchen and living room. The second ﬂoor provides two
additional generous size bedrooms with another remodeled full bath.
Enjoy living just a stone’s throw to I-91, in the charming village of
Thetford, VT, just 15 minutes to Norwich and Hanover, but take pleasure
in having a lifestyle of country living. Thetford, VT. $399,900

“One of the things I love about my job is the wide cross section of
people I deal with. It’s a challenge to relay the same message

to a kid from South L.A. and a kid from Iowa.”

“In one locker room I used to organize a pool of sorts using players’
former colleges’ games. I’d include the Dartmouth game of the

week and get crap like, ‘Bucknell has a football team?’ ”

“Players are becoming more educated about the pitfalls of poor
behavior. The spotlight is on them all the time, so some knuckle-

head decisions are less common than in the past. I tell young
players to be mindful of social media. When I was in college
I might have done some dumb things that were captured in
photos, but they’re in albums stuffed in a closet.”
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“I’m always concerned about brain-injury issues. I care for the players

I work with, and I’ve kept in touch with some of them about that.
I’ve had the hard conversations when I’ve told a few that maybe
they should retire. A lot more attention is being paid.”
“There’s really no NFL rule I would change. I have no problem with

them relaxing the celebration rule, but I’m not big on showboating.”

“I love the feeling of the unknown. I’ve made flights to countries

with no plans just to see what would happen. That’s led to bungee
jumping, climbing mountains, skydiving and safaris. The Dolphins
organization probably wishes I preferred bowling.”
“I’m proud of earning whatever I’ve achieved on the basis of hard
work. If you’re thinking about your next job you’re not doing a good

enough one in the job you’re in.”
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Gorgeous, architecturally designed cape privately situated on 2 acres,
with views and beach rights to Mascoma Lake. This home offers an
open ﬂoor plan that reﬂects its quality construction throughout, from the
gourmet kitchen to the Great Room with mahogany paneling and gas
ﬁreplace. Light ﬁlls the main living area in the open, ﬂexible ﬂoor plan.
Three ﬁnished levels include a master bedroom with large walk-in closet
and private bath and 2 other bedrooms and bath on the second ﬂoor and
your own large private gym on the lower level. Enﬁeld, NH. $539,000

HIS STORY

Notable: Played Dartmouth football as a walk-on safety; hired away from
Harvard by Tennessee Titans at age 28; named Miami Dolphins defensive
coordinator in January 2017; has traveled extensively on adventure trips,
most recently in Uganda to see gorillas (to see photos, go to our website)
Career: Linebacker coach, Dolphins, 2016, Cincinnati Bengals, 2014-15,
Detroit Lions, 2009-13; Tennessee Titans defense quality control coach,
2006-08; Titans administrative assistant, 2004-06; Harvard assistant
coach, 2003; Boston College graduate assistant coach, 2000-02; Bridgton
Academy assistant coach, 1998-99
Education: A.B., psychology; M.A., education, Boston College, 2002
Personal: Single; lives in Fort Lauderdale, Florida

12 Morgan at Centerra
Construction is underway for
twenty-six high end, contemporarystyle condominium ﬂats ranging
from 1,100 - 2,000 square feet in size,
centrally located in the heart of
Centerra and the Upper Valley.
Highlights include:

• 2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Units, Ofﬁce Option • 8’6” Ceilings, 7’ Window Heights • Hardwood Floors
• LEED-Equivalent Energy Standards • Ample Closets, On-Site Storage Lockers • Attractive Nature Views
• Private Terrace or Balcony • Copious Natural Light • Elevator Access • Covered Parking within the Building
• Community Gardens • Gracious Entry Pavilion with ﬁreplace for Socializing • Shuttle Bus Service to DHMC
Find your new home within walking distance to world-class employers, the River Valley Club, Lebanon Food Co-op,
shopping and restaurants in a setting that puts you in touch with nature, and a location in the heart of the Upper Valley.
Ready for Fall 2017 occupancy. Call or e-mail Linde McNamara for more information.

illu st rat ion by J OH N C U N EO

Why buy a single stock when you can
invest in the entire sector?
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
- S&P 500 Components
- The all-day tradability of stocks
- The diversification of mutual funds
- Liquidity
- Total transparency
- Expenses - 0.14%**

XLE
*Components and weightings as
of 8/31/17. Please see website for
daily updates. Holdings subject
to change.

ENERGY Sector SPDR ETF Top 10 Holdings*
Company Name

Symbol

Weight

Exxon Mobil

XOM

22.32%

Chevron

CVX

17.17%

Schlumberger

SLB

7.51%

ConocoPhillips

COP

4.66%

EOG Resources

EOG

4.24%

Occidental Petroleum

OXY

3.96%

Kinder Morgan

KMI

3.25%

Phillips 66

PSX

3.22%

Halliburton

HAL

2.96%

Valero Energy

VLO

2.69%

Visit www.sectorspdrs.com or call 1-866-SECTOR-ETF

An investor should consider investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. To obtain a prospectus, which contains
this and other information, call 1-866-SECTOR-ETF or visit www.sectorspdrs.com. Read the prospectus carefully before investing.

The S&P 500, SPDRs®, and Select Sector SPDRs® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. and have been licensed for use. The stocks included in each Select Sector Index
were selected by the compilation agent. Their composition and weighting can be expected to differ to that in any similar indexes that are published by S&P. The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged
index of 500 common stocks that is generally considered representative of the U.S. stock market. The index is heavily weighted toward stocks with large market capitalizations and represents
approximately two-thirds of the total market value of all domestic common stocks. Investors cannot invest directly in an index. The S&P 500 Index figures do not reflect any fees, expenses or taxes.
Ordinary brokerage commissions apply. ETFs are considered transparent because their portfolio holdings are disclosed daily. Liquidity is characterized by a high level of trading activity.
Select Sector SPDRs are subject to risks similar to those of stocks, including those regarding short-selling and margin account maintenance. All ETFs are subject to risk, including possible loss of
principal. Funds focusing on a single sector generally experience greater volatility. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.
**Gross & Net Expenses are the same – 0.14%.
ALPS Portfolio Solutions Distributor, Inc., a registered broker-dealer, is distributor for the Select Sector SPDR Trust.
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